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Preface

Multiagent systems are generally considered as an approach for engineering applications in complex domains. A multiagent system application is designed as a
set of autonomous software entities (agents) that are embedded in shared structure (the environment). Agents can flexibly achieve their design objectives by
acting in the environment and interacting with one another. Multiagent systems
are typically ascribed quality properties such as adaptability, robustness, and
scalability.
Mainstream software engineering generally recognizes software architecture
as the primary vehicle to manage complexity and to achieve the system’s required
qualities. Software architecture consists of the structures of the system, which
comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements,
and the relationships among them. Software elements provide the functionality
of the system, while the required system qualities are primarily achieved through
the structures of the software architecture.
So there is a clear connection between multiagent systems and software architecture. Yet this connection is rarely explored. Agent-oriented methodologies
typically give an individual interpretation to the various phases of the software engineering process. This isolates agent-oriented software engineering from
mainstream software engineering practice, hampering the industrial acceptance
of agent technology.
Multiagent Systems and Software Engineering (MASSA) places the connection between multiagent systems and software architecture in the forefront. The
overall goal of the special track is to explore how current practice in software
architecture can be valuable for software engineering with multiagent systems.
This volume contains the papers that were accepted for MASSA. The submitted papers were reviewed by three reviewers. From the eleven submissions
we received for the special track, six submissions were accepted. In addition,
the volume contains tree invited papers. We hope that the research presented
in this volume will stimulate the further exploration of the connection between
multiagent systems and software architecture.
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Abstract. Five years of application-driven research taught us that there
is a close connection between multiagent systems and software architecture. In this paper, we give an overview of a reference architecture for
situated multiagent systems we have developed during our research. The
reference architecture generalizes common functions and structures from
various applications we have studied and built. It provides a blueprint to
develop new multiagent system applications with similar characteristics
and requirements as the systems from which the reference architecture
was derived. The reference architecture enables to integrate multiagent
systems in mainstream software engineering. We believe that this integration is a key to industrial adoption of multiagent systems.

1

Introduction

Five years of application-driven research taught us that there is a close connection between multiagent systems and software architecture. Our perspective on
the essential purpose of multiagent systems is as follows:
A multiagent system provides the software to solve a problem by structuring the system as a number of interacting autonomous entities embedded
in an environment in order to achieve the functional and quality requirements of the system.
This perspective states that a multiagent system provides the software to solve
a problem. In particular, a multiagent system structures the system as a number of interacting elements, in order to achieve the requirements of the system.
This is exactly what software architecture is about. [1] defines software architecture as: “the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software
elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them.” Software elements (or in general architectural elements)
provide the functionality of the system, while the required quality attributes are
primarily achieved through the structures of the software architecture.
Target Application Domain. In our research, we target a family of software systems with the following main characteristics: (1) stakeholders involved
in the systems have various, often conflicting quality requirements (maintainability, availability, performance, etc.); (2) the systems are subject to highly
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dynamic operating conditions (dynamically changing workloads, unpredictable
peaks in demand, continuous changes in availability of resources and services,
etc.); (3) activity in the systems is inherently localized, i.e. global control is hard
to achieve or even impossible. Example domains are automated transportation
systems, mobile and ad-hoc networks, and wireless sensor networks.
Architecture-Centric Software Development with Situated Multiagent
Systems. To develop such application, we apply an architecture-centric approach that integrates multiagent systems as software architecture in a mainstream software engineering process. Our particular focus is on situated multiagent systems, i.e. one particular family of multiagent systems that put the focus
on the interactions of the agents in the environment, rather than on their individual capabilities. Key aspects of the approach are architecture-centric software
development, self-management, and decentralized control. Architecture-centric
software development compels the stakeholders involved in a system to deal
explicitly with quality goals and tradeoffs between the various system requirements. Self-management enables a software system to deal autonomously with
the dynamic and changing circumstances in which it has to operate. Key qualities for endowing systems with abilities to manage dynamism and change are
flexibility and openness. Decentralized control is essential to cope with the inherent locality of activity. In a system where global control is not an option, the
functionality of the system has to be achieved by collaborating subsystems.
Reference Architecture for Situated Multiagent Systems. Central to
the architecture-centric approach for software development is a reference architecture we have developed for situated multiagent systems [2–5]. The reference
architecture extracts and generalizes common functions and structures from various applications we have studied and built, including a number of experimental
robotic applications, a peer-to-peer file sharing system, and an industrial logistic transportation system for warehouses [6, 7]. The reference architecture documents the knowledge and experiences we have acquired in our research. It can
serve as a blueprint for developing software architectures for applications that
share the common base of the reference architecture.
Overview. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we
give an overview of the reference architecture for situated multiagent systems.
Section 3 briefly explains how the reference architecture can guide the architect
when building a concrete software architecture. In Sect. 4, we discuss related
work that explicitly connects software architecture with multiagent systems. Finally, in Sect. 5, we draw conclusions.

2

Reference Architecture for Situated Multiagent
Systems

A reference architecture embodies a set of architectural best practices gathered
from the design and development of a family of applications with similar charac-
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teristics and system requirements [8, 1]. It provides an asset base architects can
draw from when developing software architectures for new systems that share
the common base of the reference architecture.
In this section, we give an overview of the reference architecture for situated
multiagent systems we have developed in our research. The reference architecture is documented with various architectural views that describe the architecture from different perspectives [9]. Views include a module decomposition view,
a shared data view, a collaborating components view, and a communicating processes view. Each view is organized as a set of view packets. A view packet is a
small, relatively self-contained bundle of information of the reference architecture, or a part of the architecture. The overview of the reference architecture
in this paper is limited to the main view packets. For the complete documentation of the reference architecture, including a formal specification of the various
architectural elements, we refer to [10].
2.1

Module Decomposition View

The module decomposition view shows how the system is decomposed into modules, i.e. manageable software implementation units that provide coherent units
of functionality. The relationship between the modules is is–part–of that defines
a part/whole relationship between a submodule and the aggregate module.
The basic criteria for module decomposition is the achievement of quality
attributes. For example, changeable parts of a system are encapsulated in separate modules, supporting modifiability. Another example is the separation of
functionality of a system that has higher performance requirements from other
functionality. This decomposition allows to apply different tactics to achieve the
required performance throughout the various parts of the system.
Modules in the module decomposition view include a description of the interfaces of the module that documents how the module is used in combination with
other modules. The interface description distinguishes between provided interfaces and required interfaces. A provided interface specifies what functionality
the module offers to other modules. A required interface specifies what functionality the module needs from other modules, it defines constrains of a module in
terms of the services a module requires to provide its functionality.
In this paper, we discuss three view packets of the module decomposition
view. Subsequently, we describe the top-level decomposition of the situated multiagent system, the basic decomposition of an agent, and finally, the basic decomposition of the application environment.
View Packet: Situated Multiagent System. Fig. 1 gives an overview of
the top level decomposition of the situated multiagent system. The situated
multiagent system is decomposed in two subsystems: Agent and Application
Environment. The Deployment Context refers to the given hardware and software and external resources with which the multiagent system interacts (sensors
and actuators, a printer, a network, a database, a web service, etc.).
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Fig. 1. Top level decomposition of a situated multiagent system

Agent is an autonomous problem solving entity in the system. An agent encapsulates its state and controls its behavior. The responsibility of an agent is to
achieve its design objectives, i.e. to realize the application specific goals it is
assigned. Agents are situated in an environment which they can perceive and
in which they can act and interact with one another. Agents are able to adapt
their behavior according to the changing circumstances in the environment. A
situated agent is a cooperative entity. The overall application goals result from
interaction among agents, rather than from sophisticated capabilities of individual agents.
Application Environment is the medium that enables agents to share information and to coordinate their behavior. The core responsibilities of the application
environment are:
• To provide access to external entities and resources.
• To enable agents to perceive and manipulate elements in their neighborhood,
and to interact with one another.
• To mediate the activities of agents. As a mediator, the environment not only
enables perception, action and interaction, it also constrains them.
The application environment is the part of the environment that has to be designed for a concrete multiagent system application. External entities and re-
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sources with which the multiagent system interacts are part of the deployment
context. The internal structure of the deployment context and its functioning
are not considered in the reference architecture.
Interface Descriptions. The Sense interface enables an agent to perceive
the environment, Send enables an agent to send messages to other agents, and
Influence enables an agent to invoke influences in the environment. We use a
model for action that is based on Ferber’s influence–reaction model, described
in [11, 12]. In essence, this model separates what an agent wants to perform from
what actually happens. Agents produce influences in the environment and subsequently the environment reacts to the influences resulting in a new state of
the environment.
The application environment requires the interface Perceive to pass on representations (resulting from sensing the environment) to the agent, and the interface Receive to deliver messages. Furthermore, the application environment
requires the interface Observe from the deployment context to observe particular
resources (based on perception requests of agents), Transmit to send messages,
and Act to modify the state of external resources (based on influences invoked
by agents).
Finally, the deployment context requires the interface Deliver from the application environment to deliver the incoming messages to the agents.
Design Rationale. The main principles that underly the decomposition of a
situated multiagent system are:
• Decentralized control. In a situated multiagent system, control is divided
among the agents situated in the application environment. Decentralized
control is essential to cope with the inherent locality of activity, which is a
characteristic of the target applications of the reference architecture, see the
introduction section.
• Self-management. In a situated multiagent system self-management is essentially based on the ability of agents to adapt their behavior. Self-management
enables a system to manage the dynamic and changing operating conditions
autonomously, which is an important requirement of the target applications
of the reference architecture, see the introduction section.
However, the decentralized architecture of a situated multiagent system implies
a number of tradeoffs and limitations.
• Decentralized control typically requires more communication. The performance of the system may be affected by the communication links between
agents.
• There is a trade-off between the performance of the system and its flexibility
to handle disturbances. A system that is designed to cope with many disturbances generally needs redundancy, usually to the detriment of performance,
and vice versa.
• Agents’ decision making is based on local information only, which may lead
to suboptimal system behavior.
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These tradeoffs and limitations should be kept in mind throughout the design
and development of a situated multiagent system. Special attention should be
payed to communication which could impose a major bottleneck.
Deployment of the Multiagent System. The reference architecture abstracts from
the concrete deployment of the multiagent system application, which is highly
application dependent. For a distributed application, the deployment context
consists of multiple processors deployed on different nodes that are connected
through a network. Depending on the specific application requirements, distribution can take different forms. For some applications, the same instance of the
application environment subsystem is deployed on each node. For other applications, specific instances are instantiated on different nodes, e.g., when different
types of agents are deployed on different nodes. Some functionalities provided
by the application environment may be limited to the local context (e.g., observation of the deployment context may be limited to resources of the local
deployment context); other functionalities may be integrated (e.g., neighboring nodes may share state). Integration of functionality among nodes typically
requires additional support. Such support may be provided (partially or complete) by appropriate middleware. Examples are support for message transfer in
a distributed setting (e.g. [13]), support for a distributed pheromone infrastructure (e.g. [14]), and support for mobility (e.g. [15]). [6] discusses an automated
transportation system and show how distribution can be integrated with the
functionality provided by the reference architecture.
Crosscutting Concerns. Concerns such as security, monitoring, and logging usually crosscut several architecture modules. Crosscutting concerns in multiagent
systems are hardly explored and are open research problems. An example of early
research in this direction is [16]. That work applies an aspect-oriented software
engineering approach, aiming to integrate crosscutting concerns in an application
in a non-invasive manner. As most current research on aspect-oriented software
development, the approach of [16] is mainly directed at the identification and
specification of aspects at the programming level. Recently, the relationship between aspects and software architecture became subject of active research, see
e.g. [17–19].
Human-Software Interaction. The reference architecture does not explicitly handle human-software interaction. Depending on the application domain, the role
of humans in multiagent systems can be very diverse. In some applications humans can play the role of agents and interact directly—or via an intermediate
wrapper—with the application environment. In other applications, humans can
be part of the deployment context with which the multiagent system application
interacts.
View Packet: Agent. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the decomposition of a situated agent. The Agent subsystem is decomposed in three modules: Perception,
Decision Making and Communication.
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Fig. 2. Primary decomposition of a situated agent

Perception is responsible for collecting runtime information from the environment (application environment and deployment context). The perception module
supports selective perception [3]. Selective perception enables an agent to direct
its perception according to its current tasks. To direct its perception an agent
selects a set of foci and filters. Foci allow the agent to sense the environment only
for specific types of information. Sensing results in a representation of the sensed
environment. A representation is a data structure that represents elements or
resources in the environment. The perception module maps this representation
to a percept, i.e. a description of the sensed environment in a form of data elements that can be used to update the agent’s current knowledge. The selected
set of filters further reduces the percept according to the criteria specified by the
filters.
Decision Making is responsible for action selection. The responsibility of the
decision making module is to select influences to realize the agent’s tasks, and to
invoke the influences in the environment [2]. To select actions, a situated agent
employs a behavior–based action selection mechanism. [20] gives an overview of
action selection mechanisms for situated agents systems and discusses a number
of well-known behavior–based mechanisms for action selection. The main advantages of behavior–based action selection mechanisms are efficiency and flexibility
to deal with dynamism in the environment.
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To enable situated agents to set up explicit collaborations, we have extended
behavior-based action selection mechanisms with the notions of role and situated
commitment [21, 22]. A role represents a coherent part of an agent’s functionality
in the context of an organization. A situated commitment is an engagement of
an agent to give preference to the actions of a particular role in the commitment.
Agents typically commit relative to one another in a collaboration, but an agent
can also commit to itself, e.g. when a vital task must be completed. Roles and
commitments have a well-known name that is shared among the agents in the
system. Sharing these names enable agents to set up collaborations via message
exchange. We explain the coordination between decision making and the communication module (see below) in the design rationale of this view packet.
Communication is responsible for communicative interactions with other agents.
Message exchange enables agents to exchange information and to set up collaborations. The communication module processes incoming messages, and produces
outgoing messages according to well-defined communication protocols [4]. A communication protocol specifies a set of possible sequences of messages. We use the
notion of a conversation to refer to an ongoing communicative interaction. A
conversation is initiated by the initial message of a communication protocol. At
each stage in the conversation there is a limited set of possible messages that
can be exchanged. Terminal states determine when the conversation comes to
an end.
The information exchanged via a message is encoded according to a shared
communication language. The communication language defines the format of the
messages, i.e. the subsequent fields the message is composed of. Communicative
interactions among agents are based on an ontology that defines a shared vocabulary of words that agents use in messages. The ontology enables agents to refer
unambiguously to concepts and relationships between concepts in the domain
when exchanging messages.
Interface Descriptions. The provided Request interface of the perception
module enables decision making and communication to request a perception of
the environment. To sense the environment according to their current needs,
decision making and communication pass on a focus and filter selector to the
perception module. Such a selector specifies a set of foci and filters that the
perception module uses to sense the environment selectively.
The provided interfaces of agent, Perceive and Receive, delegate for processing to the provided Perceive interface of the perception module and the
provided Receive interface of the communication module respectively. The ports
decouple the internals of the agent subsystem from external elements.
The perception module’s required Sense interface is delegated to the agent’s
required Sense interface. Similarly, the Send interface of the communication
module and the Influence interface of the decision making module are delegated to the required interfaces of agent with the same name.
Design Rationale. Each module in the decomposition encapsulates a particu-
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lar functionality of the agent. By minimizing the overlap of functionality among
modules, the architect can focus on one particular aspect of the agent’s functionality. Allocating different functionalities of an agent to separate modules results
in a clear design. It helps to accommodate change and to update one module
without affecting the others, and it supports reusability.
Perception on Command. Selective perception enables an agent to focus its attention to the relevant aspects in the environment according to its current tasks.
When selecting actions and communicating messages with other agents, decision
making and communication typically request perception to update the agent’s
knowledge about the environment. By selecting an appropriate set of foci and
filters, the agent directs its attention to the current aspects of its interest, and
adapts it attention when the operating conditions change.
Coordination between Decision Making and Communication. The overall behavior of the agent is the result of the behavior of two modules: decision making and
communication. Decision making is responsible for selecting suitable influences
to act in the environment. Communication is responsible for the communicative
interactions with other agents. Decision making and communication coordinate
to complete the agent’s tasks more efficiently. For example, agents can send
each other messages with requests for information that enable them to act more
purposefully. Decision making and communication also coordinate during the
progress of a collaboration. Collaborations are typically established via message
exchange. Once a collaboration is achieved, the communication module activates
a situated commitment. This commitment will affect the agent’s decision making
towards actions in the agent’s role in the collaboration. This continues until the
commitment is deactivated and the collaboration ends.
Ensuring that both decision making and communication behave in a coordinated way requires a careful design. On the other hand, the separation of functionality for coordination (via communication) from the functionality to perform
actions to complete tasks has several advantages, as listed above (clear design,
improved modifiability and reusability). Two particular advantages of separating communication from performing actions are: (1) it allows both functions to
act in parallel, and (2) it allows both functions to act at a different pace. In
many applications, sending messages and executing actions happen at different
tempo. A typical example is robotics, but it applies to any application in which
the time required for performing actions in the environment differs significantly
from the time to communicate messages. For such applications, separation of
communication and performing actions improves efficiency and adaptability.
View Packet: Application Environment. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the
primary decomposition of the application environment. The Application Environment subsystem is decomposed in seven modules. We discuss the responsibilities of each of the modules in turn.
Representation Generator provides the functionality to agents for perceiving
the environment. When an agent senses the environment, the representation
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Fig. 3. Primary decomposition of the application environment

generator uses the current state of the application environment and possibly
state collected from the deployment context to produce a representation for the
agent. Agents’ perception is subject to perception laws that provide a means to
constrain perception. A perception law defines restrictions on what an agent can
sense from the environment with a set of foci.
Observation & Data Processing provides the functionality to observe the deployment context. The observation & data processing module translates observation requests into observation primitives that can be used to collect the requested data from the deployment context. Data collected from resources in the
deployment context is returned to the requester, i.e. the representation generator.
Rather than delivering raw data retrieved from the resources in the deployment
context, the observation & data processing module can provide additional functions to pre-process data, examples are sorting or integration of sensor data.
Interaction is responsible to deal with agents’ influences in the environment.
Agents’ influences can be divided in two classes: influences that attempt to mod-
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ify state of the application environment and influences that attempt to modify
the state of resources of the deployment context. Agents influences are subject
to action laws that represent domain specific constraints on agents’ influences.
For influences that relate to the application environment, the interaction module
calculates the reaction of the influences resulting in an update of the state of
the application environment. Influences related to the deployment context are
passed to the translation module that converts the influences invoked by the
agents into low-level action primitives in the deployment context.
The Communication Service is responsible for collecting messages; it provides
the necessary infrastructure to buffer messages, and to deliver messages to the
appropriate agents. The communication service regulates the exchange of messages between agents according a set of applicable communication laws. Communication laws impose constraints on the message stream or enforce domain–
specific rules to the exchange of messages. To actually transmit the messages,
the communication service makes use of a message transfer system provided by
the deployment context. The communication service uses the translation module to convert the high-level message descriptions into low-level communication
primitives of the deployment context.
Translation bridges the gap between influence and message descriptions used
by agents and the corresponding action and communication primitives of the
deployment context. Influences and messages used by agents are typically described at a higher-level of abstraction. For example, a FIPA ACL message [23]
consists of a header with the message performative, followed by the subject of
this performative, i.e. the content of the message that is described in a content
language that is based on a shared ontology. Such message descriptions enable
a designer to express the communicative interactions between agents independently of the applied communication technology. However, to actually transmit
such messages, they have to be translated into low-level primitives of a communication infrastructure provided by the deployment context.
Translation provides a dual functionality: (1) it translates influences into
low-level action primitives with the deployment context; and (2) it translates
ACL messages into low-level formatted messages (that can be transmitted via
the deployment context) and vice versa.
Synchronization & Data Processing monitors domain-specific parts of the
deployment context and keeps the corresponding representation in the state of
the application environment up to date. An example is the topology of a dynamic
network which changes are reflected in a network abstraction maintained in the
state of the application environment. The synchronization & data processing
module converts the resource data observed from the deployment context into
a format that can be used to update the state of the application environment.
Such conversion typically includes a processing or integration of collected resource data.
Dynamics is responsible for maintaining processes in the application environment that happen independent of agents and the deployment context. A typical
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example is the maintenance of a digital pheromone, see e.g. [14]. The dynamics
module directly accesses the state of the application environment and maintains
this state according to its application specific definition.
Interface Descriptions. The Sense interface of the application environment
delegates perception requests to the Sense interface of the perception generator. To observe resources in the deployment context, the perception generator’s
required interface Collect depends on the Collect interface that is provided
by the observation & data processing module. The required interface Observe
of observation & data processing is delegated to Observe interface of the application environment. The data that results from the observation of resources
in the deployment context is processed by the observation & data processing
module. The Generate interface of observation & data processing uses the perception generator’s provided interface Generate to generate a representation for
the requesting agent based on the processed data. The Perceive interface of the
perception generator delegates the delivering of the perception result (i.e. a representation of the sensed elements) to the Perceive interface of the application
environment that makes the representation available to the agent.
The only interface required by the synchronization & data processing module
for its functioning (i.e. synchronize the state of the application environment with
particular resources in the deployment context) is Observe. The processing of
this interface is delegated to the Observe interface of the application environment.
The Send interface of the application environment enables agents to send
messages to other agents. The application environment delegates this interface
to the Send interface of the communication service. To convert messages into a
low-level format for transmission via the deployment context, the communication service’s required interface Translate depends on the interface Translate
provided by the translation module. The Transmit interface of the translation
module delegates the transmission of messages to the Transmit interface of the
application environment. The application environment provides the Deliver interface to deliver incoming messages. The Deliver interface of the application
environment delegates incoming messages to the Deliver interface of the translation module. Translation converts the messages into an appropriate format for
agents and uses the DeliverMsg interface of the communication service to deliver
the messages. The Receive interface of the communication service delegates the
delivering of messages to the Receive interface of the application environment
that passes on the messages to the addressees.
The provided interface Influence of the application environment enables
agents to invoke influences in the environment. For influences that attempt to
modify the state of resources in the deployment context, the interaction module’s
required interface Translate depends on the interface Translate provided by
the translation module. This latter interface provides the functionality to convert
influences into low-level action primitives of the deployment context. The Act
interface of the translation module delegates the actions to external resources to
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the Act interface of the application environment that invokes the actions in the
deployment context.
Notice that the dynamics module does not provide or require any functionality of the other modules of the application environment. The interfacing of
dynamics with the state repository of the application environment is discussed
below in the shared data view.
Design Rationale. The decomposition of the application environment can be
considered in two dimensions: horizontally, i.e. a decomposition based on the
distinct ways agents can access the environment; and vertically, i.e. a decomposition based on the distinction between the high-level interactions between
agents and the application environment, and the low-level interaction between
the application environment and the deployment context. The decomposition is
schematically shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Decomposition application environment

The horizontal decomposition of the application environment consists of three
columns that basically correspond to the various ways agents can access the
environment: perception, communication, and action. An agent can sense the
environment to obtain a representation of its vicinity, it can exchange messages
with other agents, and an agent can invoke an influence in the environment
attempting to modify the state of affairs in the environment. Besides influences
invoked by agents, we also consider activities that happen independent of agents
and that modify the state of the application environment as part of the action
column.
The vertical decomposition of the application environment consists of two
rows. The top row deals with the access of agents to the application environment and includes representation generator, communication service, and interaction and dynamics. The specification of activities and concepts in the top row
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is the same as those used by the agents. The top row defines the various laws
that constrain the activity of agents in the environment. The bottom row deals
with the interaction of the application environment with the deployment context and consists of observation and synchronization with data processing, and
translation. The functionality related to the low-level interaction of the application environment includes: (1) support for the conversion of high-level activity
related to agents into low-level interactions related to the deployment context
and vice versa, and (2) support for pre-processing of resource data to transfer it
to a higher-level representation useful to agents.
The two-dimensional decomposition of the application environment yields a
flexible modularization that can be tailored to a broad family of application
domains. For instance, for applications that do not interact with an external deployment context, the bottom layer of the vertical decomposition can be omitted.
For applications in which agents interact via marks in the environment but do
not communicate via message exchange, the column with communication and
communication service can be omitted.
Each module of the application environment is located in a particular column and row and is assigned a particular functionality (the translation module
spans two cells, proving the functionality for the translation of influences and
messages.). Minimizing the overlap of functionality among modules, helps the
architect to focus on one particular aspect of the functionality of the application
environment. It supports reuse, and it further helps to accommodate change and
to update one module without affecting the others.
2.2

Shared Data View

The shared data view shows how the situated multiagent system is structured
as a set of data accessors that read and write data in various shared data repositories. The elements of the shared data view are data accessors, repositories,
and the connectors between the two. Data accessors are runtime components
that perform calculations that require data from one or more data repositories. Data repositories mediate the interactions among data accessors. A shared
data repository can provide a trigger mechanism to signal data consumers of
the arrival of interesting data. Besides reading and writing data, a repository
may provide additional support, such as support for concurrency or persistency.
The relationship of the shared data view is attachment that determines which
data accessors are connected to which data repositories [9]. Data accessors are
attached to connectors that are attached to a data store.
We give two view packets of the shared data view. First, we discuss the shared
data view packet of a situated agent. Then, we zoom in on the view packet of
the application environment.
View Packet: Agent. Fig. 5 shows the shared data view of an agent.
The data accessors of the Agent view packet are Perception, Decision Making
and Communication. These data accessors are runtime instances of the corresponding modules described in the module decomposition view (see previous
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Fig. 5. Shared data view agent

section). The data accessors share the Current Knowledge repository.
The Current Knowledge repository contains data that is shared among the data
accessors. Data stored in the current knowledge repository refers to state perceived in the environment, to state related to the agent’s roles and situated
commitments, and possibly other internal state that is shared among the data
accessors. The communication and decision making components can read and
write data from the repository. The perception component maintains the agent’s
knowledge of the surrounding environment. To update the agent’s knowledge of
the environment, both the communication and decision making components can
trigger the perception component to sense the environment, see the module view
of an agent discussed in the previous section.
Interface Descriptions. Fig. 5 shows the interconnections between the current
knowledge repository and the internal components of the agent. These interconnections are called assembly connectors [24]. An assembly connector ties one
component’s provided interface with one or more components’ required interfaces, and is drawn as a lollipop and socket symbols next to each other. Unless
stated otherwise, we assume that the provided and required interfaces per assembly connector share the same name.
The current knowledge repository exposes two interfaces. The provided interface Update enables the perception component to update the agents knowledge according to the information derived from sensing the environment. The
Read-Write interface enables the communication and decision making component to access and modify the agent’s current knowledge.
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Design Rationale. The shared data style decouples the various components of
an agent. Low coupling improves modifiability (changes in one element do not
affect other elements, or the changes have only a local effect) and reuse (elements are not dependent on too many other elements). Low coupled elements
usually have clear and separate responsibilities, which makes the elements better
to understand in isolation. Decoupled elements do not require detailed knowledge about the internal structures or operations of the other elements. Due to
the concurrent access of the repository, the shared data style requires special
efforts to synchronize data access.
Both communication and decision making delegate perception of the environment to the perception component. The perception component updates the
agent knowledge with the information derived from perceiving the environment.
The current knowledge repository makes the up-to-date information available for
the communication and decision making component. By sharing the knowledge,
both components can use the most actual data for their functioning.
The current knowledge repository enables the communication and decision
making components to share data and to communicate indirectly. This approach
allows both components to act in parallel and at a different pace, improving
efficiency and adaptability (see also the design rationale of the module decomposition view of agent in the previous section).
View Packet: Application Environment. Fig. 6 shows the shared data view
of the application environment. The various data accessors are attached to two
repositories: State and Laws. The data accessors are runtime instances of the
corresponding modules introduced in the module decomposition view.
The State repository contains data that is shared between the components of
the application environment. Data stored in the state repository typically includes an abstraction of the deployment context together with additional state
related to the application environment. Examples of state related to the deployment context are a representation of the local topology of a network, and data
derived from a set of sensors. Examples of additional state are the representation
of digital pheromones that are deployed on top of a network, and virtual marks
situated on the map of the physical environment. The state repository may also
include agent-specific data, such as the agents’ identities, the positions of the
agents, and tags used for coordination purposes.
To perform their functionalities, interaction, dynamics, synchronization &
data processing, and observation & data processing can read and write state of
the application environment. The representation generator, the communication
service, and the translation components only need to read state of the state
repository to perform their functionalities.
The Laws repository contains the various laws that are defined for the application at hand. The laws repository is divided in three sub-repositories, one with
the perception laws, one with the action laws, and one with communication laws.
Each of these sub-repositories is attached to the component responsible for the
corresponding functionality.
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Fig. 6. Shared data view of the application environment

Interface Descriptions. The state repository exposes two interfaces. The provided interface Read enables attached components to read state of the repository.
The Read-Write interface enables the attached components to access and modify
the application environment’s state.
The laws repository exposes three interfaces to read the various types of laws:
Read-AL, Read-PL, and Read-CL. These provided interfaces enable the attached
components to consult the respective types of laws.
Design Rationale. The motivations for applying the shared data style in the
design of the application environment are similar as for the design of an agent.
The shared data style results in low coupling between the various elements,
improving modifiability and reuse.
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The state repository enables the various components of the application environment to share state and to communicate indirectly. This avoids duplication
of data and allows different components to act in parallel.
The laws repository encapsulates the various laws as first–class elements in
the agent system. This approach avoids that laws are scattered over different
components of the system. On the other hand, explicitly modelling laws may
induce a important computational overhead. If performance is a high-ranked
quality, laws may be hard coded in the various applicable modules.

3

Architectural Design with the Reference Architecture

Architectural design requires a systematic approach to develop a software architecture that meets the required functionality and satisfies the quality requirements. In our research, we use techniques from the Attribute Driven Design
(ADD [25, 1]) method to design the architecture for a software system with a
reference architecture. ADD is a decomposition method that is based on understanding how to achieve quality goals through proven architectural approaches.
Usually, the architect starts from the system as a whole and then iteratively
refines the architectural elements, until the elements are sufficiently fine-grained
to start detailed design and implementation. At that point, the software architecture becomes a prescriptive plan for construction of the system that enables
effective satisfaction of the systems functional and quality requirements [9].
At each stage of the decomposition the architect selects an architectural element for refinement and determines the architectural drivers, i.e. the combination of functional goals and quality attributes that have to be realized. Then the
architect selects an appropriate architectural approach that satisfies the drivers
to decompose the architectural element and allocate functionality to the subelements.
The reference architecture can serve as a blueprint to guide the architect
through the decomposition process. The reference architecture provides an integrated set of architectural patterns the architect can draw from to select suitable
architectural solutions. However, it is important to notice that the reference architecture neither provides a ready-made cookbook for architectural design, nor
should it stifle the creativity of the architect. Using a reference architecture
does not relieve the architect from difficult architectural issues, including the
selection of supplementary architectural approaches to deal with specific system
requirements. A reference architecture offers a reusable set of architectural assets for building software architectures for concrete applications. Yet, this set
is not complete and needs to be complemented with additional architectural
approaches.

4

Related Work

Related work discusses a number of representative efforts that explicitly connect
multiagent systems with software architecture.
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Architectural Properties of Multiagent Systems. In [26], Shehory presents
an initial study on the role of multiagent systems in software engineering, and
in particular their merit as a software architecture style. The author observes
that the largest part of research in the design of multiagent systems addresses
the question: given a computational problem, can one build a multiagent system
to solve it? However, a more fundamental question is left unanswered: given
a computational problem, is a multiagent system an appropriate solution? An
answer to this question should precede the previous one, lest multiagent systems
may be developed where much simpler, more efficient solutions apply.
The author presents an initial set of architectural properties that can support
designers to assess the suitability of a multiagent system as a solution to a given
problem. The properties provide a means to characterize multiagent systems
as a software architecture style. Properties include the agent internal architecture, the multiagent system organization, the communication infrastructure and
other infrastructure services such as a location service, security, and support for
mobility. Starting from this perspective, the author evaluates a number of multiagent system frameworks and applications and compares them with respect to
performance, flexibility, openness, and robustness.
Although the discussed properties are not unique to multiagent systems, the
author states that the combination of the properties results in systems that are
suitable for solving a particular family of problem domains. Characteristics of
these domains are: distribution of information, location, and control; the environment is open and dynamically changing; and uncertainty is present. At the
same time, the author points out that if only a few of these domain characteristics are present, it may be advisable to consider other architectures as solutions
instead of a multiagent system.
Almost a decade later, the majority of researchers in agent-oriented software
engineering still pass over the analysis whether a multiagent system is an appropriate solution for a given problem. Our research shares the position of Shehory.
In particular: (1) a designer should consider a multiagent system as one of the
possible architectural solutions to a problem at hand; and (2) the choice should
be driven by the characteristics of the problem domain and in particular the
quality goals of the system.
Organizational Perspective on Multiagent Architectures. As part of the
Tropos methodology [27], a set of architectural styles were proposed which adopt
concepts from organization management theory [28, 29]. The styles are modelled
using the i? framework [30] which offers modelling concepts such as actor, goal,
and actor dependency. Styles are evaluated with respect to various software
quality attributes.
Proposed styles are joint venture, hierarchical contracting, bidding, and some
others. As an example, the joint venture style models an agreement between
a number of primary partner actors who benefit from sharing experience and
knowledge. Each partner actor is autonomous and interacts directly with other
partner actors to exchange services, data, and knowledge. However, the strategic operations of the joint venture are delegated to a joint management actor
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that coordinates tasks and manages the sharing of knowledge and resources.
Secondary partner actors supply services or support tasks for the organization
core.
Different kinds of dependencies exist between actors, such as goal dependencies, task dependencies, and resource dependencies. An example of a task
dependency in a joint venture is a coordination task between the joint management actor and a principal partner. A particular kind of dependency is the
so-called softgoal that is used to specify quality attributes. Softgoal dependencies are similar to goal dependencies, but their fulfillment cannot be defined
precisely [29]. [28] states that softgoals do not have a formal definition, and are
amenable to a more qualitative kind of analysis. Examples of softgoals in the
joint venture style are “knowledge sharing” among principle partner actors, and
“added value” between the joint management actor and a principle partner actor.
According to [29], a joint venture is particularly useful when adaptability, availability, and aggregability are important quality requirements. A joint venture
is partially useful for systems that require predictability, security, cooperativily,
and modularity. The style is less useful when competively is an important quality
goal.
A softgoal dependency in Tropos has no clear definition, it lacks a criterion to
verify whether the goal is satisfied or not. Contrary, in our work we use quality
attribute scenarios [31] to precisely specify quality goals. A scenario includes a
criterion to measure whether the scenario is satisfied. In [32], Klein et al. describe “general scenarios” that allow a precise articulation of quality attributes
independent of a particular domain. This allows to specify scenarios for architectural styles. Another difference with our work is the handling of tradeoffs among
quality requirements. Whereas we use a utility tree [33] to prioritize quality attribute scenarios and to determine the drivers for architectural design, Tropos
does not consider systematically prioritizing quality goals such as a utility tree.
In Tropos, a designer visualizes the design process and simultaneously attempts
to satisfy the collection of softgoals for a system.
The assessment of architectural styles in Tropos is based on a set of quality
attributes. Some of these attributes, such as availability and reliability, have been
studied for years and have generally accepted definitions. Other attributes, such
as cooperativity, competitivity, and aggregability, do not. Simply naming such
attributes by themselves is not a sufficient basis on which to judge an architectural style for suitability. Stating that the joint venture style shows aggregability
is subject to interpretation and may lead to misunderstanding. In our work, we
have rigorously specified the various architectural patterns of the reference architecture in different views, and explained the rationale for the design of each view.
PROSA: Reference Architecture for Manufacturing Systems. PROSA—
i.e. an acronym for Product–Resource–Order–Staff Architecture—defines a reference architecture for a family of coordination and control application, with
manufacturing systems as the main domain [34]. These systems are characterized by frequent changes and disturbances. PROSA aims to provide the required
flexibility to cope with these dynamics.
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The PROSA reference architecture [35, 36] is built around three types of
basic agents: resource agent, product agent, and order agent. A resource agent
contains a production resource of the manufacturing system, and an information
processing part that controls the resource. A product agent holds the know-how
to make a product with sufficient quality, it contains up-to-date information on
the product life cycle. Finally, an order agent represents a task in the manufacturing system, it is responsible for performing the assigned work correctly and
on time. The agents exchange knowledge about the system, including process
knowledge (i.e. how to perform a certain process on a certain resource), production knowledge (i.e. how to produce a certain product using certain resources),
and process execution knowledge (i.e. information and methods regarding the
progress of executing processes on resources). Staff agents are supplementary
agents that can assist the basic agents in performing their work. Staff agents
allow to incorporate centralized services (e.g, a planner or scheduler). However,
staff agents only give advice to basic agents, they do not introduce rigidity in
the system.
The PROSA reference architecture uses object-oriented concepts to model
the agents and their relationships. Aggregation is used to represent a cluster
of agents that in turn can represent an agent at a higher level of abstraction.
Specialization is used to differentiate between the different kinds of resource
agents, order agents, and product agents specific for the manufacturing system
at hand. Although intuitive, in essence it is unclear what the precise semantics
is of notions such as “aggregation” or “specialization” for agents. What are the
constraints imposed by such a hierarchy with respect to the behavior of agents as
autonomous and adaptive entities? Without a rigorous definition, such concepts
inevitable leads to confusion and misunderstanding.
[37] presents an interesting extension of PROSA in which the environment is
exploited to obtain BDI [38] functionality for the various PROSA agents. A
similar idea was proposed by Bruecker in [14], and has recently further been
elaborated by Parunak and Brueckner, see [39].
Aspect-Oriented Agent Architecture. In [16], Garcia et al. observe that
several agent concerns such as autonomy, learning, and mobility crosscut each
other and the basic functionality of the agent. The authors state that existing
approaches that apply well-known patterns to structure agent architectures—an
example is the layered architecture of Kendall [40]—fail to cleanly separate the
various concerns. This results in architectures that are difficult to understand,
reuse, and maintain. To cope with the problem of crosscutting concerns, the
authors propose an aspect-oriented approach to structure agent architectures.
The authors make a distinction between basic concerns of agent architectures, and additional concerns that are optional. Basic concerns are features
that are incorporated by all agent architectures and include knowledge, interaction, adaptation, and autonomy. Examples of additional concerns are mobility,
learning, and collaboration. An aspect-oriented agent architecture consists of a
“kernel” that encapsulates the core functionality of the agent (essentially the
agent’s internal state), and a set of aspects [41]. Each aspect modularizes a par-
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ticular concerns of the agent (basic and additional concerns). The architectural
elements of the aspect-oriented agent architecture provide two types of interfaces: regular and crosscutting interfaces. A crosscutting interface specifies when
and how an architectural aspect affects other architectural elements. The authors claim that the proposed approach provides a clean separation between the
agent’s basic functionality and the crosscutting agent properties. The resulting
architecture is easier to understand and maintain, and improves reuse.
State-of-the-art research in aspect-oriented software development is mainly
directed at the specification of aspects at the programming level, and this is the
same for the work of Garcia and his colleagues. The approach has been developed
bottom up, resulting in specifications of aspects at the architectural level that
mirror aspect-oriented implementation techniques. The notion of crosscutting
interface is a typical example. Unfortunately, a precise semantics of “when and
how an architectural aspect affects other architectural elements” is lacking.
The aspect-oriented agent architecture applies a different kind of modularization as we did in the reference architecture for situated multiagent systems.
Whereas a situated agent in the reference architecture is decomposed in functional building blocks, Garcia and his colleagues take another perspective on
the decomposition of agents. The main motivation for the aspect-oriented agent
architecture is to separate different concerns of agents aiming to improve understandability and maintenance. Yet, it is unclear whether the interaction of the
different concerns in the kernel (feature interaction [42]) will not lead to similar
problems the approach initially aimed to resolve. Anyway, crosscutting concerns
in multiagent systems are hardly explored and provide an interesting venue for
future research.

5

Conclusion

The reference architecture for situated multiagent systems presented in this paper shows how knowledge and experiences with multiagent systems can systematically be documented and maturated in a form that has proven its value in
mainstream software engineering. We believe that the integration of multiagent
systems as software architecture in mainstream software engineering is a key to
industrial adoption of multiagent systems.
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On applying the PROSA reference architecture
in multi-agent manufacturing control
applications
Paul Verstraete, Bart Saint Germain, Karuna Hadeli, Paul Valckenaers, and
Hendrik Van Brussel
K.U.Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract. PROSA is a holonic reference architecture for manufacturing
control. This paper is inspired by the practical experience of our group in
applying this reference architecture in concrete applications. The paper
makes two key observations. As a first observation, all entities in the
’world of interest’ should not only be represented as an agent in the
multi-agent system but also as an entity in the environment. A second
observation is that there exist multiple viewpoints on the basic elements
in the reference architecture. Two examples of such viewpoints are given.
It is explained how PROSA merges both views.

1

Introduction

PROSA, as a reference architecture, provides a template for the architectural design of manufacturing control systems. The architect can select from a standard
set of components and uses them in a way appropriate for the desired system
architecture. The two following sections give more details about PROSA and
reference architectures.
The basic components in PROSA represent three relatively independent aspects of the manufacturing reality. The clear correspondence between the structure of the reality, in this case the manufacturing system, and the architecture
of the manufacturing control system makes it easier to adapt the manufacturing
control system architecture. Section 5 explains this.
The reference architecture ensures that the important aspects are not left
out of the architecture. PROSA does not require the architect to be a specialist
in all aspects of manufacturing. Depending on the viewpoint of the architect,
some basic components will have mature implementations, while others have
temporary ones. Providing all basic components of PROSA in the architecture,
allows to extend the architecture to more mature versions later on. Section 6
details this further.

2

A holonic reference architectures for multi-agent
manufacturing control systems

This section explains what a holonic architecture for multi-agent manufacturing
control systems is. First, it defines architecture in general. Next, it discusses
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holonic architectures, a specific type of architecture, used in the context of manufacturing control. Finally, the relation between multi-agent systems and holonic
manufacturing control systems is clarified.
2.1

What is an architecture?

In literature there are many definitions for the term architecture (e.g. [17, 19, 4].
In this paper, we use the definition from Wyns [19]. He defines architecture as:
– the art or practice of designing and building structures and especially habitable ones,
– formation or construction as (or as if as) the result of a conscious act,
– architectural product or work,
– a method or style of building.
Architecture may refer to a product, e.g. the architecture of a building, or it may
refer to a method or style, e.g. building architecture, the knowledge and styles
used to design buildings.
Reference architectures and system architectures are two different types of
architecture.
A system architecture is defined as [19]: the architecture of a specific construction or system (e.g. a piece of software, a building or a mechanical device).
System architecture corresponds to ’architecture as a product’. A system architecture is the result of a design process, and specifies a solution for a specific
problem. It specifies the structure of the solution, the components, and their
responsibilities, dependencies, interfaces, data, interactions, and constraints.
A reference architecture [19] corresponds to architecture as a style or method
as mentioned in the dictionary. It refers to a coherent design principle used in
a specific domain. An example of such an architectures is the Gothic style for
building. The architecture may specify one or more of the following aspects: a
generic system structure, the kinds of system components, their responsibilities,
dependencies, interfaces, data, interactions, constraints, design rules, etc.
The reference architecture is used as the basis for designing the system architecture for a particular system. When designing a system according to an
architectural style, the architect can select from a set of standard components
and use them in ways appropriate to the desired system architecture [9].
2.2

Holonic architecture

Holonic architectures are composed out of holons. They were introduced in the
manufacturing control domain, to create systems that could better deal with
current and future challenges then the existing systems.
To discuss holonic architectures further, we define the terms manufacturing
control and holon.
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Manufacturing control Manufacturing control is the operational level of production planning and control. It is the decision making activity concerned with
the short-term and detailed assignment of operations to production resources.

Holon Koestler proposed the word Holon 25 years ago. The word itself is a
combination from the Greek holos = whole, with the suffix on which, as in
proton or neutron, suggests a particle or part.
Holons are autonomous self-reliant units, in the sense that they have a degree
of independence and can handle contingencies without asking higher authorities
for instructions. They are stable intermediate forms, that can be used to create
a bigger whole. They are self-contained wholes to their subordinated parts, and
at the same time dependent parts when seen from the inverse direction.
By using holons, designers aim to create complex systems that can be reused
and redesigned much more rapidly.

Holonic architectures Holonic architectures were introduced to provide an
answer to some shortcomings in existing architectures of manufacturing control
systems. Two types of architecture are frequently used,hierarchical architectures
and heterarchical architectures.
Hierachical architectures [4] introduce levels of control and have a pyramidical
structure. There are strict master-slave relationships between the components.
Control decisions are operated top-down and status is reported bottom-up. Hierarchical control claims to have a high and predicatable performance. Local
controllers are helpless however when cut-off from their directing supervisors.
This makes robustness very difficult and increases the coupling between the different modules. Also, in hierarchical control, decision making is often based on
obsolete information, because of the complexity of the algorithms at the higher
levels in the hierachy.
Heterarchical architectures [4] allow for full autonomy between the components in the architecture. The cooperation between entities is arranged via an
explicit negotiation procedure. (e.g. contract-net protocol) or via indirect coordination. Full local autonomy is maintained during the cooperative process.
This architecture claims to increase robustness. Because components function
autonomously, they should not fail when other components malfunction. The
disadvantages of this architecture are reduced predictability of the control system and possible incompatibility issues.
Holonic architectures try to combine the high and predictable performance
promised by hierarchical systems with the robustness against disturbances and
the agility of heterarchical systems by having characteristics of both architectures. A holon can function on it’s own (as a whole), which increases robustness
(as in heterarchical architectures). At the same time, it can also function as part
of a bigger whole, forming a hierarchy with other holons for a certain period of
time. This is a feature similar to hierarchical architectures.
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2.3

Multi-Agent manufacturing control system

To discuss the relation between holonic architectures and multi-agent systems in
the context of manufacturing control, we clarify the terms agent and multi-agent
system.
Agent comes from latin, and literally means ’a person who is acting’. In the
context of software engineering, it is a computer system, that is situated in some
environment, that is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet
its design objectives [18]. A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled network of
problem-solver entities that work together to find answer to problems that are
beyond the individual capabilities of knowledge of each entity [7].
A multi-agent system can have different types of architecture, e.g. a heterarchical or a holonic architecture. Agents can serve as components of both architectures, since these architectures contain autonomous components. However,
not all architectures are possible. A multi-agent system cannot have a hierarchical architecture for example. A hierarchical architecture has components which
are totally dependent towards their supervisors [4], which is not compatible with
the notion of an agent.
This paper discusses the application of a holonic reference architecture, PROSA,
to a particular type of systems, multi-agent systems, in a particular domain,
manufacturing control.

3

The PROSA reference architecture

PROSA is a holonic reference architecture for manufacturing control. PROSA
stands for Product, Resource, Order and Staff holon. The product, resource and
order holons are mandatory components of the architecture. The staff holon is
an optional component.
The reference architecture is designed to [19]:
– separate the necessary components, which are generic, from the optional
components, which can be manufacturing system specific
– separate the structural aspects of the architecture from the algorithmic aspects for resource allocation and process planning
– separate the resource allocation aspects from process specific aspects
– foresee migration and evolution possibilities to enable the incorporation of
legacy systems, or the introduction of new technology.
More information on the reference architecture and its components is given in
the following sections.

4

Two key observations in applying the PROSA reference
architecture

Our group at PMA has been applying the PROSA reference architecture in
concrete applications for many years. This paper discusses two key observations,
based on this experience:
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– representing entities in the ’world of interest’: The components of the system archictecture represent something that exists in reality (i.e. that part of
reality that is relevant for the application). This allows the control architecture to be adapted to changes in that reality more easily (new workstations,
additional orders, fluctuating transportation delays,... )[12],
– multiple viewpoints on the basic elements in the reference architecture: people in a factory have to deal with many problems at once. The personal
experience and background determine which of these problems is considered the most important. Therefore, a manufacturing control architecture
(and a manufacturing control reference architecture), is required to support
heterogenous requirements.
Both observations help to reveal why the product, resource and order holon
are the basic components of the PROSA reference architecture. They represent
three relatively independent aspects of the manufacturing reality. These aspects
are important in every application of the reference architecture in manufacturing,
even if they are perceived differently depending on the viewpoint.

5

Representing entities in the ’world of interest’

This section presents a holonic architecture for multi-agent manufacturing control systems. First, the architecture itself is discussed. Next, it is shown how
the three basic holon in the PROSA reference architecture (order, product and
resource) fit into this architecture. The final section discusses which parts of the
architecture are vulnerable to changes, why they are vulnerable and how this
affects the total architecture
5.1

A concrete holonic architecture for manufacturing systems

In this section, we give an overview of the different components of the manufacturing system architecture, their responsibilities and interrelationships (as
shown in Figure 1). A holonic manufacturing system(HMS) comprises both the
manufacturing control system and the manufacturing system itself [13]. At the
highest level, the archictecture therefore consists out of two layers:
– the control system,
– the world of interest.
Holons are components that crosscut the control system and the world of
interest. Holons have an optional (emulated) physical part (e.g. raw material,
machine) which belongs to the world of interest. They have an information processing part and decision taking part which belongs to control system.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss the architecture and responsibilities
of each of these components.
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Fig. 1. A holonic architecture

Control System The control system is a multi-agent system, which treats both
the environment and the agents as first order abstractions. In this section, we
define the environment. Next, we discuss the responsibilities of the environment
and the agents.
Environment The environment is a software system which represents the world
of interest in the manufacturig control system. It provides:
– an emulation model of the manufacturing system: The environment contains
emulation models of the entities (e.g. machine, tool, ) in the world of interest,
i.e. models that mimic the behaviour and structural aspects of those entities,
– specific knowledge of the resources (e.g. machine, tool, ...): The environment
is not limited to providing sensory information to the control system. It
can also interpolate this information (e.g. interpolating the position of a
transporter between two sensor positions) or provide support for what-if
scenarios [11].
In this architecture, the environment has the following responsibilities:
– it provides a structuring to the MAS and enforces physical rules in the
environment,
– a consistent interface to the manufacturing system (see Figure 1). The environment provides one consistent shared data model, representing the manufacturing system,
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– it serves as a communication infrastructure for the agents. The environment provides a blackboard infrastructure that enables indirect interaction
through stigmergy [10, 11].
Agents An agent has the responsibility to fullfill a goal (which can be a going
concern [8] or a goal that just needs to be accomplished once). The agent is
provided the decision rules to select the best option for fullfilling its goal.
In this architecture, each type of agent has a different responsibility. An agent
can be an order agent, a product agent or a resource agent.
– order agents normally seek to accomplish their task. These agents search for
solutions and select amongst candidate solutions the most attractive one to
become their intention, which eventually gets executed,
– product agents provide order agents with knowledge about available routings
and processing sequences that are able to create the proper product,
– resource agents drive their resource (actuation) and keep their internal state
model synchronized with the resource through appropriate input (sensor
readings).
The World of Interest The world of interest (WOI) is that part of reality
which falls within a certain scope relevant for the application.
According to Webster scope is defined as: An area in which something acts
or operates or has power or control: ’the range of a supersonic jet’; ’the ambit
of municipal legislation’; ’within the compass of this article’; within the scope of
an investigation’; ’outside the reach of the law’; ’in the political orbit of a world
power’.
Scope in this context has two dimensions:
– range: That part of the world in which the manufacturing operates,
– level of detail: The smallest part which is relevant for the application.
Holon First, we discuss the architecture of the holon. Next, the responsibilities
of the various holon types (resource, order and product) are discussed.
Architecture of a holon The architecture of a holon in general contains the
following components [1]:
– physical processing component: the actual hardware performing manufacturing operations or an emulation model of that hardware,
– physical control component: a controller making sure the hardware stays in
a safe state and is capable of performing basic commands,
– decision making component: this model contains the decision rules the holon
uses,
– inter-holon interface: an interface for interaction with other holons,
– human interface.
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In this architecture:
– the physical processing component of the holon is part of the world of interest,
– the physical control component, as far as the control stays decision free,
together with an emulation model of the actual hardware are part of the
environment,
– the decision making component is part of the agent.
That part of the holon that is also part of the environment is called the environment entity. The environment entity provides the following functionalities:
– information about the physical part: In this model all properties of the physical part are included that are important or have been important in the past
in the operation of the resource, even if they were important only once. They
are properties of the resource as a whole, not properties of it’s internal parts.
– information about the present state: The entity in the environment synchronizes it’s state with the real world. It keeps track of the events that are
relevant to the resource as a whole. Which information can be delivered to
the entity depends on the information that can be delivered by the real world.
The environment entity can also interpolate information between events.
– information about the near future: Agents can deposit state information into
the environment entity about the expected states in the near future. Environment entities are not capable of generating this information themselves,
since they should not be aware of the objectives of the agents. They can
however store this information.
– what-if functionality to the agents: Environment entities can give information about the properties of their state in the future, if this information is
delivered by agents. This allows for other agents to estimate the state of the
environment in the near future. A more detailed explanation be found in [11,
6] .
To summarize: a holon = agent + environment entity + physical (or emulated)
hardware.
Responsibilities of the various holon types A holon has both the responsibilities
of its environment entity component and of its agent component.
In PROSA, the three type of holons have the following responsibilities:
– resource holon: A resource holon offers production capacity and functionality
to the surrounding holons. It contains a physical part, namely a production
resource of the manufacturing system, and an information processing part
that controls the resource.
– order holon: An order holon represents a task in the manufacturing system.
It is responsible for performing the assigned work correctly and on time. It
manages the physical product being produced, the product state model, and
all logistical information processing related to the job.
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– product holon: A product holon holds the process and product knowledge
to assure the correct making of the product with sufficient quality. A product holon contains consistent and up-to-date information on the product
life cycle, user requirements, design, process plans, bill of materials, quality assurance procedures, etc. As such it contains the product model of the
product type, not the product state model of one physical product instance
being produced.
5.2

Discussion

A holon in the context of manufacturing systems mimics the ’structure of the
problem domain’ (the production facility) into the architecture of the manufacturing control system. This is done by enriching every physical entity (in the
WOI) with an environment entity component and a decision taking component.
If the structure of the manufacturing system evolves, the clear correspondence
between the structure of the manufacturing system and the architecture of the
manufacturing control system makes it easier to adapt the manufacturing control
system architecture.
A holon increases separation of concerns between the domain entities. By
gathering all components related to one domain entity into one component, this
component can be reused everywhere where the domain entity is needed (e.g.
a machine manufacturer delivers resource holons with each machines which can
be integrated into the manufacturing control system of the client. In the case of
PROSA:
– Resource holons only need knowledge about their own resource. Logistical concerns and product related concerns (e.g. sequence of operations) are
shielded from the resource holon.
– Rrder holons only need knowledge about the raw material they govern and
the task they have to fulfill. They are shielded from technological concerns
(product) or detailed knowlege of the resources.
– Product holons only need to be aware off process and product knowledge.
They are shielded from logistical concerns(order) or the concrete resource
allocation policy (resource) used in the plant.

6

Multiple viewpoints on the basic components in the
reference architecture

As stated before, PROSA has three basic elements: the order holon, the product
holon and the resource holon. Experience shows that, depending on the background of the ’designer’, these three basic elements are perceived differently.
To illustrate this, we take an industrial example (based on reality but simplified), which is described in a first section. For this example, we describe two
viewpoints, namely the viewpoint of a product engineer and of a production
manager. After describing their viewpoints, we give an example high-level design of the manufacturing control system. Finally, we discuss how this design
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can fullfill the requirements of both the product engineer and the production
manager.

Fig. 2. An example industrial case

6.1

An example industrial case

The industry discussed in this example produces optical film for medical applications or for use in safety checks of sewage systems. It has the following
characteristics:
– large product volumes together with an increased product variety: The clients
are mainly other businesses, requesting large product volumes. However,
demand for the main product has dropped over the years. Niche products
have been released to the markets, thus increasing the product variety. More
and more small quantities of specialized products are requested together
with larger orders.
– expensive raw materials: Silver is a very important ingredient of the film.
It directly influences the film quality and is very expensive. Therefore it is
crucial that the appropriate amount of silver is present in the film. Too much
silver is too expensive, not enough delivers bad quality film.
From time to time, the film is damaged at some spots (traces on the film).
These parts should be recycled as much as possible. This depends on the
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type of film and the quality required. Also new parts, in low quantities, need
to be combined with other orders, to replace the scrap.
– unconventional process plans: Standard production planning software (e.g.
MRP) expects the product to be assembled out of smaller parts. In this case,
the product is disassembled out of raw materials. A big roll of fime, called
the ’master roll’ is slit into smaller pieces by a so called ’slitting machine’.
After slitting, the films need to be cut into leaves in ’cutting machines’ or are
rolled on ’rolling machines’. After that, the film ’leaves’ or the film ’rolls’ are
packaged and put in pallets, after which they are transported to the clients.
– delicate production processes: The film has week spots, imperfections caused
by production. These imperfections should be evaluated. The decision whether
or not a certain type of film can still be produced with such a spot depends
on the specifications of the particular type of the film.
Some machines are more accurate than others. Older machines can theoretically perform the same operation as the newer ones, but for high quality
film, the newer machine is preferable. In cases where the newer machine is
not available or not functioning well, the older machine can still be used,
but special care should be taken. High quality products produced by older
machines should undergo additional quality checks.
This example discusses one production facility, which is used by both company divisions. The topology of the production facility is depicted in Figure 6.It
has one slitting machine which serves two production lines. The one production
line mainly consists out of the older machines, while the other production line
has the newer ones. For some types of film, only part of the new line can be used.
The last operation steps are performed on old machines. If a machine in one of
the two lines fails, the corresponding machine in the other line can be used.

6.2

Two viewpoints on the industrial case: a product engineer and
a production manager

The production manager is responsible for optimizing the day to day production
of a production facility.

The production manager is bound by the master production schedule which
states which quantities of which type of products have to be produced on a
monthly basis. If the client changes his mind within this period, he is responsible
for resolving this conflict.
He can resolve a conflict by adjusting the production plan, by introducing
new orders or by cancelling orders.
If production passes duedate, this is his responsibility. Sometimes he has to
introduce rush orders (which have priority over all other work) to satisfy an
important inpatient client.
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The product engineer is responsible for producing high quality optical film
in the same production facility. He has a large technical knowledge about the
product and the machines available in the plant. He has no direct contact with
clients. Quality complaints or complaints on the design of the product are his
concern.
6.3

An example high-level design

The design starts with gathering the requirements from all parties involved,
in this case the production manager and the product engineer. In a next step,
these requirements are used to determine the scope of the application. This scope
determines the relevant components for the environment that is modeled in the
following step. Finally, some suggestions for possible decision algorithms (used
by the agents) are given. The selection of the appropriate decision algorithm is
also driven by the requirements.
Requirements The production manager needs to satisfy clients by delivering
their orders in time. Therefore he needs the following information:
– up-to-date status reports of orders: Clients request up-to-date information
on the progress of their orders. To be capable of delivering this information
to the clients, the production manager needs to be capable to trace the
production in the plant.
– short-term forecasts of order progress: Clients want dependable delivery times.
A client needs to organize its own activities (production or private use). Unexpected delays make this more difficult. Therefore it is important that there
are as few delays as possible. If a delay cannot be avoided, it should be communicated to the client as soon as possible, and the estimated delay should
be reliable. By doing this, the client gets maximal chances to adapt to the
unforeseen change [5]. To be capable of delivering this information to clients,
producing short-term forecasts on the delivery are part of the core business
of the production manager.
– flexibility to deal with unavoidable disturbances (e.g. late deliveries, sickness,
breakdown of a machine): The production manager needs to be capable to
perform adaptations quickly. The consequence of this adaptations should be
communicated to all parties involved as fast as possible.
The product engineer needs to satisfy future or current clients by producing
high quality optical film. Therefore he needs the following information:
– up-to-date technological knowledge: A product engineer has very specific
knowledge on the capabilities of the different workstations and the processes
in the plant. This knowledge is constantly evolving: process plans are refined, workstations are improved, new products or processes are introduced
and new machines are bought.
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– quality control: A product engineer wants information on the currently obtained quality, and the evolution on the quality in the near future. The
quality requirements are subject to evolution (new possibilities because of
new processes, higher competition, ...).
– maintenance: While not being directly involved in maintenance, this activity has direct impact on the product quality. Therefore, current maintenance
activities and in the short term future should be visible for the product engineer. He should also be capable of influencing those activities. Not directly
responsible for maintenance, still might have an impact
Scope As mentioned before, scope in this context has two dimensions:
– range: Part of the world in which the manufacturing operates.
– level of detail: The smallest component which is relevant for the application.
The range in this case contains the production facility, the clients and the raw
materials. The level of detail is determined by influences the designer want to excert on the manufacturing process and the information he wants to obtain. Every
concept needed to express these should be explicitly included in the architecture.
– The production manager wants to influence: the release of orders and the
logistics of the order.
– The product engineer wants to influence: the product design, on which machine an operation is performed, the operation settings used for performing
an operation and finally the quality inspection of the product.
– The production manager needs information on: load forecast, client status,
breakdowns, alternatives for assigning operations to machines.
– The product engineer needs information on: outcome of operations, operations to be performed, current state of the machine and it’s capability.
Note that this is only an illustrative analysis for determining the scope. In
reality a more detailed analysis is made.
The environment The environment is composed out of environment entities.
Which entities are relevant is determined by the scope of the application (see
previous section). The detailed modeling of an environment entity is out of the
scope of this paper [16]. Instead this section discusses the information provided
by each of the three different entity types: resources, orders and products.
– resource type entities provide information on:
• the model of the real part: There are three types of resources: slitting
resources, cutting resources and turning resources. Each type of resource
delivers information about it’s capabilities. E.g. for a slitting machine, it
delivers the range of accuracy in which it can slit (perfectly maintained
or completely unmaintained), the speed range it supports for slitting, ...
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• the present state: This information comprises the properties of the states,
their current values and the range of values between which these properties can vary using information about the current state. These ranges
are subset of the ranges present in the model of the real part. E.g. theoretically a new slitting machine can deliver a speed between 100m/s and
zero,but because of calibration problems the speed range has diminished
to 84m/s and zero. The current speed is 82m/s.
• the near future state: This information comprises the properties of the
states and range of values between which these properties may vary in
the near future. An entity can store this information optionally, after
receiving it from the agents. E.g. Because no maintenance is expected to
be performed in the near future, in two days, the slitting machine will
have a speed range between 83.7m/s and zero.
– product type entities provide information on:
• the model of the real part: In this model all relevant properties of the
product type are included. An example of product type is a film in the 80
× 104 mm format, leaves. This model contains the technically possible
ranges for the properties of this product type. For example, a film in
the 80x104 mm can contain from 50 to 70 mg silver. Less or more silver
makes the film useless. That 70 mg silver is far too expensive, and does
not provide a quality gain, is a choice related to the objective of the
agent (good quality at an economic price) and therefore not relevant in
this model.
• the present state: There is a difference between technically possible and
technically realistic values. For the 80x 104 mm film, there is no raw
material to be found that contains more than 60 mg silver. Therefore,
independent of what the policy is of the production facility is at this moment, 80 × 104 mm with more than 60 mg of silver is technically possible,
but not realizable because of the unavailability of the raw material.
• the near future state: What is technically realisable and even what is
technically possible changes over time. If information about evolution in
this information is available for the near future, agents can store this
information in the entity. For example, raw material with silver up to
63 mg silver is expected to be delivered in the near future, because of
market demand. Therefore, up till 63 mg silver film of the 80 × 104 mm
film type will be technically realizable in the near future.
– order type entities provide information on:
• the model of the real part: In this model all relevant properties of a
ordered product are included. An example of an order type is a film
in the 80 × 104 mm format, leaves, due in two weeks, ordered by an
important client. This model contains the desired property ranges of
the client (which should be within the technically possible ranges) For
example, the ordered film should have a silver level between 54-56 mg
silver. 55 is the actually desired value, but a small deviation is tolerated
by the client.
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• the present state: This information contains the current state of the
product ordered by the client. It could still be raw material, part of
a bigger roll, at this point in time, lying somewhere in the storage.
• the near future: Agents can store information about the near future in
this entity. For example, the order is expected to be slitted in about 5
hours.
The agents A detailed design of the agents (specifying the roles of the agents
and their design) is out of the scope of this paper. Instead, example decision
rules will be given for each agent type.
– resource agent: The resource agent can decide which orders to produce at
what time. He is given a schedule that he tries to execute [14, 15]. If this
schedule turns out to be unfeasible, he uses dispatching rules to decide which
operation to execute first. Example dispatching rules are First Come First
Serve(FCFS), Earliest Due Date (EDD), shortest production time (SPD) [2].
– order agent: An order agent is responsible for getting an order produced. He
is responsible for searching alternative solutions and can consult the product
agent for advice on the technical feasibility and the desirability of the alternative. He decides which alternative to use for producing an order. The order
agent is initialised with a solution to get his order produced. If this solution
is feasible, he executes this. In the meanwhile he keeps searching for possible alternatives. If the solution becomes unfeasible (because of breakdown,
late delivery) he uses a perfomance indicator to compare the alternatives
he found, and to choose a new solution to execute. Example performance
indicators are leadtime or work in progress.
– product agent: A product agent holds the knowledge to produce a product type. More specifically, he needs to decide which operations are technically suited for which machines and which sequences of operations can be
performed. To determine the possible sequence of operations a non-linear
process plan is used [3]. The product agent is also provided with rules to
determine which capabilities are suited for which operations (e.g. slitting
speed should be higher than 50m/s).
6.4

Discussion

In the previous section, we presented an example high-level design for an industrial example. This section examines each requirement and discusses how it
influences the presented design.
The production manager requires:
– up-to-date status information on the progress of the orders: Status information is encapsulated in the environment entity. The complexity of this
information does not affect the complexity of the calculations the agents
make in using their decision rules. The agents extract from the environment
only the information they need for their calculations. It does not affect the
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reusability of the agents either. The environment is responsible for synchronization with the reality. This relieves the agents from this responsibility
and avoids that they need the knowledge to update these models. Because
adding status information only affects the environment entity and not the
rest of the system, it is easier to keep this status information up-to-date:
all relevant aspects can be reported easily and no simplifications need to be
introduced for complexity reasons.
– short-term forecasts of order progress: Order agents have information on the
solution they are intending to execute (this solution can be provided to them
or they can search for it themselves). They can store this information in the
environment entity. This creates short-term forecasts of the order progress.
[11]
– flexibility to deal with unavoidable disturbances: If a breakdown occurs, all
order agents will search for an alternative themselves. This causes the system
to self-organize and adapt to the change [11]. Note that this adaptation
can take unavailability of workers into account because they are modeled
in the environment, so that up-to-date status information of the workers is
available. The production manager can (but is not required to) influence the
change process by providing solutions to order agents. He can also modify
the decision rules used by the order agents.
The product engineer requires:
– up-to-date technological knowledge: Technological knowledge is encapsulated
in the product holon. Evolution in technological knowlegde only requires this
holon to be adapted. This reduces the effort to upgrade the manufacturing
system and increases the chance that up-to-date knowledge will be used by
the manufacturing control system in its operation.
– control on quality: Because up-to-date status information of the orders is
available and this information can be very detailed, quality can be easily
inspected by the production manager.
– influence on maintenance: maintenance schedules can be easily stored in the
environment entities. In this manner, this information is visible to all orders
so that they can take it into account. The product engineer can modify or
add to this information.

7

Conclusion

The PROSA reference architecture provides a generic solution for designing manufacturing control system architectures. It contains knowledge on the manufacturing domain. This knowledge ensures that no important aspects of the manufacturing domain are omitted in the architectural design
By presenting a high-level system architecture, the paper reveals why the
three basic components of the architecture are chosen to represent three important aspects of manufacturing reality. The high-level system architecture consists
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out of holons. A holon contains an element in the world of interest, an environment entity and an agent. Every element in the world of interest, in the scope
of the application, corresponds to a holon. The holonic architecture thus mimics
the structure of the physical manufacturing system in the structure of the manufacturing control system. If the structure of the manufacturing system evolves,
this clear correspondence makes it easier to adapt the manufacturing control
system architecture.
The paper also illustrates how the three basic components of the architecture
can be perceived differently, depending on the background of the designers. They
are all three relevant in every design. The production manager, since he is mainly
dealing with logistics and resource allocation, considers the order and resource
holons as the most important components, and can provide detailed input for
their implementation. The product engineer has more knowledge on the product
holon. To also fulfill his requirements, it is important that more advanced version of product and process planning integrate easily into the architecture (e.g.
introducing non-linear process planning).
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Abstract: Envisions of future network enabled socio-technical systems are in focus of
several international ongoing efforts by industry and academia. Different interest
groups, e.g., the agent and the Grid computing communities, have to that end put
forward several roadmaps. However, those roadmaps by and large presuppose a key
role to be played by their favorite technologies. We propose another complementary
approach with a focus on the requirements on the goal system (Network Enabled
Capabilities) and a generic configurable framework to support design, implementation,
monitoring, and maintenance of future dependable and secure socio-technical systems.
We propose the use of agent technologies foremost in requirement engineering and
high-level design whence the implementation platform is in our cases preferably based
on Service Oriented Architectures as in Grid computing.

1 Background
During more than a decade our research group Societies of Computation SOC1
has been addressing designing, implementing and maintaining trustworthy servicemediated network-based information systems. By a structured explorative R&D
approach we have got insights in methodological issues as well as needed support by
tools and environments to that end. The application areas include: distributed homebased health care (ALFEBIITE2), military-civilian task forces (SOTDS3), and
protection of critical infrastructures (CRISP4 and INTEGRAL5). The main tools and
development environments derived in those efforts have been commercialised in two
spin-off companies and are now used in projects with major European defence or
civilian contractors.
1
2

www.soc.bth.se
EU funded project Alfebiite (1999 – 2003). IST–1999–10298A logical framework for ethical behaviour
between infohabitants in the information trading economy of the universal information ecosystem.

3 VINNOVA (Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems) funded project SOTDS (2000 – 2003). 21315-1
Service Oriented Trustworthy Distributed Systems.
4 EU funded project CRISP (2002 – 2006). ENK5-CT-2002-00673 Distributed Intelligence in Critical
Infrastructures for Sustainable Power.
5 EU funded project INTEGRAL (2006 – 2009) Integrated ICT-platform based Distributed Control (IIDC)
in electricity grids with a large share of DES and RES.
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In effect, in all those application areas we are investigating the challenges of
embedding supporting ICT (Information and Communication Technologies, in the EU
terminology) in society critical infrastructures. These embeddings are due to new
types of system requirements (by regulators or new business opportunities) leading to
increasing demands on the overall performance of the related infrastructures. These
sets of new requirements pose challenges related to maintenance and upgrading of the
infrastructures and related revisions of business processes. However, the changes are
simultaneously constrained in order to sustain critical system invariants such as
keeping or increasing qualities of service of the applications at hand as well as
maintaining trustworthiness of system behaviours.
All applications that we mention in this article are instances of Network Enabled
Capabilities (NEC) or Ambient Intelligent systems (AmI) in contemporary military or
EU wordings. Industrial technologies to that end include: GRID computing, web
services, and semantic web [3, 8, 19]. We argue that agent technologies cannot alone
compete with existing and emerging industrial approaches of system development but
should aim at filling in crucial gaps in those bottom-up approaches with a top-down
principled approach [7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 24].
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section 2
Lessons learned from use of agents in system development we assess our findings of
the usefulness of agent-based approaches towards developing NEC based systems.
Those findings are summarized as a list of shortcomings of present day agent
methodologies to that end. In Section 3 The methodological pyramid, we propose a
framework enabling assessments of different approaches of system development. In
Section 4 we are addressing the Role of architectures in system design and
implementation introducing some basic concepts. The paper ends with Conclusions
and References. The list of references can be seen as a validation of our approach.

2 Lessons learned from use of agents in system development
One of the outstanding strengths of a multi-agent approach is the high-level
description of the active system components, i.e., agents, and the high-level view of
coordination, e.g., facilitated by means of agent communication languages. Having
the capabilities of agents, we can model distributed information system on a very
high-level, where agents can be either humans or software components. In short, a
multi-agent approach allows us to model loosely coupled knowledge-intensive
distributed systems. An excellent state-of-the-art overview in the form of the dMARS
architecture is given in a recent article in the journal Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems [6].
So far so good, but what kinds of guidelines, methodologies or tools exists (or
can we in effect derive) supporting transitions from the agent based high-level models
into implementation of the requirements into industrial strength systems of systems?
It is fair to say that the agent community so far has focused on either formal models of
multi-agent systems or implementations of closed agent-based simulations or
applications [5, 11, 18, 20, 21, 22]. There have been considerable efforts on
addressing Software Engineering (SE) aspects of agent system development. Those
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efforts might seem at odds with the basic ideas of multi-agents systems as being
distributed systems. In our view, multi-agent approaches are most appealing in
addressing challenges of real distributed systems. In effect, software intensive
systems as exemplified by the NESSI effort, below [13].
We have ourselves learned the limitations agent technologies of late 90’s in the
application area of smart homes [1, 2, 14, 15, 31]. The multi-agent systems
considered were on energy management and comfort management modeled as
computational markets with different utility criteria. However, it turned out to be
difficult to combine the two different agent systems and to handle conflicting goals
between the different systems. In effect this was due to the fact that each agent system
was closed both with respect to agent capabilities and market mechanisms. In short,
we suffered from a lack of a suitable middleware supporting several (in)dependant
agent system in distributed environments. As a result of our lessons learned we early
opted for service oriented systems to increase flexibility and to introduce high-level
coordination mechanisms expressed as process algebras to manage self healing of
coordination and configuration (missions) [16]. Later even more shortcomings of
state-of-the-art agent technologies have emerged as we have continued development
of our prototype systems in the NEC areas mentioned above.
A lesson learned is that present day Multi-Agent System (MAS) approaches are
insufficient to alone enable design, implementation, and maintenance of those kinds
of systems mentioned above, especially in hostile environments. The MAS approach
is powerful indeed in creating and communicating scenarios related to advanced
applications as NEC systems. However, there are also some clear inherent
shortcomings of present day MAS methodologies and techniques, mainly due to the
heritage from Distributed AI (DAI), mostly in addressing critical requirements and
implementations of net-enabled system [7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 23, 25, 26, 28, 27,
30]:
•
•
•
•

A MAS is typically designed as a monolithic system performing a specific (highlevel) task. They typically do not scale well.
There is weak support for requirement engineering taking into account non-functional
system aspects such as dependability and other aspects on quality of service (QoS).
There is weak or no support of implementing and maintaining MAS on industry
platforms. Most agent system implementation platforms are research prototypes
and/or standalone systems.
There is weak support for implementing autonomic criteria such as self*requirements (self-healing, self-configuration et cetera)

The Agentlink III homepage6 lists the present R&D focus areas of the agent
community in the form of the following Technical Forum Groups (TFG): AgentOriented Software Engineering (AOSE), Towards a Standard Agent-to-Agent
Argumentation Interchange Format (AIF), Coordinating Agent Standardisation
Activities (CASA), and Environments for Multiagent Systems (ENV). Those
activities are in line with Agentlink’s Roadmap7. In short, the focus of those efforts
are quite interesting but agent-centric presupposing (implicitly) that the agent
6 www.agentlink.org/
7 www.agentlink.org/roadmap/index.html
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approach is potentially suitable for supporting the whole life-cycle of, e.g., NEC type
of systems. We claim in this paper that agent technologies play an important but
limited role in developing NEC systems. In fact, the shortcomings listed above are
barely addressed by current efforts of the agent community [20].
The assessment of multi-agent support technologies in development of grid based
systems or in developing ambient intelligent systems has just recently begun. Some of
those assessments, also addressing the shortcomings listed above, are in MAS
Roadmaps such as Research Directions for Service-Oriented Multiagent System [19]
and more generally in discussions on further directions on R&D on GRID
computing8. Our investigations can be seen as a complementary approach as a
combination of top-down agent-based approaches with bottom-up industrial
approaches and with a semantic bridge support to ensure correct behavior [16, 17].

3 The methodological pyramid
The following methodological pyramid is from the CommonKADS configurable
methodology supporting design and maintenance of knowledge intensive systems
[29]. The pyramid of Figure 1 illustrates that after deciding the use of the
methodology, that is the type of application, we can configure the methodology
accordingly. As a starting point we decide about the relevant world view, that is, the
relevant epistemology and ontology for the system at hand. Epistemological issues
have two dimensions. Internal epistemology related to what the system should be able
to know about itself and/or its environment. External epistemology related to what a
user and/or maintainer should know about the system. In short, the internal
instrumentation determines the abilities of self* services, whence the external
instrumentation determines the user views of the systems as well as the possibilities of
the system administrator to control and support proper system behavior [7, 12]. The
systems we are addressing in the paper are of NEC-type. In that case proper system
instrumentation supporting measurements and control is of crucial importance [24].
Given the methodological pyramid we can interpret and compare the different
roadmaps mentioned above. The roadmap from Agentlink III is targeted on use cases
(systems) that are in effect future agent based systems. As a consequence there is a
focus on agent-centric issues such as theories, methods, and tools to that end. The EU
GRID Expert Group, on the other hand, is focusing on present and future Grid-centric
systems. That approach has a (implicitly) broader application driven world view that
the Agentlink has (in a sense a more articulated world view).
As a preparation for the upcoming EC funded R&D Seventh Frame Programme
(FP7) major industrial EU and US partners have initiated the European Technology
Platform NESSI9 (Networked European Software Services Initiative) to support
industrial take up of R&D results from FP7.
8 Next Generation GRIDs Expert Group Report 3 (2006). Future for European Grids: GRIDS and Service
Oriented Knowledge Utilities. Vision and Research Directions 2010 and Beyond. EC NGG Group, January
2006.
9 www.nessi-europe.com
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Fig. 1. The CommonKADS methodology pyramid. The main product components
and processes of the methodology are indicated.

The NESSI vision envisages the wide adoption of services offered through
network-enabled systems that in turn provide support for virtualisation and
globalization of business processes. The NESSI initiative aims at mastering design
and use of complex software systems and their provision as service oriented utilities.
In fact, NESSI identifies software as the glue and drive behind the evolution of the
information and services eco-systems. Furthermore the NESSI initiative focuses
rather on envisioned systems than possibilities of a specific technology. We share that
view of challenges of the future. This standpoint implies that we, for instance,
advocate to configure the use of agent technologies depending on the target system
rather than a pre-established “integration of technologies”.
A roadmap will be developed by NESSI to foster development of efficient software
engineering methods to increase the product development processes. Specific areas of
concern are:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure supporting virtualisation of resources across the network
Service integration based on Service Oriented Architectures (SOA).
Semantics as a key element for the transformation of information to knowledge
Trust and security. Concern over security is possible the most significant barrier to
acceptance of IT services and digital absolutely crucial in a more dynamic
environment.

We have addressed specific trust and security concerns related to services ecosystem enabled by service-oriented architectures (SOA) [12, 17, 24, 28]. Our work is
in fact much in line with the NESSI initiative. We have developed an approach
towards securing critical network enabled missions [12, 13] in service based ecosystems. In general terms, a mission in our context is characterized by: actors with
different capabilities and roles, distributed resources, a mission statement (Effect
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Based Operations), and rules of engagement. Setting up a mission is itself a nontrivial
task. The task includes finding resources (humans and artifacts), setting up a network
with mission-oriented security and dependability concerns taken into account, resolve
command and control issues (liabilities, authorities, authorizations), and, finally,
implementation and maintenance of mission-oriented services.
The following Figure 2 captures the model-based approach of requirement
engineering supported by the CommonKADS methodology [29].

Fig. 2. The CommonKADS model set supporting requirement engineering of
knowledge intensive systems

The model set of Figure 2 captures the different aspects and separation of concerns
in capturing the necessary requirements of knowledge intensive systems. The
corresponding processes are based on a risk-driven spiral model illustrating the
openness of the requirement task. The result of the requirement process is a design
model. The CommonKADS methodology leaves open the implementation process as
such but advocates implementations of rule bases since the original methodology
aimed at stand alone or well separated knowledge systems. CommonKADS is the
methodology of choice (configurable and comprehensive) in development of
knowledge intensive systems [29]. CommonKADS was developed in several EUfunded projects during mid-80’s to mid-90’s as a methodology for knowledgeintensive monolithic (stand-alone) systems.
Not surprisingly, the CommonKADS methodology (in parts or as a full
methodology with some changes) has during the last decade been proposed as a good
candidate for Agent-Based Software Engineering (AOSE). Examples include the
MAS-CommonKADS10 approach and its extension CoMoMas. MAS-CommonKADS
has been used foremost in modelling of MAS. The book [11] Conceptual Modelling
of Multi-agent Systems: the Comomas Engineering Environment describes multiagent systems at a conceptual and implementation-independent level. The book
10 http://ksi.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/KAW/KAW96/iglesias/Iglesias.html
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presents a short overview of important issues in the domain of multi-agent systems
with a focus on European research projects. The author compares the following
architectures: ARCHON, ATLANTIS, ATOME, CIRCA, IMAGINE, InteRRap,
PALADIN and REAKT.
Our own adaptations of the CommonKADS methodology for our purposes are
based on experiences from the original work on CommonKADS and some lessons
learned later of system developments, e.g., Multi Agent Systems as Open Societies
[15], Structured Engineering Process for Agent Communication Modelling [1], and
Agents with Power [14]. The work reported in [1] was actually incorporated as the
Communication Model in Figure 2.
We have extended the model set of Figure 2 to advanced support systems based on
agent-based information management of critical information decision systems. In
essence, we have in this context replaced the Knowledge Model with a Coordination
Model supporting coordination of workflows (bundles of services) as Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) [12]. In this context we have also included methodologies based
on ethnography and science of information to support relevant requirement
engineering supporting knowledge sharing and common awareness in distributed
teams [4] such as those involved in different missions. In short, we have enhanced the
theory, methods, and tool aspects of Figure 1.

4 The role of architectures in system design and implementation
A system provides a set of services that are used to carry out a (general) business
purpose11. System components typically consist of hardware, software, data, and
workers (Figure 3). Systems are specified by the services they provide along with
other non-behavioural requirements such as reliability or cost of ownership. A system
design consists of specifying components, their attributes, and their relationships.
The IEEE standard 1471-200012 addresses the activities of the creation, analysis,
and sustainability of architectures of software-intensive systems, and the recording of
such architectures in terms of architectural descriptions. The conceptual model
includes; Mission, Environment, System, Architecture, Stakeholders, Architectural
description, Rationale, Concerns, Viewpoint, View, Library viewpoint, and Model
with relations. The standard enforce a principled way of designing suitable
architectures. In our case most of the goal architectures have been service-oriented
architectures (SOA) supporting agent mediated service oriented computations (SOC).
The CommmonKADS methodology supports the activities in the design of an
architecture according to the IEEE standard (Figure 1). The following Figure 3
illustrates system architecture views of the Rational Unified Process for Systems
Engineering13.

11 Blanchart and Fabrycky, System Engineering and Analysis (Third Edition), Prentice Hall, 1998.
12 IEEE Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems, IEEE Std
1471-2000.
13 Rational Unified Process for Systems Engineering, RUP SE1.1. Rational White Paper TP 165A, 5/02
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Fig. 3. Static system architecture views according to the RUP SE methodology

The table of Figure 3 captures the architecture of RUP from various viewpoints
and levels. The focus of present AOSE architecture is mainly on Context – Analysis –
Design models from a Computational Viewpoint. The CommonKADS model suit
covers all viewpoints of Figure 3 on the same levels.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a configurable methodology supporting the whole life cycle of
dependable network enabled systems (NEC systems). The methodology is supported
by a set of models and tools as well as environments supporting simulations and
experiments [24]. The architecture of the methodology can be expressed using IEEE
standards and the industrial RUP standard. Furthermore our methodology allows
imports of technologies such as agent technologies at appropriate places of the system
architecture.
The reported work is in fact on ongoing efforts. Challenges include addressing
semantics of system behavior in a proper way [16]. To that end we combine a
scientific approach of modeling coordination of services (missions) with means of
engineering instrumentation and monitoring on-line behavior of systems to ensure
desired quality of service.
The progress reported in this paper is due to collaboration within our research
group SOC as well as work with colleagues in our (inter)national projects. We
acknowledge their contributions and support.
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Abstract. To accommodate the rapidly evolving business environments,
there is a need for workflow management systems that can activate intra
organizational business processes, in an efficient way. In this paper an
Agent-Based Workflow Management System (AB-WfMS) is presented
with the aim of supporting this issue through the adoption of agent
technology. The proposed enterprise architecture has set apart some of
the classical management responsibilities of central workflow engine, for
autonomous process agents. In this way, the paper proposes a scalable
workflow management system, which is applicable for a wide range of
distributed heterogeneous business management environments.
Keywords: Software Agent, Workflow Management System, Business
process Engineering, Belief-Desire-Intention Model of Agency

1

Introduction

Workflow Management Systems play a key role in organizations motivated to
improve global business enterprises. Generally speaking a workflow system is
composed of a set of applications and tools that allow definition, creation, and
management of various activities associated with workflows [6]. BPMS (Business
Process Management System) are one of the primary categories of workflow
management systems that provide externalized business process and workflow
to a set of pre-existing applications [7].
Most of the commercially available workflow management systems do not
provide sufficient flexibility to be used by distributed organizations across multiple platforms [13]. Thus, there is a need for a scalable architecture of workflow
management systems which has adequate degree of flexibility to be deployed in
distributed cross organizational business enterprises.
Regarding theoretical and practical foundation of software agents and their
inherent attitude to be applied in distributed environments, a number of academic workflow products have used them in their architectures [2, 4, 5, 13]. In
some researches agents were used as pre-existing problem solving blocks of workflow system. The proposed architecture by Jennings et al in [2] is a well known
sample of such systems. In some other works, organizational roles are assigned
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to agents and make them responsible of handling role duties. The architecture
proposed by Lie Yu et al in [5] can be categorized in this class. In other works
such as [4] special kind of workflow systems for dealing with web service orchestration are proposed in which proactive agents are deployed for negotiating with
passive Web services. The main problem of these works stands in their limitation
in activating only those process instances that deal with Web services.
This work presents an agent-based architecture, called AB-WfMS, for BPM
workflow systems. The primary difference of AB-WfMS with other agent based
workflow management systems is that in those works each agent has a set of predefined functionalities and restricted number of capabilities while in AB-WfMS,
dynamic configuration of agents enabled them to offer miscellaneous capabilities
required for enacting a workflow process on globally distributed environments,
and in this way it presents a scalable architecture for workflow management
systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief introduction
to AB-WfMS enterprise architecture is presented. Following this, in Sections 3
and 4 the architecture of AB-WfMS execution environment and architecture of
AB-WfMS process agents will be investigated. Section 5 presents an example of
applying AB-WfMS in a real world enterprise business domain, and Section 6 has
a discussion on AB-WfMS scalability. Finally in Sections 7 and 8 we will have
conclusion on this paper and provide some insight for future works, respectively.

2

AB-WfMS Enterprise Architecture

We define business enterprise as a collection of corporative business organizations that each organization can be modeled as set of performers (organization
employees), customers, business processes, organization units, and a network
of workstations. In fact, business processes cohesively connect other constituent
parts of an organization. Thus, for presenting AB-WfMS enterprise architecture,
we will explain its major subsystems which are directly involved in business process activation.
One of the AB-WfMS architectural focal points is the concept of ”process
agent”. A process agent is an instance of a generic agent class that provides
primary functionalities for activating a business process on behalf of a customer.
Generation of a process agent will be performed in response to request of an
organization customer for activating a business process. Thus, each process agent
is responsible for following activity steps, defined for that business process till it
reaches one of terminating states of the business process and returns the results
back to the customer. Internal structure of process agents is presented in section
4.
Application of these process agents requires an infrastructure that supports
process agents’ generation, activation, migration and negotiation with organization performers. This infrastructure is explained in section 3 as execution
environment architecture of AB-WfMS.
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3

AB-WfMS Execution Environment Architecture

Fig. 1 depicts Deployment view of AB-WfMS execution environment architecture. Form his point of architectural view, the distributed execution environment
of AB-WfMS is consist of number of agent platforms that each platform has four
primary types of nodes, named MainNode, InterfaceNode, ContainerNode and
DBNode. We have taken advantage of AML (Agent Modeling Language) [10]
for presenting AB-WfMS architecture and its constituent parts in this paper.

Fig. 1. Deployment view of AB-WfMS execution environment architecture

3.1

Platform

In this architecture each platform represents an organization with its own constituent parts. Each platform consists of a number of InterfaceNodes for interacting with outside world, a number of ContainerNodes for contributing process
agents with organization performers, a MainNode and a DBNode for providing
number of supporting services which are required for process agents’ activities.
As mentioned before, AB-WfMS has a scalable distributed architecture. The
claim of scalability is realized by distribution of platforms across any number
business enterprise organizations. Based on this architecture, inter and intra organizational workflows of business processes can be performed through migration
of process agents among local nodes of platform and remote nodes of different
platforms, respectively.
3.2

InterfaceNode

At each platform, InterfaceNodes provide external interfaces of workflow system
with two parties: business process designers and organization customers. Business process designers utilize Process Description Service to define and modify
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business processes that can be activated within the organization enterprise. Customers of each organization will send their process activation requests to the
organization through Process Agent Generation Service.
AB-WfMS relies on dynamic generation of process agents. Each process agent
is an instance of generic process agent class and AgentFactory is responsible for
instantiating and initializing process agents. ProcessRepository which is filled
by ProcessDescriptionInterface holds required data for AgentFactory. Generated
process agent will be sent to one of the platform ContainerNodes to start its
activity (through Process Agent Dissemination Service). Fig. 2 depicts primary
components and services of InterfaceNode.

Fig. 2. InterfaceNode

3.3

ContainerNode

In AB-WfMS, a ContainerNode is a terminal workstation that provides an execution environment for process agents. This execution environment is externalized
by ProcessAgentContainer. Besides, a ContainerNode is where process agents
interact with workflow participants (organization performers or automated systems). Fig. 3 depicts basic components and services of ContainerNode.
In order to facilitate the execution of process agents, ProcessAgentContainer
provides a number of preliminary services which are realized by a number of service agents. Migration Manager Agent, State Controller Agent, Agent Activator
Agent, and Container Resource Descriptor Agent are primary service agents,
activated on each ProcessAgentContainer. Process agents will take advantage of
services offered by each of these service agents, through its service port.
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Fig. 3. ContainerNode

3.4

MainNode

MainNode offers some special services within the platform for process agents.
These services are provided by service agents hosted on ServiceAgentContainer
of MainNode. ServiceAgentContainer is an execution environment that provides
special facilities for service agents such as a knowledgebase for saving their persistent data.
Directory Facilitator Agent, Resource Descriptor Agent, Access Controller
Agent, Service Broker Agent, Load Balancer Agent, Confidence Informer Agent
are primary service agents available on ServiceAgentContainer of MainNode.
Fig. 4 depicts these agents and their offered services.

Fig. 4. MainNode
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3.5

DBNode

DBNode is the central database server of platform that is used to store application data and workflow relevant information. Application data is stored in
ApplicationDataRepository which must be designed by workflow application developers. Workflow relevant information is classified in three categories: Activity
Definitions, Service Descriptions, and Role-Performer pairs. Each category of
this information will be stored in a separate repository on DBNode.

4

Process Agent Architecture

Process agents are designed in two layer architecture, namely Reasoning Layer
and Enactment Layer. The Reasoning Layer takes advantage of BDI model of
agency [9, 12] and supports rational behavior of process agent while the Enactment Layer has an architecture which is customized for AB-WfMS and provides
functional behavior of process agent. Fig. 5 depicts the architecture of a process
agent.

Fig. 5. Two layer architecture of process agent

4.1

Reasoning Layer

Each process Agent must have a comprehensive view of steps it has to follow
for activating a business process and based on this view, decides what to do
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at each step. Reasoning Layer components which are initialized during agent
generation in AgentFactory hold this information for process agent and generate
the commands that should be applied by Enactment Layer components. BeliefBase, Goal Descriptor, Plan Library, and Interpreter are primary components
of this layer for representing beliefs, desires, intentions of process agent, and
deliberating over them.
BeliefBase holds agent knowledge of the world [9]. Process agent knowledge of the world can be separated into its Environmental Beliefs, and Process
Instance Beliefs. Environmental beliefs of a process agent reveal the agent knowledge about its activation context such as access point information of platform
repositories and MainNode. Process Instance Beliefs represent process agent’s
knowledge of business process which undertakes. These beliefs can be separated
into three parts, called Activity Beliefs, Transition Beliefs and Workflow Relevant Data Beliefs.
Activity Beliefs represent description of each activity that is referenced in
the business process instance. Transition Beliefs represent the sequential and
parallel order of those activities and the conditions that should be satisfied by
each transition and Workflow Relevant Data Beliefs maintain the latest value of
each workflow relevant data.
Plan Library holds process agent’s plans. Each plan represents a generic
command type that can be undertaken by Enactment Layer components. Examples of these generic command types are: loading an activity class, establishing
connection with a server, generating sub-agents, migrating to another ContainerNode, etc.
Goal Descriptor describes agent’s motivational stance which are the driving forces for its actions. Different classifications form miscellaneous goals that
an agent may have, are presented in [1, 3], but in AB-WfMS, we have identified
two primary categories of goals, named Activity Goal and Transition Goal. Activity Goals represent desired states which are expected to arrive after execution
of an activity in a workflow process. Activity goals can be divided to activity
sub-goals that represent desired intermediate states during execution of activity.
Transition Goals specify the motivations for firing transitions during workflow
activation. Join point transition criteria [9] are the primary focus of transition
goals.
Interpreter is responsible for selecting plans from Plan Library based on
process agent’s current goal, customizing them according to BeliefBase knowledge, and generating appropriate commands to be applied in Enactment layer
components. This is of interpreter responsibilities to update agent’s environmental and process instance beliefs, and to deliberate over process agent’s current
goal (or sub-goal). Internal and external events which are issued by Enactment
Layer components and execution context of process agent respectively, fire the
triggering conditions of interpreter internals. These events will be handled by
Event Handling Services.
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4.2

Agent Enactment Layer

Agent Enactment Layer provides functional component for activating the command issued by Reasoning Layer Interpreter. The constituent components of
this layer will be explained in brief by the rest of this subsection.
Activity Loader loads activity classes from Activity Repository (on DBNode) and after their instantiation, makes them executed by participation of performer who represents the role associated with that activity, on current ContainerNode.
Service Provider is the process agent interface, for negotiating with remote
service providers. SBA (Service Broker Agent which is placed on MainNode) directs Service Provider toward appropriate server, then it establishes the required
connections, requests for services, receives the results and delivers them to process agent
Sub-Agent Creator / Unifier , Parallelism is an inherent characteristic
of business processes. During activation of a process instance, those sequences
of activities which can be executed in parallel and form sub-processes will be
delegated to sub-agents in order to be executed simultaneously. A sub-agent has
a restricted view of business process and its generation is the responsibility of
Sub-Agent Creator / Unifier at parent process agent.
State Assessment Module identifies current execution state of process
agent. The execution state of a process agent is defined as current execution
status of activity classes which are loaded within the process agent, and current
value of workflow relevant data on latest transitions.
Migration Manager is responsible for negotiating with host ContainerNode Migration Manager Service (MMS) in order to provide necessary information
for process agent transmission.
Monitoring Module provides facilities for evaluating some performance
metrics of organization performers. These metrics include Responsiveness measures like response time or processing time, Dependability measures such as
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) or MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) and
Missionability measures like interval availability. These metrics will be evaluated
when a role is assigned to a performer in order to handle an activity. Results
of these evaluations will be sent to Confidence Informer Agent (CIA) for future
role assignments.

5

Example

Suppose that an Insurance Corporation is going to automate its processes by the
use of a workflow management system. This company is composed of different organizations that each one is responsible for specific type of insurance service such
as Trading Insurance, Home Insurance, Industrial Insurance, etc. Each organization has its own business processes defined within the organization framework
and a number of processes that may deal with other organizations workflows.
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In context of AB-WfMS each organization will be realized as a platform.
For instance, consider Trading Platform in respect to Trading Insurance Organization. At first, business process designers must define different workflow
processes which may be applied in that organization such as registration process, value assessment process, damage estimation process, payment process, etc.
These definitions will be stored in ProcessRepository of InterfaceNode.
Along with process definition, the designers have to declare organizational
performers, their physical placement, and their assigned roles at each workflow
process. For instance, it must be declared that Alice has the role of damage
estimator in damage estimation process, and she can be accessed by network
address of Alice.Trade.InsuPlat.com. This information will be kept in RolePerformerRepository of DBNode. Besides, workflow designers have to provide
activity classes and service descriptions that are referenced in different workflows and save them in ActivityRepository and ServiceRepository of DBNode.
For example, consider different activities that form damage estimation process. All of these activities should be implemented by workflow programmers and
be added to ActivityRepository by workflow designers. The point here is that,
the implemented activity classes can be reused by other workflow processes. For
instance, Confirmation is an activity which may be referenced in damage estimation process, payment process or many other workflow processes. For this reason,
we proposed AB-WfMS as a solution for business process management environments. Because in such environments, there are number of preexisting tools and
application classes which can be utilized in different workflow processes.
After finalizing these initial steps and setting up ProcessAgentContainers
at each workstation, customers can order for activating workflow processes. InterfaceNodes are responsible for receiving these orders, generating the process
agents and disseminating them over the network of ContainerNodes. Generated
process agent will accomplish the workflow process on behalf of customer and
return the result back to him.

6

AB-WfMS Architectural Quality Attributes

Scalability is the primary architectural quality attribute which has been focused
in this work. One of the primary difficulties in designing scalable systems is how
to solve the limitation of centralized services, data, and applications [11]. Taking
advantages of BDI concepts, a degree of rationality has been provided for process
agents that makes them capable of local decision making, and in this way the
necessity of an over loaded workflow central engine has been faded. Besides,
communication overheads which was due to continues interactions of system
components with central engine, has been reduced. Synchronized communication
is another obstacle in scaling distributed systems [11]. In AB-WfMS, Mobility of
process agents and their ability of migrating to proper ContainerNodes alleviated
the problem of synchronized communication.
Availability is the second architectural quality attribute that we will explain
in this part. Availability is defined as readiness of system [14], and its associated
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tactics are in three categories: fault detection, fault recovery, and fault prevention. At each platform, SCA is responsible for monitoring the execution state of
process agents, so this service agent can detect process agents’ failures during
their runtime. Besides, each process agent has a Checkpointing schedule which
supports fault recovery. AB-WfMS has faced fault prevention tactic by imposing
confidential constraints on role assignments through CIA.
Modifiability is the next architectural quality attribute which is supported
by AB-WfMS. The purpose of this attribute is controlling the time and cost
to implement, test, and deploy changes. AB-WfMS supports this attribute by
choosing deferred binding time tactic [14]. Most of bindings in AB-WfMS are
deferred for runtime. For example, activity class loading, service providing, and
role assigning are all bindings which have been deferred for runtime.
Portability is another quality attribute which has been foreseen in this architecture. There are number of implemented FIPA complaint platforms for agent
based systems that most of them are Java based and have inherent attitude of
portability. JADE [15] and JADEX [16] are two well known platforms of this
kind.

7

Conclusion

This paper presented an agent based architecture for workflow management systems, with special consideration of business process management environments.
Collaboration of autonomous process agents and distributed service agents, in
context of distributed platforms, provides scalable architecture that can assist us
to develop intra-organizational workflows. Taking advantages of BDI concepts in
process agents architecture, improved their deliberative attitudes and provided
a sound basis for autonomous activation of business processes.
The focal point of this architecture is that it tries to minimize the central
engine of workflow management system, and in this way supports world wide
distributed workflows. For this aim, each process agent has a comprehensive view
of business process it has to under take and a number of managerial capabilities
for making deliberative decisions.

8

Future Work

In terms of practical application of our architecture, one of the key problems
that needs to be addressed is how well the legacy software tools and applications
can be deployed by process agents. One of the applicable solutions is use of
wrapping classes for these tools, and keeping them in activity repository. In this
way, a unique interface will be provided for interacting with such applications.
The drawback of this solution is that workflow developers have to implement a
wrapping class for any of these legacy softwares that one may have a different
interface.
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The second aspect that requires further consideration is the distribution of
service agents within the main container. For Platforms with too many containers, process agents servicing may face to congestion at main container. Although,
replication of main container in a platform is a solution to this problem but one
can place different service agents (those of main container) on different main
containers, and in this way remove a potential bottlenecks of system.
Detailed design of process agents and service agents also communication language that will be deployed by them, is the major open area which must be
considered for a real implementation of AB-WFMS. But, the building blocks of
this architecture are selected in a way to be in accordance with JADE implementation framework. Hence, for a JADE [15] developer, activating the agent
execution platform seems straightforward. Besides, as process agents are using
BDI model of agency, their implementation can be less complicated by using
JADEX [16] platform.
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Abstract. Time emerges as a key concept in Multi Agent Systems
(MASs) and influences the overall system architecture. Since architectural abstractions aim at capturing issues that are relevant in specific
domains, MAS architectures should provide abstractions allowing the
temporal behaviour to be modelled, observed, and controlled. In other
terms, time should be a full-fledged first-class concept in MAS architectures. This paper proposes Time-Awareness Model (TAM), a reference
model for building Time-Aware MASs. The model defines a collection of
architectural abstractions allowing temporal issues to be modelled in a
platform-independent way. Moreover, the paper applies TAM in a reference architecture for Time-Aware MASs. The reference architecture has
been exploited in the Packet-World test-bed.

1

Introduction

Time emerges as a key concept in Multi Agent Systems (MASs) and influences
the overall system architecture ([2]). Consequently, a MAS architecture should
provide abstractions allowing the temporal behaviour to be modelled, observed,
and controlled. In other terms, time should be a full-fledged first-class concept.
In the MAS area several domain concepts rose to the rank of first-class abstractions: for instance, space and the related issues (contiguity, movement, distance, and so on) in a situated MAS. The same does not hold for the general
concept of time, though several works address time-related issues (e.g., [1] proposes semantic duration model, [5] a time management service for simulation
MAS, and [6] a real-time agent facilitator allowing agents to communicate using
RTKQML).
Treating time as a platform-dependent detail has several drawbacks. It is difficult for an agent to reason about time due to the lack of platform-independent
abstractions modelling timing issues. The temporal behaviour of the agents can
be hardly specified at the conceptual level. Software re-use is difficult. Finally,
intermixing conceptual and platform issues introduces subtle errors, because
platform-dependent strategies (e.g., thread scheduling) influence the overall behaviour of the system.
This paper proposes a reference model for building Time-Aware MASs. The
model, termed Time-Awareness Model (TAM in the sequel), defines a collection of architectural abstractions allowing temporal issues to be modelled in a
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platform-independent way. Furthermore, the paper presents a reference architecture for Time-Aware MASs. It augments the architecture proposed by Weyns
([4] and [3]) with first-class time management mechanism based on TAM. Finally
it sketches a case study based on the Packed-World test-bed.

2

A Model for Time Awareness

Time-Awareness Model (TAM in the following) captures the following basic
concepts for building time aware systems:
– Time-reasoning deals with the static aspects of time;
– Time-sensitivity deals with the dynamic aspects of time;
– Time-awareness bridges time-reasoning and time-sensitivity.
The proposed model aims at separating static and dynamic concerns so that,
on one side, individual components deal only with the aspect of interest; on the
other side, they can be easily integrated since they rely on a uniform model.
2.1

Time-reasoning

Time-reasoning concepts model the static aspects of time. The main abstraction
is the timeline that is an ordered collection of time grains. A time grain is an
elementary time unit modelling the fact that, in a real computing system, the
time is bound to be described by discrete chunks. A time interval is a collection
of adjacent time grains in a timeline. It is defined by a pair < begin, end > of
time grains, where the end grain does not precede the begin grain.
Timelines are arranged in a dependency hierarchy (figure 1). The logical
timeline is the root of the hierarchy. Temporal placement and duration of a
logical time grain are defined in terms of a “real” time interval that, in turn, is
a multiple of an arbitrary measurement unit of “real” time. The logical timeline
is the bridge between the physics of the computing system and the metaphysics
of the “real” time.
A virtual timeline is associated with a reference timeline. A virtual time grain
of a virtual timeline is mapped onto an interval of the reference timeline. The
mapping places the grain in a temporal context and defines its duration. Virtual
timelines support timed facts. A timed fact is a predicate about one or more
subjects, which is valid inside a time interval. A time reasoner exploits the time
as a domain concept by performing computations and reasoning about timed
facts.
Timelines provide abstractions allowing facts to be placed in a temporal
framework without any direct relationship with the “real” flowing of the time.
Therefore timelines can be exploited by any time reasoning application dealing
with the concept of time. For example, “car C was at location L1 during interval
I1 ” and “car C was at location L2 during interval I2 ” are timed facts allowing to
draw offline inferences about the speed of car C, no matter when the inferences
are performed.
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Fig. 1. Timelines hierarchy

2.2

Time-sensitivity

Time-sensitivity models the dynamic aspects of time. The main abstraction is the
timer (figure 2) generating periodic timed events that are assumed to represent
the flow of the time. A timer ticks time sensitive entities, acting as observers of
the timer.
Like timelines, timers are arranged in a dependency hierarchy (figure 2). A
virtual timer is a time sensitive entity, which, in turn, behaves like a timer. It
counts events generated by its reference timer and ticks its observers when the
count equals its period.

Fig. 2. Timer hierarchy

The logical timer is the root of the hierarchy. It is ticked by system-dependent
events. The period of the logical timer is defined as a multiple of an arbitrary
time measurement unit. This is the hook between the physics of the computing
system - which generates physical events - and the metaphysics, which provides
an arbitrary interpretation of the physical events in terms of “real” time flow.
Like timelines hierarchy, timers hierarchy allows the time flow to be perceived
with different time magnitudes.
Timers provide abstractions allowing events to be interpreted as symptoms
of the time flow. Timers enter the stage as soon as the system activities must be
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driven by events that model the flow of the “real” time. Timers generate events,
which trigger actions of time sensitive components. Since the logical timer is the
unique hook with the metaphysical concept of time flow, it encapsulates both
system-dependent mechanisms and the interpretation of what the “real” time
is. This implies that a time sensitive applications relying on the concepts above
is not aware of such issues. Therefore the application can be easily executed
and tested in a simulation environment without affecting, from a logical point
of view, its temporal behaviour.

2.3

Putting it Together: Time-awareness

Many systems exploit both time-reasoning and time- sensitivity. Therefore the
static issues modelled by timelines must be bound with the dynamic issues modelled by timers.

Fig. 3. Timer hierarchy

A clock (figure 3) is a time sensitive entity that bridges static and dynamic
issues by associating a timeline with a timer. A clock defines the concept of
present time (more precisely, of present grain) over a timeline: when ticked by
the associated timer, the clock advances the present grain of the associated
timeline.
Bridging static and dynamic time-related issues has several implications.
There must be an agreement on the unique measurement unit of the time that
is exploited by the logical timeline and by the logical clock. Therefore, if a timer
and a timeline are associated by a virtual clock, the duration of the present grain
of the timeline must be consistent with the actual period of the timer. Moreover,
the hierarchies of clocks and of timelines must be consistent.
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3

A Reference Architecture for Time-Aware MAS

To quickly put in practice TAM concepts we augmented an existing reference
architecture with first-class time management mechanism. The architecture is
the one proposed by Weyns ([4] and [3]) since it has been designed so that the
integration of our concepts become a quite easy task.

Fig. 4. Timer hierarchy

The architecture proposed by Weyns includes three primary abstractions:
agent, ongoing activity, and environment, each of them including specific modules. Our architecture provides the same set of primary abstractions and includes
a subset of the Weyns’ modules (halftone screening boxes in figure 4) described
in the following.
An agent perceives the environment via its Perception module. It in charge
of mapping the state of the environment into agent perceptions, which are translated and integrated into agent knowledge via a Knowledge Integration module.
The Decision module, exploiting the knowledge, produces actions both to interact with the environment and to communicate with other agents: the Exec
module executes actions, and the Communication one manages messages exchange between agents.
Ongoing activity models other processes, that are not agents, but that may
produce activities in the system, e.g., a moving object, evaporating pheromones
or environmental variables such as temperature. An ongoing activity has just an
Operation module that influences the environment.
Environment includes a Reactor module that, according to agents’ actions
and ongoing activities, updates the environment state. The environment is also
in charge of synchronising the overall behaviour of the system.
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In the following we present the TAM-based extensions (white boxes in figure
4) to the above reference architecture.
A time-aware agent is an agent enriched with the TAM abstractions. A Time
Sensing module is a time sensitive component which reifies a virtual timers hierarchy. The Knowledge Integration module turns timing events and perceptions
into Timed-Knowledge by managing clocks - which control timelines hosted inside the knowledge base - and by defining timed facts. This allows the Decision
module to manage and to reason about timed facts. In particular, the Decision
module may assert timed facts stating when an action must be performed. The
Engine module is in charge of activating the other passive modules according to
some domain-dependant activation policies. In particular, a time-aware Engine
behaves like an interpreter of the timed facts. It triggers the actions according
to the timed facts and to the perception of the current virtual time. Note that
an agent exploiting a time-aware Engine is capable of dynamically planning its
own behaviour, i.e., the agent performs reflection [7].
A time-aware ongoing activity is an ongoing activity enriched with a Time
Sensing module that reifies a virtual timers hierarchy. Time Sensing module
triggers the execution of operations according to the perception of timer events.
The time-aware environment enriches the environment. It is in charge of
managing global information, i.e., the state of the environment and the logical
time. Therefore, it includes a Time Flowing module containing the logical timer
which is the root of the hierarchy of all the virtual timers exploited by agents
and ongoing activities. Moreover, its State is enriched with the logical timeline
which in turn is the root of the hierarchy of all the virtual timelines exploited
by agents. Time Flowing also includes a clock that bridges the logical timeline
and the logical timer. Finally, it includes a logical timeline supporting the global
timed facts that define the state of the environment.

4

A Case Study: the Packet-World

The time model and the related reference architecture we propose in this paper
will be exploited in the reference case study denoted Packet-World and presented
in [2]. Shortly, we have a rectangular grid that may contain: agents (cognitive and
reactive), coloured packets, one packet destination for each colour, and coloured
pheromone trails leaved by agents. Agents’ aim is to look for packets, pick up
them, and look for the corresponding destination to drop them.
An agent interact with the other agents by dropping pheromone at the field
it is located on. This way, it constructs pheromone trails from clusters of packets to destination. Pheromone evaporates over time. When an agent perceives
a pheromone it may decide to reach either the destination moving towards the
increasing pheromone strength, or the cluster of packets moving towards the
decreasing pheromone strength. The agent executes three main activities: perception deals with the local observation of the environment, deliberation deals
with the selection of the next action to perform (i.e., move, pick/put a packet
or drop a pheromone), action deals with the execution of the selected action.
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Perception and action activities have the same duration for all the agents. Deliberation activities have different durations for cognitive and reactive agents: if two
agents start deliberating at the same time, the reactive one must complete the
activity before the cognitive one. The need for a time management mechanism
is due to the following constraints:
1. all the agents’ activities must be executed with respect to their domain
temporal relationships independently from the underlying platform;
2. the effectiveness of pheromone-based communication depends on the evaporation rate that is a time-related phenomenon.
4.1

Time-Aware MAS Solution

The pheromone evaporation phenomenon is reified by one time-aware ongoing
activity that has one virtual timer with period equals to 1. When the Operation
module is activated by the Time Sensing one, it decreases by 1 the current
strength of all the pheromones in the environment, satisfying constraint 2.
Each agent is reified by a time-aware agent. All the time-aware agents have
only one virtual timer and one virtual timeline. The period of each virtual timer
is 1. Agents do not need to reason about timed events: a line of reasoning does
not involve inferences based on timed events. Notwithstanding this, agents make
use of time to trigger the execution of their activities: they only exploit time
to reason about their behaviour over time. In other words, agents exploit the
virtual timeline hosted in their knowledge base to plan their behaviour over
time, i.e., they exploit reflection. This is achieved by planning on the agent’s
virtual timeline timed facts that predicate about the activities the agent must
perform (see figure 5).

Fig. 5. Timer hierarchy

In the example, timed facts predicate that an activity must be executed
between the start and the end of the interval. Every time a timed fact is valid, i.e.,
the present time falls inside its interval, the agent’s time-aware Engine module
triggers the activity according to what the fact predicates.
From the problem statements, perception and action activities have the same
duration for all the agents: it is a priori fixed to 1 virtual time grain. The duration of a deliberation activity is a priori fixed too and it is different according to
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agent type: 1 virtual time grain for reactive agents (e.g., agent 1 in figure 5) and
3 virtual time grains for cognitive ones (e.g., agent 3 in figure 5). All the agents
cyclically execute the activities in the following order: perception, deliberation,
and action. Our Time-Aware MAS architecture and the above described configuration allow satisfying constraint 1. Indeed, all the agents are synchronised on
the logical present time that is unique inside the system, all the agents perceive
the same time flow since they have virtual timers with the same period, and
agents’ temporal constraints rely on a uniform time model.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes Time-Awareness Model (TAM), a reference model for building Time-Aware MAS. TAM defines a collection of architectural abstractions
allowing the temporal behaviour to be modelled, observed, and controlled in
a platform-independent way. In other terms, the abstractions raise time as a
full-fledged first-class concept. Treating time as a full-fledged first-class brings
several advantages. An agent may reason about time related issues and its behaviour over time may be specified at the problem-domain level. An agent may
modify its planned facts adapting dynamically its behaviour to the run-time
situations. Such an agent exhibits a full-fledged autonomous and adaptive behaviour. Conceptual and platform temporal issues are well separated so that it
is possible defining time related strategies that are platform independent. Last
but not least, this separation facilitates the components re-use.
Finally, the paper presents a reference architecture, based on TAM, for TimeAware MAS that has been exploited in the Packet-World test-bed.
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Abstract. Several agent researchers are currently studying agent mod-

eling and they propose dierent architectural metamodels for developing Multiagent Systems (MAS) according to specic agent development
methodologies. When support for Semantic Web technology and its related constructs are considered, agent metamodels should include metaentities to model MASs which work in semantic web environment. In this
paper, we introduce an agent metamodel to dene the required constructs
of a Semantic Web enabled MAS in order to provide semantic capability
modeling and interaction of agents both with other agents and semantic
web services. We rst give a conceptual MAS architecture to identify new
constructs in addition to constructs of a traditional MAS and then we
propose a metamodel including the rst-class entities required by such a
conceptual architecture.

1

Introduction

A software methodology is typically characterized by a modeling language and
a software process as mentioned in [1]. Same is valid for the Multiagent System
(MAS) methodologies from the perspective of agent oriented software engineering (AOSE) paradigm. Again given in [1], we use agent modeling languages for
the description of models, dening the elements of the model together with a
specic syntax (notation) and associated semantics. On the other hand, software process denes development activities and their interrelationships. Each
methodology naturally denes a specic metamodel based on artifacts of the
process and its architectural constructs. However, a metamodel can be independent from a specic methodology and dene architectural constructs and their
relations for a specic application area or domain.
In MAS community, there are various studies which dene metamodels of
specic methodologies like Gaia, Adelfe, PASSI [3] and SODA [9]. Also, Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) has an on-going eort for developing
a notation to express relationships between agents, agent roles and agent groups
in a MAS. Collaborating with Object Management Group's (OMG) Agent SIG,
FIPA Modeling Technical Committee proposes a metamodel called Agent Class
Superstructure Metamodel (ACSM) [7] which is based on - and extends - UML
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2.0 superstructure. It presents a superstructure specication that denes the
user-level constructs required to model agents, their roles and their groups [10].
However, we believe that a signicant deciency exists in those noteworthy agent
modeling studies when we consider their support on Semantic Web [2] technology
and its constructs.
Semantic Web evolution has doubtlessly brought a new vision into agent
research. This Second Generation Web aims to improve WWW (World Wide
Web) such that web page contents are interpreted by using ontologies. It is
apparent that the interpretation in question will be realized by autonomous
computational entities - so agents - to handle semantic content on behalf of
their human users. Surely, Semantic Web environment has specic architectural
entities and a dierent semantic which must be considered to model a MAS
in this environment. Therefore, modeling techniques and development process
should support this new environment by dening new meta-entities and metastructures.
In this study, we introduce an agent metamodel aiming to dene required
constructs of a Semantic Web enabled MAS in order to provide semantic capability modeling and interaction of agents. The interaction in question involves
both communications of an agent: agent-to-agent and agent-to-semantic entity
(e.g. a semantic web service [14]). Hence, we rst give a conceptual MAS architecture to identify new constructs in addition to constructs of a traditional
MAS. Then we propose a metamodel including the rst-class entities required
by such a conceptual metamodel.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses about the constructs
of a conceptual architecture for a MAS which is capable to work on the Semantic Web environment. Section 3 introduces our proposed metamodel. This
metamodel is the rst step to incorporate a model driven approach to the development of MASs. Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section
4.

2

A Conceptual Architecture for Semantic Web Enabled
MASs

We need to dene a conceptual architecture for semantic web enabled MASs in
which autonomous agents can also evaluate semantic data and collaborate with
semantically dened entities such as semantic web services by using content languages. Our proposed conceptual architecture for such MASs is given in Figure
1.
The architecture denes three layers: Architectural Service Layer, Agency
Layer and Communication Infrastructure Layer. A group of system agents provides services dened in the Architectural Service Layer. Every agent in the
system has an inner agent architecture described in the Agency Layer and they
communicate with each other according to the protocols dened in the Communication Infrastructure.
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Semantic web agents are agents which are initiated by using the platform
architecture and able to use semantic services within the service layer. In Architectural Service Layer, services (and/or roles) of semantic web agents inside the
platform are described. All services in the Architectural Service Layer use the
capability of the Agency Layer. Besides domain specic agent services, yellow
page and mediator services should also be provided.

Fig. 1. The conceptual architecture for Semantic Web enabled MASs.

Agent Registry is a system facilitator in which capabilities of agents are semantically dened and advertised for other platform members. During their task
executions, platform agents may need other agents' services. Hence, they query
on this facilitator to determine relevant agents for interaction.
No matter it is FIPA-compliant [6] or not, a traditional MAS owns one or
more registries which provides yellow page services for system's agents to look
for proper agent services. Of course registries mentioned above are not simple
structures and mostly implemented as directory services and served by some
platform specic agents. For example there is a mandatory agent called directory facilitator (DF) in FIPA abstract architecture specication on which agent
services are registered [6]. When an agent looks for a specic agent service, it
gathers supplier data (agent's name, address, etc.) of the service from the DF
and then it begins to communicate with this service provider agent to complete
its task. However, capability matching becomes complex and has to be redened when we take into consideration of MASs on semantic web environment.
In case of agent service discovery in such systems, we should dene semantic
matching criteria of service capabilities and design registration mechanisms (directory services) of agent service specications according to those criteria. That
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makes matching of requested and advertised services more ecient by not only
taking into consideration of identical service matching: New capability matching
will determine type and degree of relation between two services (requested and
advertised) semantically. Hence, the conceptual architecture includes an agent
registry to provide capability matching on agent services.
On the other hand, agents of the platform may also need to interact with
Semantic Web Services which are web services with semantic interface to be discovered and executed. To support interoperability and automatic composition of
Web services, capability of services are dened in service ontologies such as OWLS [12] and WSMO [15]. In our approach, those service capabilities should also
be advertised on proper registries to provide dynamic discovery and execution
of the services by agents. Hence, we dene a conceptual entity called Semantic
Service Registry in the proposed architecture. This registry can also be modeled
as a service matchmaker in which semantic interfaces of the platform's semantic
web services are advertised to be discovered by the agents. Considering OWL-S
services, agents may query on this facilitator by sending its requested semantic
service OWL-S prole to the facilitator. The facilitator (or matchmaker) performs a semantic capability matching between the given request and advertised
proles and informs the agent about suitable services. Then the agent may interact with those services to complete its task. Engagement and invocation of
the semantic web service is also performed according to its semantic protocol
denitions.
A semantic web enabled agent interacts with agents within the dierent organization(s) and semantic web services may use knowledge sources handled by
the dierent knowledgebase(s) and/or peer system(s). In such environment, it is
obvious that, there exist more than one ontology and dierent entities may use
dierent ontologies. So, there should be another architectural service in which
translation and mapping of dierent ontologies are performed. We call this service as Ontology Mediator and it may be provided by one or more agents within
the MAS. Agents which provide this conceptual service, may handle the translation request(s) using the pre-dened mapping knowledge introduced through
a specic user interface. Through the usage of the ontology translation support,
any agent of the platform may communicate with MAS and/or services outside
the platform even if they use dierent ontologies.
The middle layer of the architecture is the Agency which includes inner structural components of Semantic Web enabled agents. Every agent in the system
has a Semantic Knowledgebase which stores the agent's local ontologies. Those
ontologies are used by the agent during his interaction with other platform agents
and semantic web services. Evaluation of the ontologies and primitive inference
are realized by the Reasoner.
Semantic Knowledge Wrapper within the Agency provides utilization of above
mentioned ontologies by upper-level Agency components. For example, during
his task execution, the agent may need object (or any other programmatic) representation of a specic ontology individual. Or the content interpreter requests
a query on one of the ontologies to reason about something. To meet up such
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requirements, the Semantic Knowledge Wrapper of the agent may form graph
representations of the related ontologies within the runtime environment of the
agency. One such good example for the wrapper is the proper application of the
JENA [8] framework in agent internal architecture and is discussed in [5].
The Planner of the Agency Layer includes necessary reusable plans with their
related behavior libraries. The reusable agent plans are composed of tasks which
are executed according to the agent's intentions. The planner is based on reactive
planning paradigm e.g. HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planning framework
presented in [13]. In reactive planning a library of general pre-dened (may be
dened at compile time) plans is provided to agent and the agent performs one
or more of these plans in response to its perceptions of the environment [4].
Semantic Content Interpreter module uses the logical foundation of semantic web, ontology and knowledge interpretation. During its communications, the
agent receives messages from other agents or semantic services. It needs to evaluate received message content to control its semantic validity and interpret the
content according to its beliefs and intentions. Necessary content validity and
interpretation takes place in this module.
The bottom layer of the architecture is responsible of abstracting the architecture's communication infrastructure implementation. For example, it may be
an implementation of FIPA's Agent Communication and Agent Message Transport specications [6] to handle agent messaging. Hence, the layer transfers any
content (including semantic knowledge) by using FIPA ACL and transport infrastructure. Physical communication may take place via well-known HTTPIIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol). However, the content language within the
message infrastructure is crucial.

3

Proposed Metamodel for Semantic Web Enabled MASs

In this section, we introduce an agent metamodel superstructure to dene elements and their relationships of a Semantic Web Enabled MAS depending on
the previously discussed conceptual architecture. Figure 2 depicts this core metamodel for Semantic Web enabled agent platforms.
Semantic Organization is a composition of Semantic Web Agents which is
constituted according to organizational roles of those agents.
A Semantic Web Agent is an autonomous entity which is capable of interaction with both other agents and semantic web services within the environment.
Interaction processes are executed according to predened semantic communication protocols. Conceptually, a Semantic Web Agent can be considered as
a specialization of the commonly-known software agent entity within internal
agent structure and communication content perspectives.
It should be noted that a Semantic Organization should be implemented
as only a composition of Semantic Web Agents. The organization does not involve other semantic entities such as semantic web services. However, it includes
organizational roles and those roles are played by its agents. Taking into consideration of those organizational roles, a Semantic Web Agent may be a member
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of dierent Semantic Organizations. That means, one agent may play more than
one Role and one Role may be played by many Semantic Web Agents within the
Semantic Organization context.

Fig. 2. The core metamodel for Semantic Web enabled MASs.

Roles provide both the building blocks for agent social systems and the requirements by which agents interact as it has been remarked in [10]. We believe
that the same is true for roles played in Semantic Web enabled agent environments. However, this general model entity should be specialized in the metamodel according to task denitions of architectural and domain based roles: An
Architectural Role denes a mandatory Semantic Web enabled MAS role that
should be played at least one agent inside the platform regardless of the organization context whereas a Domain Role completely depends on the requirements
and task denitions of a specic Semantic Organization created for a specic
business domain.
Some of the organization agents must play architectural roles to provide
services dened in Architectural Service Layer of the conceptual architecture for
other agents. Hence two specialization of the Architectural Role are also dened
in the metamodel: Registry Role and Ontology Mediator Role. Registry Roles are
played by one or more Semantic Web Agents to provide yellow page services for
other agents of the organization. Within the scope of the role, they may store
capability advertisements of Semantic Web Agents or Semantic Web Services. So,
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other agents may discover any needed service according to semantic capabilities
of services by interacting with those facilitator agents which play registry roles.
Ontology Mediator Role in the metamodel denes basic ontology management functionality that should be supported by ontology mediator agents as it
is discussed in the previous section. A Semantic Web Agent that plays an Ontology Mediator Role should be aware of whole ontology knowledgebase of the
Semantic Organization.
One Role is composed of one or more Behaviors. Task denitions and related
task execution processes of Semantic Web agents are modeled inside Behavior
entities. Proper arrangement of those behaviors constitutes agent roles.
According to played roles, agents inevitably communicate with other agents
to perform desired tasks. Each Communication entity denes a specic interaction between two agents of the platform which takes place in proper to predened agent interaction protocol. One Communication is composed of one or
more Messages whose content can be expressed in a RDF based semantic content
language.
One of the important rst-class entities of the metamodel is Semantic Web
Service. A Semantic Web Service represents any service (except agent services)
whose capabilities and interactions are semantically described within a Semantic
Web enabled MAS. A Semantic Web Service composes one or more Service
entities. Each service may be a web service or another service with predened
invocation protocol in real-life implementation. But they should have a semantic
web interface to be used by autonomous agents of the platform. It should be
noted that association between semantic web agents and services is provided
over agent Role entities in the metamodel. Because agents interact with semantic
web services, depending on their roles dened inside the organization.
Like any other Semantic Web environment, a Semantic Web enabled MAS
is inconceivable without ontologies. Hence, the proposed metamodel includes an
Ontology entity and its required specializations. An Ontology represents any
information gathering and reasoning resource for MAS members. Collection of
the ontologies creates knowledgebase of the MAS that provides domain context.
Specializations of the Ontology called Organization Ontology, Service Ontology
and Role Ontology are utilized by related metamodel entities. For example semantic interface and capability description of services are formed according to
Service Ontology and this ontology is used by Semantic Web Agents in order to
discover and invoke Semantic Web Services.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

A metamodel for Semantic Web enabled MASs is introduced in this paper. The
proposed metamodel provides rst class entities to model MASs which work
in semantic web environment. We believe that the metamodel in here helps
to bridge the gap of modeling agent and semantic web constructs in a single
environment by dening entities of a semantic web enabled MAS at rst time.
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The metamodel discussed in this study can be used as a basis to develop
methodologies for Semantic Web enabled MAS development within the context
of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [11]. However, the current metamodel
could not be considered as a complete Platform Independent Model (PIM) for
semantic web enabled MAS. We aim to dene MDA compatible models which
elaborate the entities of our metamodel to generate source code of semantic web
enabled MASs. Currently, we are studying on dening platform independent semantic web service constructs and mapping them into platform specic semantic
web service languages e.g. OWL-S and WSMO.
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Abstract. In a recent R&D project, our research group developed an industrial
AGV transportation system using a multiagent system (MAS). The software architecture of this system is modeled using several architectural views. In this
paper, we study an alternative way of structuring of the architectural description
using Theme/UML. Theme/UML is an aspect-oriented design approach that provides support for advanced separation of concerns.
Our goal is twofold. (1) We structure the architectural description based on important architectural concerns (such as coordination and distribution), instead of the
current structure based on different viewtypes (module, component, deployment).
The goal is to investigate the advantages and trade-offs of separating concerns in
architectural design of MASs. (2) Currently, Theme/UML provides only support
for detailed design. We aim to evaluate whether Theme/UML can be applied to
architectural design.
The results of our experience are promising. The advantage of separating architectural concerns is that the resulting architectural description (1) is better aligned
with the architectural concerns, and (2) facilitates the investigation of alternatives for those concerns. We illustrate this by changing the distribution schema of
the AGV transportation system. A trade-off is that describing the concerns separately makes it more difficult to get an overall view on the system. Finally, the
experiment shows that Theme/UML is not ready for architectural design. To improve support for architectural design of MASs, we propose several extensions to
Theme/UML .

1

Introduction

In a recent R&D project called EMC2 [1,2,3], our research group and Egemin1 developed an innovative version of an AGV transportation system. The goal of this project
was to investigate the feasibility of using a multiagent system (MAS) to improve the
flexibility of the transportation system. The software architecture of this system is modeled with different architectural views, including module views, component and connector views, and deployment views [5].
To cope with the complexity of a large-scale MAS such as the AGV transportation
system, a good separation of concerns is essential. Experience taught us that several
concerns, specific to MAS (e.g. decomposition agents/environment, and coordination)
and more general concerns (e.g. distribution, persistency, etc.), tend to crosscut each
1

Egemin is a Belgian manufacturer of automated logistic systems for warehouses [4].
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other in multiple views and components. We use the term architectural concerns to denote such concerns. An architectural concern is an area of interest or a focus of the software architect. Examples of architectural concerns for the AGV transportation system
are the decomposition into agents and an environment, coordination, and distribution.
In the project, a specific distribution scheme was chosen from the start. Distribution was
not considered as a separate concern for which alternatives may be considered. As a result, distribution is scattered over various design models2 of the software architecture.
This makes it difficult to use an alternative distribution schema for the system.
In this paper, we experiment with Theme/UML [6] to investigate an alternative way
of structuring the design models of the AGV transportation system. Theme/UML is an
aspect-oriented design approach that provides support for advanced separation of concerns. The goal of our experiment is twofold. First, we aim to investigate the advantages
and the trade-offs of separating architectural concerns in architectural design of MAS.
Second, since a MAS structures a software system at the level of software architecture in the first place, we aim to evaluate whether Theme/UML—that currently only
provides support for detailed design—can be extended for architectural design.
Overview. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the
necessary background. Section 3 describes the motivations for using Theme/UML. In
Sec. 4 we introduce Theme/UML and our architectural extensions. Section 5 illustrates
the architectural description of the AGV transportation system structured according
to the architectural concerns. In Sec. 6 we reflect on the design and the architectural
extensions to Theme/UML. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, we conclude in
section 8.

2

Background

This section briefly introduces our position on MAS and software engineering, it explains the basic terminology of aspect-oriented software development (AOSD), and introduces the AGV transportation system.
MAS and software engineering. Today’s distributed applications have to deal with
highly dynamic operating conditions, such as dynamically changing workloads, continuous changes in availability of resources and services, etc. MASs are ascribed quality
attributes such as flexibility, openness, and robustness that enables the systems to handle
the dynamic operating conditions autonomously. Basically, a MAS structures a system
in a number of autonomous entities, embedded in an environment, which cooperate in
order to achieve the system goals [7].
With respect to software engineering and MAS, our position is that using MAS for
large scale system development does not render typical software engineering techniques
obsolete. On the contrary, we belief that MAS should be integrated with mainstream
software engineering practice. Two common software engineering techniques form a
recurring theme through this paper, namely software architecture and aspect-oriented
design techniques.
2

A view is an example of a design model. Other examples are module diagrams, interaction
diagrams, statecharts, etc.
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Software architecture covers the first design decisions that meet the essential quality
requirements of the system. A common definition for software architecture is [8]: “the
software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures
of the system, which comprise architectural elements, the externally visible properties
of those components, and the relationships among them”. It is generally accepted that
architectures are too complex to be described in a simple one-dimensional fashion and
must be described using several views [9]. Each architectural view shows particular
types of elements and the corresponding relationships between them. Decomposing a
system in agents and an environment and using specific mechanisms for coordination
between the individual agents, determines the structure of the system and the fulfillment
of the quality attributes. As such, a MAS in the first place structures a software system
at the level of software architecture.
Aspect oriented software development aims to improve separation of concerns to
cope with the complexity of large-scale software systems. Obviously, good separation
of concerns is also important for MASs. During development there are always important
concerns that are intermingled, thus hampering the development and maintenance of the
application. Examples of concerns that a software architect has to conquer when developing MASs are coordination, agent mobility, learning, and autonomy (for a detailed
discussion, see [10, pag. 175-246]). In Sect. 3, we give several examples of crosscutting
concerns and point to the associated problems. Several approaches have been developed
in the AOSD community to deal with crosscutting concerns. Most approaches however,
are directed at the programming level or the level of detailed design. A good overview
of existing AOSD approaches can be found in [11]. Recently, the role of software architecture in AOSD became subject of active research [12,13].
AOSD terminology. The terminology of this section is based on [11,14]. Since aspect
orientation origins from programming level, some of the basic terminology closely resembles this level. Yet, we will provide some of the terms to show in the paper how this
relates to architecture.
A concern is an area of interest or focus in a system, important for a stakeholder
of the system. Concerns are the primary criteria for decomposing software into smaller,
more manageable and comprehensible parts that have meaning to a software engineer.
Some examples of concerns for a banking applications are the withdrawal of money,
logging, and authentication.
Crosscutting of concerns means that concerns are both scattered and tangled with
each other in a particular representation. Scattering means a single concerns is spread
over multiple modules. Tangling means a single module contains parts of several concerns. For example: if a system is decomposed in modules and if the two concerns under
consideration are logging and authentication, they are crosscutting if both concerns are
scattered over multiple modules and tangled in several of these modules.
A join point is a well defined element of a language on which additional behavior
can be attached. Examples of join points in the Java language are calling and executing a
method. Notice that the notion of join point on the architectural level must use architectural language elements. Examples of join points for a components-oriented language
are using a component service and changes in the observable behavior of a component.
A pointcut defines a set of join points. Typically, a pointcut is specified using a list of
join points or a regular expression over join points. An advice describes additional behavior to be executed on particular join points, thus defining a part of the crosscutting
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– Module views
1. Layered: The ATS (AGVs transportation system)
2. Decomposition:
The
ATS,
Transport base,
AGV Control system,
Local virtual environment, Transport agent, AGV agent, Decisions
3. Uses: Transport Base, AGV Control system
4. Generalization: Agents
– Component and connector views
1. Shared date: Agent, Local virtual environment, Protocol description
2. Process views: Move action, Sending-Receive action, Background processes
– Combined views: ObjectPlaces middleware, collision avoidance
– Deployment view: Deployment

Fig. 1. List of design models made for the AGV transportation system.
behavior. Advices are used together with a pointcut: the pointcut specifies at what join
points the behavior of an advice has to be executed.
AGV transportation system. The application used in this paper is an Automatic
Guided Vehicle (AGV) transportation system. This is an automated industrial system
that uses multiple AGVs to transport loads in a warehouse or production plant. An AGV
is an unmanned, battery powered transportation vehicle that caries a computer that controls the vehicle. The main functional requirements for this system are: (1) allocating
transportation tasks to individual AGVs; (2) performing those tasks; (3) preventing conflicts between AGVs on crossroads; and (4) charging the batteries of AGVs before they
are completely drained.
The AGV transportation system interfaces with two external systems: Ensor and a
Warehouse Management System. Ensor is a software system to control the AGV vehicle. More specifically, Ensor provides an interface with commands to steer the vehicle
(e.g. move, turn). Internally, these commands are translated by Ensor into low-level
commands to control the engines and sensors on the vehicle.
A Warehouse Management System (WMS) is a software system to manage products or raw materials in an industrial environment. Examples of responsibilities of such
a system are transport management, stock management and accounting. The WMS interacts with the AGV transportation system by generating the transportation tasks. Additionally, the WMS keeps track of the ongoing tasks and is warned when a task starts
and completes.
The remainder of the paper will mainly focus on three architectural concerns: (1)
choosing the appropriate decomposition into agents and an environment; (2) handling
the coordination between the agents; and (3) handling the distribution of the application.

3

Motivation to apply Theme/UML for architectural design of
MASs

The motivation to apply Theme/UML for architectural design of MASs is twofold.
Our first motivation is to investigate whether Theme/UML is suitable for architectural design of MASs. Theme/UML is one of the best known aspect-oriented approaches for design, but experiences for architectural design are lacking. The goal is to
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tbl SubsystemResponsitbilities
AGV Control system: Responsible for anything related to controlling an AGV vehicle.
Transport Base: Responsible for transports, i.e. communication with external warehouse managment
system and searching suited AGV to do the job.
cc AGVControlSystem

cc TransportBase

<<subsystem>>
AGVControlSystem

<<subsystem>>
TransportBase

<<component>>
AGVAgent

wms

WMSInterface
<<component>>
TransportAgent

<<component>>
TransportManagerAgent

AGVAgentSA
TransportAgentSA TMAgentSA

<<component>>
AGVControlLVE

<<component>>
TransportBaseLVE

ObjectSharingInterface
<<component>>
ObjectPlaces

ObjectSharingInterface

<<use>>
<<use>>
vehicle

<<use>>

<<use>>

remote : RemoteCommunication

<<component>>
ObjectPlaces

<<use>>
remote : RemoteCommunication

Fig. 2. Primary views of AGV transportation system design. Top: clarification table
describing the responsibility of each subsystem. Left: C&C model showing the AGVControlSystem. Right: C&C model showing the TransportBase.

investigate whether Theme/UML can be extended for architectural design and to identify possible trade-offs and shortcomings of the approach with respect to architectural
design.
Secondly, architects using MASs for large-scale systems must cope with multiple
architectural concerns that tend to crosscut each other in the design models. Architectural concerns that are spread over multiple models are difficult to understand, and
considering alternative solutions to a particular concerns is complex. The Theme/UML
approach provides support for advanced separation of concerns in design and is specifically aimed to cope with crosscutting concerns. Our goal is to use Theme/UML to
group the design models per concern, aiming for more coherent documentation and
better support to investigate alternatives for the separated concerns.
3.1

Illustration of crosscutting concerns

In this section, we give two examples of crosscutting concerns in the existing architectural models of the AGV transportation system, and we explain the associated problems.
Coordination vs. decomposition agents/environment. The first example illustrates
crosscutting between coordination amongst the agents and the decomposition into agents
and the environment. Figure 1 lists the design models (in this case architectural views)
of the architectural documentation of the AGV transportation system. We have annotated the list to illustrate how the two concerns are tackled in various design models.
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: AGVVehicle
vehicle

transportBase : Server
remote

<<subsystem>>
AGVControlSystem

AGVVehicleInterface

remote

<<subsystem>>
TransportBase

w ms

: WMS, WMS
<<component>>
WMS

<<component>>
Ensor

Fig. 3. Deployment view.

Design model names marked in bold include fragments of the agent/environment
decomposition, underlined names include fragments of the coordination between the
agents. Thus design models that are bold and underlined intermingle the definition of
coordination with the decomposition into agents and the environment, illustrating that
the two concerns crosscut each other in the design models.
Firstly, notice that the representation on which we identified crosscutting concerns
are the design models, not the software components. As explained before, it is generally acknowledged that an architecture is described using several design models and
choosing a good set of design models is very important for architectural design [9]. As
advocated in [12], the design models themselves, rather than the software elements and
relationships they show, form the dominant decomposition for an architecture.
Secondly, notice that the current organization of the architectural documentation is
essentially based on the types of architectural elements like modules, components, and
processes. The choice what to describe in a specific design model is left to the software
architect. Since architectural concerns are often not made explicit, this choice is not
made with the architectural concerns in mind [15].
When architectural concerns crosscut each other in several architectural models, an
architect who wants to change one concern (e.g. coordination) must search within all
design models, with few guidelines where to search. Even worse, because the relations
between concerns are implicit, changing one concern in one design model may have
unforseen effects on other concerns in other design models. As such, all design models
must be reexamined and possible adapted to change something to a single architectural
concern.
Distribution vs. decomposition agents/environment. As a second example of crosscutting concerns in the AGV transportation system, we consider the intermingling of
the decomposition into agents/environment and the distribution of the system.
Figure 2 shows the design models of the AGV transportation system that correspond
with the first three decomposition views of Fig. 1.
The system is decomposed in three types of agents (AGVAgent, TransportManagerAgent, and TransportAgent) and an environment.
The design of the environment assumes a specific distributed scheme. The assumptions are: (1) the deployment infrastructure that consists of mobile AGVs equipped with
computers and a number of stationary computer systems; (2) each AGVAgent is part of
a AGVControlSystem that is deployed on an AGV; and (3) the TransportAgents and
a TransportManagerAgent are part of a TransportBase that is deployed on a stationary
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computer system. Accordingly, the environment component is split up to provide environment services to the agents on each host. Therefore a local representation of the
environment (Local Virtual Environment, LVE) and middleware to exchange information between hosts (ObjectPlaces component) are present on each computer system.
Figure 3 illustrates the deployment of the subsystems on the hosts.
The three design models of Fig. 2 represent the basic decomposition on which the
architecture is built. Yet, the design models clearly intermingle at least two different
concerns (decomposition agent/environment and distribution). What belongs to which
concern is not made explicit, only the agent and environment components for the assumed distribution schema are visible. Since distribution and the decomposition into
agents and an environment are not considered as separate concerns, it becomes difficult
to compare alternative solutions, or to change one of the concerns later on.
Currently Egemin considers to introduce the MAS solution step-by-step, starting
with a centralized server that contains all the agents. In such a setup, remote communication would only be needed to communicate with Ensor (the vehicle control software).
However, the original MAS design assumes as particular distribution schema, considering alternatives for distribution was not an upfront requirement. A consequence is
that the assumptions about distribution are implicitly embedded in the design models,
and that it is unclear what exactly needs to be changed. For example, in a centralized
setting, it makes no sense to split up the environment. But, since all other views are
based on the primary decomposition with LVE components, changing the architecture
is quite difficult. All views assuming the use of the LVE need to be changed, implying
that nearly all design diagrams need to be adapted.
The basic reason why this change is so difficult is that the design models are not
structured according to the architectural concerns. Structuring the software according to
important architectural concerns has the advantage that it becomes easier to change the
architecture and to consider alternative solutions. In Sec. 5, we show that reorganizing
the current architecture based on architectural concerns allows to investigate different
distribution schemas for the AGV transportation system.
Reflection. In both examples, the problems with crosscutting concerns stem from the
organization of the design models. As noted before, the architectural models are organized according to types of architectural elements, grouping modules together, grouping components together, etc. Theme/UML promotes a way of structuring according
to architectural concerns, grouping all architectural elements belonging to a particular
concern together. After all, each architectural concern determines a part of the structure,
as such it seems logical to describe each concern as a separate block.
Notice that we are not questioning the value of the current design. The architects
designed the system for flexibility and performance, using the guidelines for organizing
architectural documentation of Clements et al. [9]. We only argue that a reorganization
of the design models, with minimal changes to the architecture, could largely improve
the coherence of the architecture documentation and easily allow to investigate alternative solutions for various concerns. In Sec. 5 we illustrate the design of the AGV
transportation system restructured according to the architectural concerns and show that
comparing different distribution schemas or changing the distribution schema, is easier.
But first we introduce Theme/UML and a number of architectural extensions needed to
describe the architecture of the AGV transportation system.
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<<theme>> Test1

<<theme>>
Test-Param

cl Classes
KlasseA

KlasseX.x(..)

sd opp1

instance

+opp1()

KlasseB
+opp3()

a : KlasseA

c : KlasseB

opp1()

cl Classes
KlasseX

KlasseY

opp3()
KlasseC

+x()

+opp3()

sd x

<<theme>> Test2

a : KlasseX

cl Classes
KlasseA

KlasseC

check()

KlasseB
a : KlasseA
+opp3()
+opp4()

+opp1()

y : KlasseY

x()

sd opp1

instance

+check()

c : KlasseB

opp1()
opp4()

do_x()

+opp3()
+opp4()

Fig. 4. Three example themes: Test1, Test2 and Test-Param.

4

Theme/UML and architectural extensions

Theme/UML is an aspect oriented design approach, introduced by Clarke et al. [16,6].
Historically, the approach originates from the work on subject oriented programming
and design [17,18] and multi-dimensional separation of concerns [19]. Currently, it is
one of the best known and documented aspect-oriented design approaches. The
Theme/UML languages is an extension to UML3 .
The essential idea behind the Theme/UML approach is to structure the design (and
the corresponding design models) according to the important concerns. In this section
we briefly explain the Theme/UML essentials, together with extensions we have introduced for architectural design.
A theme. A theme describes a part of the design using several design models (e.g.
class diagrams or sequence diagrams), where only the portions relevant to a particular
concern are shown. Essentially, a theme groups several design models together that
describe a single concern.
Themes are graphically represented by a UML package with a <<theme>> stereotype. Yet, there is a significant difference between themes and packages. Themes must
be declaratively complete (meaning all elements used in the theme must be defined
within the theme) and are always described independently from other themes (there
is no “include” or “import” statement like for packages). Relations and dependencies
between themes are specified during the composition.
3

Originally defined as extension to UML 1.3 in [20], later used in UML 1.4 and UML 2.0.
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<<theme>> Test
<<theme>>
Test2

cl Classes
KlasseA

themename("Test")
match(name)
merge

instance

sd opp1
KlasseB
a : KlasseA
+opp3()
+opp4()

+opp1()
KlasseC
+opp3()
+opp4()

c : KlasseB

opp1()
opp4()

opp3()

<<theme>>
Test1

Fig. 5. Composing Test1 and Test2 together in the composed theme Test.

Themes can be composed together to form new themes. Themes defined by a composition of other themes are called composed themes, the other ones are called basic themes. For example, Fig. 4 contains three basic themes (Test1, Test2 and
Test-Param), Fig. 5 contains the composed theme Test and Fig. 6 contains the
composed theme System.
In the original Theme/UML approach, design models are either class or sequence
diagrams. We consider design models in a broader sense, a design model can be: graphical (e.g. UML class diagram) or textual (e.g. a table with responsibilities for each
component or a formal description of the behavior); a general design model (e.g. an
architectural view or an UML diagram) or a domain specific model (e.g. Agent UML
(AUML [21])). For clarity every design model is named and embed in a frame. Embedding all design models in frames is not standard in UML or Theme/UML, both
approaches only embed sequence diagrams in a frame. But we have used the frames
to allow a better visual separation between models within a theme, especially in case
of multiple design models. The types of design models are sequence diagrams (sd) and
class diagrams (cl); and we have added state diagrams (st), clarification tables (tbl),
C&C diagrams (cc) and deployment diagrams (dpl). The type of the design diagram is
visible in the upper-left corner of the frame. For example in Fig. 4, all themes contain
one class and one sequence diagram.

Parameterized themes. A theme can optionally contain parameters, this defines patterns that can be instantiated later on [22]. The parameters are specified in a dashed
box at the upper right corner of the theme. Themes with parameters can be instantiated
multiple times and a parameter can be bound to multiple values. A parameterized theme
describes crosscutting behavior.
For example in Fig. 4, the Test-Param theme contains one parameter, being the
KlasseX.x(..) method (the dots mean that the parameters are unspecified). The
sequence diagram behavior specifies that when the operation x is called (which is
a parameter), the sequence of the parameterized method must be changed by first calling the check operation and then the behavior of the original method. As such, the
Test-Param theme adds the check behavior to the methods where KlasseX.x()
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<<theme>> System
<<theme>>
Test

cl Classes
KlasseA
+opp1()

themename("System")
bind(KlasseB.opp3())

instance

sd opp1
KlasseB
a : KlasseA
+opp3()
+opp4()

y : KlasseY

c : KlasseB

opp1
opp4

KlasseY
+check()

KlasseC
+opp3()
+opp4()

opp3()
check()

do_opp3()

<<theme>>
Test-Param

Fig. 6. Composing Test and Test-Param together in the composed theme System.

is bound to. The composition is described in details in Fig. 6 and the result is explained
in details when introducing the bind tag.
Composition of themes. Once the concerns are designed in separate themes, the
themes must be integrated to understand the system as a whole.
Theme composition is done in a theme composition diagram. Relations are represented by lines connecting the themes. Every relation is annotated with a UML note
containing composition tags (additional information about how the concerns should be
related / composed). Composition tags must be interpreted from top to bottom. Typically, a composition relationship contains tags identifying corresponding design elements in the related models and tags specifying how the corresponding elements must
be integrated. For parameterized themes, the composition relationship contains binding
tags to bind the parameters to concrete values. Possible tags are:
themename(”x”): Specifies the name of a composite theme. In Fig. 5 the composed
theme Test describes the composition between theme Test1 and Test2. In
Fig. 6 the Test theme is further composed with the Test-Param theme, this
new composed theme is called System.
match(name): Matches the elements of different themes based on their name. The
match relations only applies for elements of the same type. The match relations is
used in Fig. 5 to match elements from theme Test1 with elements form theme
Test2. In the example, all classes match with each other. The operation opp1 is
defined in both themes, but but the behavior specified in the themes is different and
must be integrated (see further).
map(expression,componentType): Maps the component types in expression on the
type componentType. The expression can either be a single type (e.g.
map(typeA,typeB)), a list of types (e.g. map({typeA1,typeA2},typeB) or a regular expression on types (e.g. typeA+ stands for typeA and all subtypes, typeA*
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stands for all types of which their name starts with typeA). The map tag is not part
of standard Theme/UML.
merge: Merge matching elements. For each type of model and type of element, one
have to specify what happens in case of a merge. An example can be found in
Fig. 5. The figure contains both the composition specification (left) and the reification of this specification (at the right). As can be seen from the figure, both the
class definitions and behavior have been merged.
override(themeA,themeB): Overrides matching elements from themeA with elements
from themeB. This tag is part of standard Theme/UML, but we have not used it.
bind(params): Binds concrete values to parameters. “params” stands for a list of concrete values to fill in. For example, Fig. 6 binds theme Test-Param to the theme
Test. More concretely, the composition tag bind(KlasseB.opp3()) specifies to bind
KlasseB to KlasseX and opp3() to x(). The result of the binding is that the
behavior specified in the parameterized theme (Test-Param) is inserted in the
behavior of the theme it is composed with (Test). The right part of Fig. 6 is a
reification of the binding.
Finally, we introduce interaction refinements. An interaction refinement is a relation between two design models (not themes!). It is not part of standard UML or Theme/UML.
Figure 11 contains an example of the interaction refinement. Interaction refinement is
indicated by a forked arrow between design models. Above the arrow is the description
of the original interaction, below the arrow is a description on how the interaction must
be refined. Using AOSD terminology: the part above the arrow (a situation description)
together the bind tags roughly corresponds to a pointcut and the part below the arrow
roughly corresponds to an advice.
Overview of our architectural extensions to Theme/UML Firstly, we integrated several new types of design models, namely state diagram, clarification table, deployment
diagram, AUML sequence diagram.
Secondly, we introduced support for refinement, both for components and interaction. Refinement on the level of components is supported by the map tag that can be
added to the composition specification, mapping several component of a theme on a
single component of another theme. Refinement on the level of interaction is added by
the interaction refinement relations between design models.
Finally, we used a slightly different notation to specify the composition relation between themes. All composition tags are specified in a single composition specification
–a UML note attached to the composition– and must be interpreted from top to bottom.

5

Design of the AGV transportation system

In this section we illustrate the design of the AGV transportation system restructured
according to the concerns, and we show that changing the distribution schema and comparing different distribution schemas is easier with the new design4 .
4

From now on we refer to the design of the motivation section (and associated previous work)
as the original design, the design of this section is called the new design.
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<<theme>> Agents-Environment-Decomposition
cc C&C

tbl ComponentReponsibilities

<<component>>
WMS

<<component>>
TransportAgent

AGVAgent: Agent controlling an AGV-vehicle. Decides on transportation tasks,
routing, maintenance, …
TransportAgent: Agent responsible for a transportation task. Searches for most
suited AGV and keep track of the state of the task.

WMSInterface

<<component>>
AGVAgent

<<component>>
TransportManagerAgent

AGVAgentSA
TransportAgentSA

TransportManagerAgent: responsible for communication with external WMS,
instanciating TransportAgents and processing query’s and updates of
WMS.

TMAgentSA

Environment: Provides abstraction layer: (1) offering communication and
coordination between agents (2) between the agent and the real
world, i.e. representation of real world state of AGV in an
understandable format and translating high level operation to format
understandeable for Ensor.

<<component>>
Environment

AGVVehicleInterface

WMS: Warehouse Managment System (WMS). External to system. Generates
tasks and possible changes task or queries progress.

System boundary

<<component>>
Ensor

Ensor: Low level vehicle control software. External to system. Provides operation
to drive around and to query the vehicle status.

Fig. 7. Theme describing the decomposition into agents and environment.

<<theme>> TransportManagerAgent-Behavior
sd NewTransportArrival
wms : WMS

cl Interfaces

tm : TransportManager

env : Environment

ta : TransportAgent

«interface»
TransportAgentSA
+new(in t : Transport)
+start()

«interface»
WMSInterface
+newTransport(in t : Transport)

newTransport
createTransportAgent
new(t)

start()

«interface»
TMAgentSA
+createTransportAgent(in t : Transport)
sd QueryTransportStatus
sd AdaptTranportState
sd TransportFinished

Fig. 8. Theme grouping the behavior of the TransportManagerAgent.

<<theme>>
TransportManagerAgent
-Behavior

themename("AEDAgentBehavior")
match(name)
merge

<<theme>>
Agents-EnvironmentDecomposition

Fig. 9. Composition of Agent-Environment-Decomposition theme (Fig. 7) and
TransportManagerAgent-Behavior theme (Fig. 8).
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In Sec. 5.1 we start from two important architectural concerns to define basic themes,
the decomposition into agent and an environment and the behavior of the individual
agents. In Sec. 5.2, the coordination protocol between the agents is introduced. In
Sec. 5.3 we add distribution into the design, describing two deployment alternatives:
centralized and decentralized deployment of agents. Finally, we reflect on the design
and the architectural extensions of Theme/UML in Sec. 6.
5.1

Decomposition of agents and individual behavior

This section starts from two important architectural concerns: the decomposition into
agent and an environment (Agents-Environment-Decomposition theme) and
the behavior of individual agents (we only elaborate on the behavior of the TransportManagerAgent in the TransportManagerAgent-Behavior theme). We describe both themes in more detail and describe how they can be composed.
The Agent-Environment-Decomposition theme defines the decomposition into agents and environment, and the responsibilities of the component types.
Figure 7 shows the theme and its two design models. The first model, called C&C,
contains a component/connector view showing the component types, the connectors
and the respective interfaces. Two components are external to the system, Ensor and
WMS. We decided to include them into this decomposition view to illustrate how and
where they interact with the system. The second model, a clarification table called
ComponentResponsibilities, lists the main responsibilities of the individual
components. Notice that the relations between elements in different design models
within a single theme are implicit, based on the names and types of the elements. For example,
the
TransportAgent
appears
in
both
models
(C&C
and
ComponentResponsibilities) and represents the same component.
The TransportManagerAgent-Behavior theme in Fig. 8 describes the behavior of the TransportManagerAgent and the respective interaction with the environment. Only the arrival of a new task together with the creation of a TransportAgent is
detailed, other possible interactions are represented by the empty model frames. We
decided to provide a separate theme to describe the behavior of each agent, separating
the behavior description from the decomposition.
The two themes of this section are composed in the AEDAgentBehavior theme
in Fig. 9. The composition tags specify that matching is based on names and that merge
integration is used to compose the themes together. In this particular example, there is
no real merging because all models are of a different type. The composition groups the
models together and because of the implicit relations between the design models within
the new theme, the TransportManagerAgent-Behavior theme adds interface
specifications and behavior to the Agent-Environment-Decomposition theme.
5.2

Adding coordination

In this paper we focus on a single subproblem for coordination: the allocation of tasks to
AGVs. Since there is no central controlling entity, the agents have to agree amongst each
other which AGV performs what transport. To solve this problem, we have used the well
known Contract Net (CNET) protocol. The CNET protocol is originally proposed by
Smith et al. [23]. We used the FIPA-CNET protocol described in the FIPA standard [24],
slightly extending the original protocol.
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<<theme>> FIPA-ContractNet-Protocol
<Initiator{start(..)},Participant>
sd <<auml>> Protocol interaction

Initiator

refuse

st Initiator

/ reject-Proposal

Participant
/ cfp

start(...)

m-k

na: / selectWinner
Proposing

cfp

Notifying

m
/ accept-Proposal

refuse

propose

isSuited(...)

inform-done
failure
k

TaskInProcess

propose
reject-Proposal
k-1

st Participant

selectWinner(...)

[unsuited] / refuse

cfp

/ isSuited
reject-Proposal

Proposing
accept-Proposal

[suited] / propose
startTask(...)

failure

PossibleTask
[failure] / failure

[suceed] / inform-done PerformTask

inform-done

cl Classes

accept-proposal / startTask

Agent

Initiator

Participant

+selectWinner(in ...)
+start(in ...)
«signal»-refuse()
«signal»-propose()
«signal»-failure()
«signal»-inform-done()

-succesful : bool
-done : bool
+isSuited() : bool
+startTask()
«signal»-cfp()
«signal»-reject-Proposal()
«signal»-accept-Proposal()

Fig. 10. Theme describing the FIPA Contract Net protocol.
<<theme>> Message-Send

<A,B.x,ComSubSys>

sd MessageSend

MessageFactory

cl Classes
mf

A

Agent

B

mi
MessageInterpreter

+getMessageIn()
x
A

B

ComSubSys

«signal»-x()

+send()

sd MessageComSubSys
A

mf : MessageFactory

B

ComSubSys

mi : MessageInterpreter

x = assemble("x")

send(x,B)
mi=getMessagIn()

put(x)
x

Fig. 11. Theme describing the handling of a message between agent A and agent B.
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themename("System-With-Coord")
NetworkMessages.bind(Fipa-CNET-Protocol.Initiator,Fipa-CNET-Protocol.Participant.*)
NetworkMessages.bind(Fipa-CNET-Protocol.Participant,Fipa-CNET-Protocol.Initiator.*)
Fipa-CNET-Protocol.bind(TransportAgent.start(...),AGVAgent)

<<theme>> FipaCNET-Protocol

<<theme>>
NetworkMessages
<<theme>>
AED+AgentBehavior

Fig. 12. Composition of CNET coordination and agents/environment.

Figure 10 describes the CNET protocol as a parameterized theme, called
Fipa-ContractNet-Protocol, independent of a particular application. The parameters are specified when binding the theme with a particular application, e.g. in
Fig. 12 the CNET protocol is bound to the agents of the AGV transportation system.
The CNET protocol description contains four models. The ProtocolSequence model
describes the interaction between the agents, using the AUML language [21]. Notice the
difference between operations calls (black arrow head) and sending messages. This diagram does not specify how these messages are sent. The Initiator and the Participant
design models describe the internal states and the transitions between these states for the
respective
agents.
The
annotations
of
the
transitions
are
’event [condition] / action’. The ’na:’ in the transition between Proposing and Notifying stands for an event triggered by a timer. Finally, the Classes model
describes the interfaces of the participating classes.
Before being able to bind the CNET protocol to the decomposition into agents and
an environment in the AGV transportation system, we must solve a mismatch between
them. At the one hand, the CNET protocol is described as an interaction between agents,
abstracting away how exactly this interaction takes place. At the other hand, in the decomposition into agents/environment all interactions are mediated by the environment.
To solve the mismatch we defined a new theme Message-Send to describe message
sending between two agents, in Fig. 11. The Message-Send theme contains an interaction refinement indicated by an forked arrow. The Message-Send theme describes
that each signal x between types A and B (i.e. the interaction matching model MessageSend) is replaced by assembling the appropriate message, sending it through the
communication subsystem and interpretation and signalling by the MessageInterpreter.
We still abstract from how messages are handled within the environment.
Finally, we come to the binding of the CNET protocol, sending of messages and
the agents/environment decomposition, illustrated in Fig. 12. For clarity, we add a
prefix with the theme name to the elements used in the binding. As last illustration,
we partially instantiated the composition of coordination and the decomposition into
agents/environment in Fig. 13.
5.3

Adding distribution

To add distribution, we first considered the distributed infrastructure on which the AGV
transportation system has to be deployed (Fig. 14). The architectural decisions on how
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ta : TransportAgent

mf : MessageFactory

B : AGVAgent

env

mi : MessageInterpreter

mf2 : MessageFactory

cfp = assemble("cfp")

send(cfp,B)
mi=getMessagIn()

put(cfp)
cfp
isSuited(...)
propose = assemble("propose")

send(propose,A)

Fig. 13. Partial instantiation of composing between coordination and the decomposition
into agents/environment.

<<theme>> Infrastructure
dpl DeploymentInfrastructure

AGV Vehicle

<<device>>

<<device>>

WirelessHub

WiredRouter

Server

When instanciating this infrastructure there will be multiple
AGVVehicles and possibly multiple wirelessAccessPoints
and Servers

Fig. 14. Partial instantiation of composing between coordination and the decomposition
into agents/environment.
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<<theme>> Centralized-deployment
tbl SubsystemResponsibilities
WMS: external to system, contains
the Warehouse
Management System
(WMS)
CentralServer: centralized server
responsible to run all
agent and environment
logic
AGVVehicle: contains only
components to support
remote acces to ensor.

dpl Central
: CentralServer

: WMS
<<component>>
WMS

<<component>>
TransportManagerAgent
WMSInterface <<component>>
TransportAgent

<<component>>
AGVAgent
TMAgentSA

TransportAgentSA

AGVAgentSA
<<component>>
Environment

: AGVVehicle

dpl Infrastructure

<<component>>
RemoteProxyEnsor

Server
AGVVehicleInterface
RemoteCommunication
<<component>>
Ensor

WMS

CentralServer

AGVVehicleInterface
<<component>>
LocalProxyEnsor

Fig. 15. Centralized deployment.

to deploy the system on this infrastructure are important because of significant influence
on the qualities and the structure of the system. We describe two deployment alternatives: centralized deployment —with all agents on a single server—, and decentralized
deployment —with the AGV agents located on the AGV vehicles—.
Centralized deployment The idea behind the centralized deployment schema is to
keep all computation on a centralized server. This deployment schema is described
in Fig. 15. The system has two subsystems: an AGVVehicle subsystem and the CentralServer subsystem. In this case, all agents are deployed on a central server subsystem and the AGV vehicle subsystem only contains the vehicle control software and
a remote interface to handle communication with the environment component on the
central server subsystem.
Notice that central deployment is easy, only the communication with the remote
vehicle software needs to be added. The LocalProxyEnsor could also contain some
caching mechanism to speed up the communication between the Environment and Ensor. Figure 16 describes the relations between the Infrastructure, the
Centralized-Deployment and the System-With-Coord theme.
Decentralized deployment The idea behind the second deployment schema is to distribute the computation over the AGV vehicles, described in Fig. 17.
The decentralized deployment schema has also two subsystems: the AGV Control
subsystem and the Transport Base subsystem. The AGV Agents are deployed on the
first subsystem, a transport manager and all transport agents are deployed on the second
subsystem. Because the agents are spread over multiple computer systems, the environment needs to be split up into several components and additional support is needed for
communication and state maintenance between the different parts of the environment
(provided by an in-house developed middleware called ObjectPlaces [25,26]).
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themename(“Centralized-System”)
match(name)
merge
<<theme>>
Infrastructure

<<theme>> CentralizedDeployment
<<theme>> SystemWith-Coord

Fig. 16. Composition of infrastructure, centralized deployment and the remainder of the
system.
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tbl ComponentResponsibilities

vehicle

AGVVehicleInterface

ObjectSharingInterface

<<component>>
ObjectPlaces

<<use>>
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<<component>>
WMS

LVE: Local Virtual Environment, local representation of the environment. An additional
responsibility is to keep the LVE consistent with the other LVEs.
AGVControlLVE: LVE accessible by the AGVAgent and handling the communication
with Ensor.
TransportBaseLVE: LVE accesible by the TranportAgent and TransportAgentManager.
ObjectPlaces: Middleware for coordination in ad-hoc networks.

tbl SubSystemResponsibilities
TransportBase: Server subsystem containing at least one TransportManagerAgent and several TranportAgents. In practice there can be
multiple instanced of the TransportBase in a single system.
AGVControl: Subsystem to control an AGV vehicle. Contains exactly one AGVAgent. There will be one AGVControl subsystem for every
AGV in the system.

Fig. 17. Decentralized deployment and associated refinements of design.
themename(“Decentralized-System”)
map({LVE+,ObjectPlaces},Environment)
match(name)
merge
<<theme>>
Infrastructure

<<theme>> DecentralizedDeployment
<<theme>> SystemWith-Coord

Fig. 18. Composition of infrastructure, decentralized deployment and the remainder of
the system.
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The Decentralized-Deployment theme contains five design models. Two
clarification tables explain the responsibilities of newly introduced subsystems and
components. The AGVControlSubsystem and the TransportBaseSubsystem C&C diagram explain the internal structure of the respective subsystems. The LVE C&C diagram shows the generalization relation between the LVE and the specialized AGVControlLVE and TransportBaseLVE. The final design model, the Decentralized deployment
diagram, describes the deployment of the system.
Notice that the design diagrams of Fig. 17 (new design) are similar to the diagrams of
Fig. 7 (original design). As we have explained before, the first design models in the
original design are the result of relating the decomposition into agents and an environment and the deployment infrastructure, the same is true for the models in Fig. 17.
Additionally, we did not alter the design, we only restructured it. The new descripstion
also contains separate models for the decomposition into agents and an environment
and a separate model describing the infrastructure. These models are lost in the original
documentation.
Finally, we describe the relation between the Infrastructure,
Decentralized-Deployment and the SystemWithCoordination theme in
Fig. 18. The composition maps the LVE+ (LVE and all subtypes) and Objectplaces
on the environment. For the remainder we use straightforward matching by name and
merge integration.

6
6.1

Discussion
Design of the AGV transportation system

Using Theme/UML for the architectural design of the AGV transportation system proved
to be a valuable experience. Restructuring the design according to the important architectural concerns makes comparing alternative solutions or changing the architecture
easier. Section 5 shows that the new design (1) makes it easier to compare two different deployment schemas for the same decomposition into agents/environment, and (2)
allows to change the deployment of the software without any change to the design for
coordination.
It is important to notice that reifying the composition of the new design will yield the
same system as in the original design. The difference is that the architectural description
is structured to align with the architectural concerns. Since each concern determines a
specific part of the architectural structure, describing this structure as a single block
makes it easier to change the concern. For example, since all decisions for distribution
are described in a single theme, it is easier to change the distribution.
Critical notes. Obviously, the advantages of separating concerns only applies to the
concerns that are explicitly considered during architectural design. As such, choosing
the appropriate architectural concerns is very important.
The composition of different parts of the design is not always easy. Assuming that
all composition relations can be defined using a few composition tags would be naive.
For example, we encountered a mismatch between the structures of the
FIPA-ContractNet-Protocol and the Agent-Environment-Decomposition
themes which need to be composed (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 7 respectively). To solve this
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problem, we first build the additional System-With-Coord theme that defines how
the different structures should be matched with each other. Afterwards, we composed
the mismatching themes with the additional theme, forming a solution to the composition.
A drawback of the new design is that it is more difficult to have an overall view on
the system. While the structures of individual architectural concerns is much clearer,
reification of some compositions will be needed to to get an overall view of the system.
Adding reified design models in the architectural documentation helps to improve the
understanding of the system as a whole.
In our experiment, only a small part of the design of the AGV transportation system
has been considered. How scalable the approach is in case of a large increase in concerns
and themes needs furter study.
Each theme describes a separated concern, however, a theme provides no encapsulation. All parts of the structure and behavior of a theme can always be overriden
or changed by another theme. For example, in Fig. 4 there is no direct composition
relations between Test2 and Test-Param, but still Test-Param changes the behavior specified in Test2. The change happens because Test-Param is composed with
Test, being a composition of Test1 and Test2. Clearly, this can lead to unexpected
interferences between concerns. As a consequence, to determine if the behavior has
changed or is overridden one must study the relations of the theme and all composite
themes containing this theme.
6.2

Theme/UML

We point out a number of limitations of Theme/UML for architectural design of MAS,
and we explain the extensions we have introduced to deal with these limitations.
There is no support to integrate new types of design models. As explained in section 4, the UML specification contains several types of diagrams related to detailed
design. MAS architects however, use design models specific for architecture (such as
the set of diagrams used by Clements et al. in [9]), and MAS-specific design models
(such as AUML). The integration of new types of design models in this paper shows that
new models can be integrated relatively easily. Still, disciplined guidelines to integrate
new types of models are essential to extend Theme/UML for architectural design.
Theme/UML has no support for gradual refinement of design models, however this
is essential for architectural design. To allow refinement of components, we added the
map tag to the Theme/UML composition. A map tag expresses the refinement of a component in one theme in several subcomponents belonging to other themes. To support
refinement of interactions, we introduced an interaction refinement relation that is inspired by the work of Atkinson et al. [27,28]. Interaction refinement relations, together
with the parametrization of Theme/UML, provides a powerful way of refining interactions between components.
Theme/UML only supports execution joinpoints. Figure 19 illustrates the difference
between call joinpoints and execution joinpoints. Joinpoints are represented by a black
disc. This is a severe limitation, both for detailed and for architectural design.
There is a lack of tool support for Theme/UML. A designer using Theme/UML
must use a standard UML drawing tool and must do every reification of a composition
by hand, a cumbersome process. A tool that includes support for automatic reification
of compositions would be most helpful.
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caller : A

callee : B

before call

before execution
operation()

after call

after execution

Fig. 19. Composition of infrastructure, decentralized deployment and the remainder of
the system.

7

Related work

Software architecture in MAS. Several researchers use the notion of software architecture and architectural design (based on [8,9,29]) to develop MASs. Shehory [30]
considers MAS from the perspective of architectural styles, to reasons about the qualities that are typically attributed to the MAS styles. PROSA [31] offers a reference
architecture for coordination in manufacturing control. Our research group defined a
reference architecture for situated MAS [32] and developed an industrial AGV transportation system using MAS. The software architecture of this system is modeled with
different architectural views and structured according to different viewtypes (module,
component, deployment). The approach promoted in this paper differs from previous
approaches, since it advocates a way of structuring the architectural models based on
important architectural concerns.
Aspect orientation and MAS. Aspect orientation is rarely used to develop MAS.
Kendall describes the use of aspect orientation in the context of MAS in [33,34] (more
recently continued in [35]). The approach uses aspect-oriented programming to design
and implement role models.
In [36], Garcia et al. observe that several agent concerns such as autonomy, learning,
and mobility crosscut each other and the basic functionality of an agent. The authors
propose an aspect-oriented approach to develop agent architectures, using two types of
interfaces: regular and crosscutting interfaces. A crosscutting interface specifies when
and how an aspectual component crosscuts other components. The authors claim that
the proposed approach provides a clean separation between the agent’s basic functionality and the crosscutting agent properties. Unfortunately, a precise semantics of the
crosscutting interface is lacking. The differences with the work in this paper are: (1)
we focus on MASs as a whole, identifying concerns that span several agents; (2) we
use the well known aspect-oriented design language Theme/UML; and (3) we identify
crosscutting and separation of concerns on the level of design models, not components.
More recent, Garcia et al. [37] identifies crosscutting concerns for agent systems described in the ANote modeling language. ANote defines several domain specific views,
e.g. an agent view, a goal view and a scenario view. Both in the goal and scenario view
crosscutting concerns have been identified and a new notation is provided to cope with
this crosscutting. The main differences with the work in this paper are: (1) the authors
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used a domain specific language ANote, while we use several types of design models
based on UML; and (2) the authors provide a specific extension to the domain specific
language, while we use the model separation capabilities of Theme/UML.
Architectural design and aspect orientation. Next to Theme/UML there are several
aspect-oriented design languages. A good survey on design approaches (both architectural and detailed design) can be found in [38,39]. We briefly introduce two approaches
closely related to the work in this paper.
Atkinson and Kühne [28] propose architectural stratification to combine the strengths
of component-based frameworks and model-driven architectures to support AOSD. The
approach is about gradual refinement of architectural structures base on architectural
concerns, introducing interaction refinement as a relations between different design
models (in this case architectural views). Our notion of interaction refinement is based
on this work.
Katara and Katz [40] observe that incremental design of aspects has been neglected
and that cooperation or interference between aspects should be made clear at the design
level. The work is strongly related to Theme/UML, since it provides a similar extension
to UML. The concern diagram of that paper is similar to our notion of concern composition diagram. The main difference is that Katara et al. focusses on how aspects can be
combined to treat different concerns of a system and possible interactions between concerns, while the work in this paper and Theme/UML only use the diagram to describe
the composition of design models.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we studied an alternative way of structuring the design models of a MAS
for an AGV transportation system using Theme/UML.
The results of our experience are promising. Separating the architectural concerns
results in more coherent architectural description and allows to better investigate alternatives for particular concerns. We illustrated this by changing the distribution schema
of the AGV transportation system. On the other hand, documenting different concerns
separately makes it more difficult to have an overall view of the system.
Finally, the experiment shows that Theme/UML is not ready yet for architectural
design. We propose several extensions to Theme/UML to support architectural design.
Extensions include the integration of new types of design models and support for refinement. The proposed extensions are based on particular needs we experienced during the
restructuring of the design models of the AGV transportation system. As future work,
we plan to use Theme/UML for a number of additional architectural (re) designs. From
these experiences we aim to extend Theme/UML for architectural design in a disciplined manner.
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Abstract. A number of concerns in multi-agent systems (MAS) have a
broadly-scoped impact on the system architectural decomposition, which
in turn hinder the design of modular MAS architectures. These concerns inherently crosscut the boundaries of several architecture elements,
such as components, connectors, and their interfaces. Typical examples
of crosscutting concerns in MAS architecture include learning, mobility,
coordination, context-awareness, and error handling. Nowadays there are
some architectural proposals that envisage an emerging aspect-oriented
architectural pattern as a potential solution to address modularity shortcomings of conventional architectural patterns for MAS designs. However, little effort has been dedicated to effectively assess when and which
of these existing architectural solutions promote in fact superior modularity in the presence of typical crosscutting MAS concerns. This paper presents a quantitative comparison of aspect-oriented and traditional
MAS architectures with respect to their support for promoting enhanced
modularity in the presence of architectural crosscutting concerns in MAS
design. Our evaluation used two medium-sized MAS applications and
was centered on fundamental modularity attributes, such as separation
of architectural concerns, architectural coupling, component cohesion,
and interface simplicity.

1

Introduction

Software architecture is a fundamental element of multi-agent systems (MAS).
Architects strive to develop reusable and adaptable MAS architectures that are
resilient in face of changes especially for systems in volatile business domains
such as eCommerce, banking, and telecommunications. However, in order to be
effectively reusable and adaptable, MAS software architectures must be modular. It requires from architects to make proper early design decisions, such as the
adequate selection and composition of architectural patterns in order to achieve
satisfactory separation of concerns. Modular MAS architectures also demand
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the careful employment of well-designed component interfaces, reduction of architectural coupling, maximization of components’ cohesion, and the like. These
all concern places where we explicitly consider elementar requirements in our
MAS designs, such as reusability, adaptability, flexibility, maintainability, and
so forth.
In fact, conceiving modular software architectures for complex MAS is not a
trivial task mainly due to a number of recurring widely-scoped MAS concerns
and application-specific concerns. A number of these concerns have a crosscutting impact on the MAS architectural decomposition, and systematically affect
the boundaries of several architectural elements, such as components and their
interfaces [11, 24, 25, 19]. Typical examples of crosscutting concerns in MAS architecture include learning [23], mobility [22, 47], autonomy [17, 48], coordination
[32, 3], context-awareness [40], and error handling [13]. The problem is that to
build flexible MAS applications and frameworks, many of those typical crosscutting features should be modularized in order to be separated and optionally
exposed as architectural variabilities in the MAS architecture decomposition.
This scenario becomes even more challenging when there is a need for reusing
and composing MAS frameworks (and platforms), in which their architectures
partially addresses each of those broadly-scoped MAS concerns and, at the same
time, embody a number of crosscutting architectural decisions [34].
In this context, there a number of architectural patterns proposed to build
modular MAS [31, 10, 45]. For example, Kendall and colleagues [31] propose a
specialization of the layered architecture in order to provide a clear separation
of MAS concerns as layers, with narrow interfaces between adjacent layers. In
previous work [24, 17], we have defined an aspect-oriented architectural pattern
for a similar purpose. There are also some existing MAS frameworks and applications that follow a similar aspect-oriented architecture design [3, 40, 43, 41].
However, little effort has been dedicated to systematically assess to what extent this new architectural solution promotes in fact superior modularity in the
presence of typical crosscutting concerns in MAS architecture designs. Without
a clear evidence of each solution strengths and drawbacks, modular MAS architects are not guided on when to use each of the available architecture patterns
and how to compose them.
This paper presents two complementary case studies where we have quantitatively evaluated the degree to which the aspect-oriented pattern scales up
to promote improved architecture modularity when compared to other conventional patterns, such as mediator-based and publisher-subscriber styles. We
have architected and implemented two medium-sized MAS with similar driving modularity-related requirements, from different domains, based on distinct
MAS platforms and frameworks, and with distinct exploitation of typical MAS
properties. Our evaluation is based on architectural metrics, which are rooted at
fundamental modularity principles, such as separation of concerns, narrow interfaces, low architectural coupling, high component cohesion, and composition
simplicity. This empirical assessment is one step ahead with respect to a first
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similar empirical study that we have previously carried out to compare aspectoriented and object-oriented implementations for the same MAS application [25].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents conventional patterns
for architecting MAS and the application of an aspect-oriented architecture pattern for MAS design. Section 3 describes the two case studies, and our used
assessment procedures and metrics. Section 4 presents and discusses the architecture measurement results. Section 5 introduces a more general analysis and
related work. Section 6 presents concluding remarks.

2

Architectural Patterns and Modular MAS

Every application, in general, requires a recurring architectural pattern which
is the most appropriate to satisfy its highest-priority requirements, while also
promoting architecture modularity. Although of course there is no single architectural pattern that is the most suitable for all MAS applications, modularity is
a stringent software engineering property that underlie almost all architectural
decisions in MAS designs. Architectural patterns provide guidelines to build
modular software architectures in the sense that they prescribe a set of architectural roles, their interactions, and associated constraints. All these architectural
rules are typically targeted at preserving basic design principles, such as simple
interfaces, low coupling, and so forth.
A number of architectural patterns [7] have been proposed for the modular
design of MAS architectures. Section 2.1 revisits some of those architectural
solutions and briefly discusses architectural crosscutting in MAS decompositions.
This discussion serves as a twofold purpose: it describes the consequences of
not having explicit architectural support for the modularization of crosscutting
concerns in MAS designs, and works as a motivation for outlining an aspectoriented architectural pattern [24] for MAS in Section 2.2.
2.1

Conventional Architectural Patterns for MAS

There are some architectural approaches [2, 10, 31] that promote enhanced modularity of architectural MAS concerns. They rest on traditional architectural
patterns, such as the Layers pattern [31], Mediator pattern [10], the Reflection
pattern [2], or the Publisher-Subscriber pattern [29]. For instance, Kendall et
al [31] propose the Layered Agent architectural pattern with multiple layers for
the separate representation of agent concerns (Figure 1 (a)). The layered architecture establishes a composition style in which all the interactions feature
a two-way information flow and only subjacent layers communicate with each
other.
The use of mediators [10] is also a common architectural approach to address
the composition of agent concerns that interact in multiple ways. Composition
patterns, such as the Mediator pattern [16] and the Composite pattern [16], are
mediator-oriented solutions. They provide means of allowing integration of agent
properties using a central component, the mediator (Figure 1 (b)). The Mediator
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pattern, for instance, defines a mediator component that encapsulates how a set
of components, the colleagues, interact with each other. This solution promotes
loose coupling by keeping components from referring to each other explicitly, and
it lets the agent developers vary their interaction independently. The Skeleton
Agent framework [10] realizes a mediator-based architecture by implementing
the Composite pattern.
Our previous empirical investigation [25] has identified that implementation
following conventional architectural patterns may hinder the development of
modular agent architectures. The main reason is that such implementations fail
to address the modularization of crosscutting MAS concerns. The crosscutting
manifestation leads to two major problems – scattering and tangling [46] – which
are fundamental anti-modularity factors in MAS architectures. Scattering in
MAS architectures is the occurrence of architectural elements, such as interfaces,
that belong to one agent concern in architectural components encapsulating
other agent concerns [24]. For example, the interaction-related interfaces are
scattered over the agent architectures in Figure 1. Architectural tangling is the
mix of multiple agent concerns together in the same module [24]. For instance,
tangling is evident in the agent kernel of Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) as both are
implementing interfaces associated with different agent concerns.
2.2

An Aspect-Oriented Pattern for MAS Architectures

In order to address such modularity breakdowns in MAS architectures, an aspectoriented architectural pattern [24], and a number of aspectual MAS implementation frameworks [19, 3, 43] that realize this pattern have been defined. Table 1
summarizes the main roles defined by the aspect-oriented architectural pattern,
their respective responsibilities, and interaction constraints. Section 3 will describe two different instantiations of the aspect-oriented pattern in the context
of our case studies. This pattern documents the fundamental attributes of an
aspect-oriented architectural design. Architectural aspects (or aspectual components) and aspectual interaction rules are exploited at the architectural level to
capture the crosscutting architectural concerns that are hard to modularize with
existing architectural abstractions defined by other patterns. An architectural aspect is used to represent each crosscutting concern as an individual component
at an early stage of design [24].
In MAS design, architectural aspects should be used to modularize typical
crosscutting MAS properties and to separate them from other architectural components. The architectural components expose through their interfaces certain
join points that are used by the aspects. The goal of aspectizing MAS architectures is to allow the association of crosscutting agenthood properties with the
non-crosscutting basic functionality at certain join points. The key abstraction
to enable adjustable compositions is the notion of crosscutting interfaces (Table 1), which are modularity abstractions attached to the architectural aspects.
A crosscutting interface is different from a conventional module interface in the
sense that the latter essentially provides services to other components. Crosscutting interfaces provide services to the system, but also specify when and how
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Fig. 1. Manifestation of Crosscutting Concerns in Conventional Agent Architectures.

an aspect affects other architectural components. The relationship between an
architectural aspects and other components by means of crosscutting interfaces
is called crosscutting relationship. Architectural join points are the elements in
an architecture specification that can be affected by a certain aspect.
Opposed to interfaces in traditional architecture styles, crosscutting interfaces flexibly determine which architectural join points the architectural aspect
of a software agent will be connected to. With this dependency inversion, crosscutting interfaces overcome the problems associated with the rigidness implicit
in traditional architectural styles (Figure 1). Each agent’s architectural aspect
can be more flexibly composed with the agent kernel and with any other agent
aspects depending on the requirements of a specific agent architecture. Each of
the architectural aspects is related to more than one component, representing
the crosscutting nature of agent properties in complex architectures.

3

Experimental Settings

This section describes the configuration of our empirical assessment. We have
performed a pair-wise comparison about the modularity of an aspect-oriented
(AO) architecture and a second (non-AO) architectural solution in the context of
two MAS case studies, which are described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. The
first case study involved the comparative evaluation of a mediator-based and
aspect-oriented architecture for a MAS framework [19], called AspectT, which
supports the development of applications with heterogeneous agent architectures. The second study encompassed a publisher-subscriber [4] and an aspect-
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Table 1. The Aspect-Oriented Architectural Pattern: Architectural Elements, their
Responsibilities and Interactions.
Architectural
Role
Base Components
(and Interfaces)

Responsibilities and
Constraints
- modularize services that realize
a non-crosscutting concern
- provide the architectural join
points to aspects
Architectural As- - encapsulate an architectural
pects (or Aspectual crosscutting concern
Components)
- contain at least one crosscutting
interface
- may implement conventional interfaces
Crosscutting
- provide crosscutting services
Interfaces
and specify when and how each
of them affects other interfaces

Interaction Constraints
- can be affected by one or more
crosscutting interfaces
- access services available in
other conventional interfaces
- affect base components and
other aspects through its crosscutting interfaces
- can be directly associated with
other aspects
- are allowed to affect both conventional and other crosscutting
interfaces
- affect base interfaces using
aspectual composition operators, such as before, after, and
around

oriented version [39] of the MobiGrid architecture [4], used to develop mobile
agents in Grid environments. Other architectural patterns were also instantiated and composed in all the system versions, such the client-server. However,
the aforementioned ones are the heart of the architecture design and, therefore,
we concentrate our attention on them.
Both systems were ideal for our experimental investigation due to several
reasons. First, the chosen systems have stringent modularity requirements due
to the demand for producing reusable, adaptable and evolvable MAS architectures. Hence, all the system versions were developed with modularity principles
as main driving design criteria, making sense the exploitation of AO software architectures. Second, the original architecture of each case study was developed in
different contexts – the first system was developed in our own laboratory, while
the second one has been developed out of our research environment [4]. Third, a
preliminary qualitative assessment focused at the implementation level has been
recently conducted and reported [17, 21, 39]. It has allowed us to supplement the
qualitative focus on separation of concerns of our preliminary studies with both
broader quantitative analysis and a systematic investigation about the scalability
of aspect-oriented architectures in distinct MAS application scenarios.
Finally, they are realistic systems that involve emphasis on different MAS
concerns, such as mobility, learning, autonomy, and their distinct compositions;
they also encompasses the application of common MAS platforms and frameworks, such as JADE [6], Aglets [37], and TSpaces [38]. Sections 3.1 and 3.2
focus on describing the main AO and non-AO architectural choices for both
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AspectT and MobiGrid case studies; each design choice for all the investigated
solutions have been deeply discussed and documented elsewhere [17, 19, 21, 4, 39].
Section 3.3 presents our evaluation steps and the architectural metrics applied.
3.1

The AspectT Architecture

We developed an aspect-oriented agent framework [19], called AspectT, which
defines an architecture for implementing different kinds of agents, such as, information and user agents. This framework has been implemented using the
AspectJ and Java programming languages. We have used this framework in
the implementation of two case studies: (i) Portalware – a web-based system
for the development of e-commerce portals [19]; and (ii) ExpertCommittee – a
conference management MAS [21]. AspectT was structured following the aspectoriented pattern for MAS architectures detailed in Section 2.2. Figure 2 shows
the framework architecture. It defines a set of components playing the roles of
architectural aspects that address different crosscutting agent properties, such
as interaction, autonomy, mobility, and learning. Following we describe the main
components of the AO architecture and their respective relationships.

Fig. 2. The AspecT Architecture.

The aspect-oriented architecture has the Kernel component as a central element. This component defines two interfaces: (i) KnowledgeUpdating – used to
update the agent knowledge (belief, goal and plan); and (ii) Services – which
allows to expose the agent services. A set of aspectual components are used to
address different crosscutting agent features. Each of them either introduces new
behavior in other components or refines the components’ behavior by observing
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specific service execution. The interaction aspect is used to modularize the crosscutting impact on the use of communication architectures, such as JADE [37].
The Interaction aspectual component specifies crosscutting interfaces for message receiving (MessageReception) and for message sending (MessageSending).
The Adaptation component intercepts the MessageReception interface of
the Interaction component by means of the KnowledgeAdaptation crosscutting interface to update the agent beliefs when new external messages are received. It also defines the BehaviorAdaptation interface to instantiate specific
plans when the agent needs to achieve any goal. The Autonomy aspectual component defines three crosscutting interfaces: (i) GoalCreation – cuts across the
Interaction component to create new reactive goals when new external messages
are received; (ii) DecisionMaking – introduces in the Kernel component the
behavior of creation of proactive goals; and finally (iii) ExecutionAutonomy –
associates the agent with its own thread of control and also makes it possible
the concurrent execution of agent plans. The Collaboration, Mobility and
Learning components encompass crosscutting agent properties that are necessary only on specific agent architectures. The Collaboration component contains two interfaces: (i) Knowledge – introduces new knowledge associated with
roles to be played by the agent; and (ii) Binding – affects specific services from
the Kernel component in order to instantiate new roles and attach them to the
agent according to certain conditions. The Mobility aspect is used to overcome
the crosscutting nature of mobility concerns by directly using existing mobility platforms. The Mobility component uses the Travel interface to introduce
mobility capacities in the agent and to determine the execution points in which
the agent can be moved. Finally, the Learning component is responsible for collecting information to execute its learning algorithms (InformationGathering
interface). It also introduces new learning-specific knowledge associated with
these algorithms (LearningKnowledge interface).
The AspectT framework has been developed as an alternative to an equivalent object-oriented mediator-based architecture, presented in Section 2.2. The
combination of these two architectural styles defines a central component which
mediates all the communication between the other ones. The Kernel component
plays this central role.
3.2

The MobiGrid Architecture

Our second case study was the MobiGrid framework [4], which is a mobile agent
system within a grid environment project called InteGrade [27]. In this system,
mobile agents are used to encapsulate and execute long processing tasks using
the idle cycles of a network of personal workstations. The agents can migrate
whenever the local machine is requested by its user since they are provided
with automatic migration capabilities. The original MobiGrid architecture was
defined based on the OO framework provided by the Aglets platform [37], and
follows a publisher-subscriber architecture pattern.
Due to the high coupling between the Aglets underlying model and the MobiGrid mobile agents, we have decided to reengineer the MobiGrid architecture
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taking into account the following requirements: (i) to modularize the MobiGrid
mobility concerns, that is, to promote an explicit separation between the crosscutting mobility concern and other non-crosscutting MobiGrid concerns; and
(ii) to enhance the MobiGrid variability in terms of a flexible choice of distinct
mobility platforms to be used (e. g. Aglets [37], JADE [6], etc.).
In the reengineering process, we have generated two versions of the MobiGrid
architecture. In a first moment, we decided not to use the concept of crosscutting interfaces (Section 2.2); our goal was then to assess the applicability of
conventional architectural components and interfaces in order to explicitly separate the mobility concern. After that, we provided an alternative version of
this reengineering using aspectual components and crosscutting interfaces [39].
In both solutions, the separation of the mobility concerns and the integration
between MobiGrid and distinct mobility platforms respectively resulted in the
conception of two architectural components: the MobilityProtocol and the
MobilityManagement.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the two versions resulted from the MobiGrid architecture reengineering: the non-aspectual architecture and the aspect-oriented
one. The former follows the publisher-subscriber architectural pattern; the latter
is based on the aspect-oriented architectural pattern (Section 2.2). The architectural designs presented in both figures respectively follow a simplified UML
notation (Figure 3), and the AOGA notation (Figure 4). Note that the main difference between the proposed architectures is the use of crosscutting interfaces
and aspects for designing the two new components defined in the reengineered
MobiGrid Architecture (Figure 4).
Despite this difference, in both cases, the MobiGrid architecture is composed
of four kinds of components: (i) the MobiGrid component, which modularizes the
basic concerns of an agent-based application; (ii) the MobilityProtocol component, which modularizes the mobility protocol execution – i.e. the instantiation,
migration, remote initialization, and destruction of MobiGrid agents; (iii) the
MobilityManagement component, which provides a flexible integration between
MobiGrid and distinct mobility platforms; and (iv) the MobilityPlatform,
which represents a specific mobility platform being used, such as Aglets [37].
In both architectures, the main purpose of the MobilityProtocol component
is the explicit separation of the mobility concerns from the MobiGrid component. In addition, the MobilityManagement component connects the MobiGrid
with the MobilityPlatform component, which modularizes and externalizes the
platform services.
The IMobileAgentProtocol and IReferenceMobileAgent interfaces play
a central role in the design of both non-AO and AO architectures. The IMobileAgentProtocol is the interface that delegates to the
IReferenceMobileAgent the mobility services invoked by the MobiGrid; this
delegation is independent from platform-specific issues. The IMobileAgent is
the interface which is responsible for delegating to a specific platform the invoked services; to do that, it uses the IPlatformServices interface provided by
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Fig. 3. The non-AO MobiGrid Architecture.

the MobilityPlatform component. The mobility services include the access to
the agent ids, context ids, mobile agent lifecycle, messaging, and so on.
The AO architecture in Figure 4 uses the crosscutting interface abstraction
(Section 2.2) to make it possible a clean modularization of the mobility concern
in the MobiGrid. The MobilityProtocol component now implements a generic
mobility protocol in in order to prevent the explicit invocations of the mobility
services by the MobiGrid component. Such explicit invocations happen in the
non-AO architecture due to the interaction constraints imposed by the publishersubscriber pattern. In other words, we invert the way in which access to the
mobility services is typically designed in mobile agent systems. To do that, the
IMobileElement crosscutting interface is used to determine when and how a
mobile agent is instantiated on a platform to represent a specific agent on the
MobiGrid. This interface also triggers the agent migration to other environments,
since the mobile agent may have to migrate whenever elements of the MobiGrid
are called or executed. That is, the IMobileElement interface is used to affect
well-defined mobility join points in order to determine when MobiGrid agents
should move. Thus, the IMobileElement interface allows an explicit separation
of mobility issues from the other MobiGrid non-crosscutting concerns.
Other interfaces are used in both architectures in order to maintain
a flexible integration between MobiGrid and distinct mobility platforms;
they make information relative to the mobile agent lifecycle available to
the MobiGrid component. However, they externalize the mobility concern
through the MobilityProtocol component in different ways. In Figure 4, the
IReferenceObserver interface crosscuts join points as calls of mobility platform
services in order to maintain a consistence between the platform runtime and the
MobiGrid. This is possible because the IReferenceObserver interface is also affected by the InstantiationEvent, MigrationEvent, IInitializationEvent,
and IDestructionEvent interfaces, which respectively allow the agent instan-
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Fig. 4. The AO MobiGrid Architecture.

tiation, departure, arrival, and destruction handling in the MobilityProtocol
component.
A different architectural scheme is used to propagate the platform
events in Figure 3. The IReferenceObserver interface still observes these
events, but now following the publisher-subscriber architectural pattern.
Additional required interfaces are necessary in order to delegate platform events to the MobilityProtocol component: MigrationPropagator,
InstantiationPropagator,
IInitializationPropagator
and
IDestructionPropagator. These interfaces are respectively connected to
the InstantiationEvent, MigrationEvent, IInitializationEvent, and
IDestructionEvent interfaces in order to allow event handling in the
MobilityProtocol component. Finally, note that in both AO and non-AO
architectures the MobilityManagement component realizes a conventional
interface called the IReferenceTable. This interface is used to abstract the
context and messaging services provided by different platforms.
3.3

Evaluation Procedures and Assessment Metrics

Our evaluation has strictly focused on the evaluation of architecture artifacts,
since we are concerned with both: (i) understanding the suitability of existing
MAS architecture-level solutions in order to address the modularity problems
associated with widely-scoped crosscutting properties, and (ii) investigating to
what extent the crosscutting nature of certain MAS properties entail design
anomalies visible earlier at the architecture stage. The used architecture descriptions were based on conventional and aspect-oriented component-and-connector
models [35, 5, 18].
We have used a suite of architectural metrics (Table 2) to support modularity
evaluation of the investigated software architectures (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). We
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have not used conventional architectural assessment methods because they traditionally focus either on the architecture coverage of scenarios described in the
requirements specification [12], or on the satisfaction of high-level non-functional
requirements (e.g. [1]) without a clear focus on modularity assessment. Our goal
here was to assess internal structural attributes in the architecture description
with a direct impact on architecture modularity. As a consequence, our investigation has provided us with a more fine-grained understanding of the overall
architecture quality since modularity impacts a huge number of non-functional
requirements in MAS, such as reusability, adaptability, flexibility, changeability
and the like. The outcomes of our analyses can be used in conjunction with
other architectural assessment methods, such as ATAM, for performing a tradeoff evaluation with respect to other architectural qualities, such as performance
and availability.
A discussion about each of those architectural metrics is out of the scope of
this work. Table 2 presents a definition for each of the used metrics and their
association with distinct modularity attributes. This suite includes metrics for
architectural separation of concerns, architectural coupling, component cohesion
and interface complexity. We have already used similar categories of metrics [17,
42] for evaluating aspect- and object-oriented designs in a number of systematic
case studies [26, 9, 15, 36, 8] not related to multi-agent systems. They have been
proved to be effective modularity indicators for detailed design and implementation artifacts. The metrics can also be classified in two categories according to
the architectural viewpoint under assessment: concern viewpoint or component
viewpoint. On one hand, the results of the SoC metrics are obtained for each
concern of interest in the system. On the other hand, the results of the other
metrics are all gathered for each component in the system architecture. Table 2
also relates the metrics to the viewpoint from which their values are obtained.
For all the employed metrics, a lower value implies a better result.
The metrics of separation of concerns (SoC) measure the degree to which a
single concern in the system maps to the architectural elements (components,
interfaces, operations and parameters). The interface complexity is measured
in terms of the total number of interfaces, operations and parameters of each
component. The coupling metrics measure the number of components connected
to each component. The cohesion metric computes each component’s semantic
cohesion based on the number of concerns addressed by it. The higher the number
of different concerns in the component the lower the cohesion is.
In order to proceed with the measurement of separation of concerns, there is
an architecture shadowing process in which the architect must assign every component element (interface, operation and parameter) to one or more concerns.
The chosen architectural concerns to be assessed are related to the driven architectural issues that should be modularized in each system. For example, in the
AspectT case, we have shadowed the architecture artifacts with respect to the
kernel, adaptation, interaction, autonomy, collaboration, mobility, and learning
concerns because these are the properties that should be adaptable, reusable,
and easily (un)plugged from the system. As in the MobiGrid system the design
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Table 2. Architectural Metrics Suite.

Coupling
Cohesion
Complexity

Architectural Fan-out

Counts the number of operations (defined in architectural
interfaces) that are related to
a concern.
Counts the number of components which require service from a component (caller
components).
Counts the number of components from which the component requires service (callee
components).

Lack of Concern-based Co- Counts the number of conhesion (LCC)
cerns addressed by a component.
Number of Interfaces

Number of Operations

Concern

Definition
Viewpoint
Counts the number of architectural components which
encompass a concern.
Counts the number of interfaces related to a concern.

Component

Separation of Concerns

Architectural
Component

Architectural Fan-in

Interface

Architectural

Attribute Metric
Concern Diffusion over
Architectural Components
(CDAC)
Concern Diffusion over
Architectural
Interfaces
(CDAI)
Concern Diffusion over
Architectural Operations
(CDAO)

Counts the number of interfaces of each component.
Counts the number of operations in the interfaces of each
component.

was much more focused on modularizing specific mobility issues (Section 3.2), we
treated each of the core mobility features (mobility platform, mobility protocol,
and mobility management) and the MobiGrid application as driving concerns
in order to investigate their associated crosscutting structures in both architectural solutions. After the shadowing of the architecture models, the data of
the separation of concerns metrics (CDAC, CDAI, and CDAO) was manually
collected.

4

Empirical Results

This section presents the results of the measurement process. The data have
been collected based on the set of defined measures (Section 3.3) in the two
case studies. The presentation is broken in three parts. Section 4.1 presents
the evaluation results for the separation of architectural concerns. Section 4.2
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presents the results for the coupling and cohesion metrics. Section 4.3 presents
the results for the interface complexity metrics. We present the results by means
of tables that put side-by side the values of the metrics for the aspect-oriented
and non-aspect oriented architectures of each system.
4.1

Separation of Architectural Concerns

In the quantitative evaluation of the AspectT framework, the data collected for
both AO and mediator-based architectures shows favourable results for the AO
version for most of the metrics used. Table 3 presents the complete data collected for both AspectT architecture versions considering the SoC metrics. The
application of the SoC metrics allowed us to evaluate how effective was the separation of the agency concerns in the both AspectT architectures. These metrics
count the total number of components, interfaces and operations dedicated to
implement a concern (Section 3.3).
We can observe significant differences between the AO and non-AO versions
for all the SoC metrics. Table 3 shows that the mediator-based architecture
requires two components to address each of the system concerns (CDAC metric), except for the Kernel concern. It happens because the Kernel component
needs to inevitably embody functionalities from the different concerns besides
to implement the kernel-specific functionalities. It happens because the Kernel
component plays the mediator role and, as a consequence, propagates information relative to every concern to the other “colleague” components. On the
other hand, each component in the AO version is responsible for implementing
the functionalities associated with exactly one concern because such information
is directly collected from the context where it is generated through crosscutting
interfaces; as a result, the design of the Kernel component and its interfaces are
not affected by other concerns.
We can also observe in Table 3 that the AO version requires fewer interfaces
(CDAI metric) and operations for most of the system concerns with exception
of the Kernel concern. The Kernel concern in the AO version is represented by
the Kernel component. This component needs to expose new interfaces in the
AO version to enable the implementation of the different aspectual components.
However, all these additional interfaces are part of the Kernel functionalities and
separation of architectural concerns is not hindered. As we can see in Table 3,
there is also a significant increase in the number of operations (CDAO metric)
for almost all the agency concerns in the non-AO version, the only exception is
the Kernel concern. The Interaction concern, for example, is addressed in the AO
version by 3 interfaces and 10 operations. While the same Interaction concern in
the mediator version requires 9 interfaces and 22 operations. This growth in the
non-AO architecture is mainly caused by the use of the mediator-based pattern
which requires the additional interfaces in the Kernel component (see Figure 1)
with their associated operations.
Table 4 shows the results for the three SoC metrics for the MobiGrid architectures. As discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the MobiGrid application and agent
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Table 3. AspectT Architectures: Separation of Concerns Measures.
#components
(CDAC)
AO
Non-AO
Kernel
1
1
Interaction
1
2
Adaptation
1
2
Autonomy
1
2
Collaboration 1
2
Mobility
1
2
Learning
1
2
Concern

#interfaces
(CDAI)
AO
Non-AO
4
2
3
9
2
6
3
7
4
6
3
3
2
4

#operations
(CDAO)
AO
Non-AO
68
14
10
22
5
34
31
80
37
87
20
35
6
16

mobility issues are the two architectural concerns of interest in the MobiGrid system. The AO architecture performed better than the publisher-subscriber one in
terms of SoC. As shown in Table 4, the mobility concerns are scattered over fewer
architectural components in the AO architecture (CDAC metric). These concerns
are present in 4 components in the non-AO architecture, whereas they crosscut
only 3 components in the AO architecture. This occurs because, in the non-AO
architecture, the MobiGrid component encompasses two mobility-related interfaces – IMobilityLifeCycleObserver and IMobilityLifeCycleSubscriber –
for explicitly handling of mobility life-cycle events. These events are captured by
the IMobileElement crosscutting interface in the AO architecture which makes
the mobility-related interfaces unnecessary in the MobiGrid component.
The SoC metrics also showed better results for the AO architecture in
terms of number of interfaces (CDAI metric) – 13 vs. 32 – and number of
operations (CDAO metric) – 326 vs. 407. This is mainly caused because the
MobilityProtocol and MobilityManagement aspectual components need fewer
interfaces and operations for handling events. This will be further discussed
in subsection 4.3. The aforementioned absence of mobility interfaces in the
MobiGrid component also contributes for that difference.

Table 4. MobiGrid Architectures: Separation of Concerns Measures.
Concern
Mobility
Application
(MobiGrid)

#components
(CDAC)
AO
Non-AO
3
4
1
1

#interfaces
(CDAI)
AO
Non-AO
13
23
1
1

#operations
(CDAO)
AO
Non-AO
326
407
18
18
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4.2

Architectural Coupling and Component Cohesion

Tables 5 and 6 present the results for architectural coupling and component
cohesion metrics considering, respectively, the AspectT and MobiGrid architectures. As in subsection 4.1, the tables in this subsection and in subsection 4.3 put
side-by-side the metrics values for the AO and non-AO architectures. However,
since the values here are for each component (component viewpoint), the bottom
of the tables also provide the total values (sum of all the component measures)
that represent the results for the overall architecture viewpoint. Therefore, rows
labelled “Total” indicate the tally for the system architecture, while rows labeled
“Diff” indicate the percentual difference between the AO and non-AO architectures in the system viewpoint relative to each metric. A positive value means
that the non-AO architecture fared better, whereas a negative value indicates
that the AO architecture exhibited better results.
As we can observe in Table 5, there is an expressive coupling increase in the
non-AO AspectT architecture considering the number of requiring components
(Architectural Fan-in metric). The fan-in is 12 in the mediator-based architecture, while it is 9 in the AO architecture, representing a difference of 25% in
favour of the latter. This occurs because in the AO version the services of several aspects (e.g. Adaptation, Autonomy, Learning) are not requested by other
components granted to the dependency inversion promoted by AO architectures.
With respect to the architectural fan-out, the measures did not show a expressive
difference from system viewpoint; the difference was lower than 10% (Table 5).
As stated in Section 3.3, we assess the lack of cohesion of a component counting the number of distinct concerns addressed by it, which is captured by the
Lack of Concern-based Cohesion (LCC) metric. LCC measurement resulted in
better results for the AO version (13 vs. 7 = 46.2%). This superiority is justified by the fact that in the mediator-based architecture, the Kernel component
needs to implement required interfaces associated with the six system concerns
(CBLC metric). Hence, there is an explicit architectural tangling in the Kernel
component.
Table 5. AspectT Architectures: Coupling and Cohesion Measures.
Component
Kernel
Interaction
Adaptation
Autonomy
Collaboration
Mobility
Learning
Total:
Diff:

Architectural
Fan-Out
AO
Non-AO
0
6
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
11
12
-8.3%

Architectural
Fan-In
AO
Non-AO
5
5
2
2
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
9
12
-25.0%

#Concerns
(Lack of Cohesion)
AO
Non-AO
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
13
-46.2%
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The AO architecture of the MobiGrid system presented better outcomes in
terms of the two coupling metrics and in terms of the cohesion metric as well
(Table 6). The non-AO architecture exhibited architectural fan-out 50% higher
than the AO architecture. This difference is a consequence of the reduction of
fan-out in both MobiGrid and MobilityManagement components in the AO version, since they do not have to explicitly call the MobilityProtocol component
for notifying events. Being an aspectual component, MobilityProtocol captures the events by means of crosscutting interfaces. MobilityPlatform also
contributes for decreasing the fan-out, because it does not need to be connected
to the MobilityManagement component in order to notify events. In this case,
the aspectual MobilityManagement component observes the events by means of
its IReferenceObserver crosscutting interface. For the same reasons, the architectural fan-in metric also showed worse results for the publisher-subscriber
version of the architecture (50% higher). In this case the fan-in reduction is
observed in the MobilityProtocol and MobilityManagement components.
Similarly to the AspectT case, the cohesion measures in the MobiGrid architectures pointed out a difference in favour of the AO solution only in one of
the components, namely the MobiGrid component. This component encompasses
two concerns in the non-AO solution: the MobiGrid concern, which is the primary
purpose of the original definition of this component, and the mobility concern.
The IMobilityLifeCycleObserver and IMobilityLifeCycleSubscriber interfaces contain operations related to the mobility concern, which reduce the
cohesion of the component; in fact, these operations have a purpose different
from the main purpose of the component. On the other hand, these interfaces
are not necessary in the AO solution and, as a consequence, the MobiGrid component is not affected by the mobility concern and entirely dedicated to its main
concern.
Table 6. MobiGrid Architectures: Coupling and Cohesion Measures.
Architectural
Fan-Out
AO
Non-AO
MobilityPlatform 0
1
MobilityManag. 1
2
MobilityProtocol 2
2
MobiGrid
0
1
Total:
3
6
Diff:
-50.0%
Component

4.3

Architectural
Fan-In
AO
Non-AO
1
1
1
2
0
2
1
1
3
6
-50.0%

#Concerns
(Lack of Cohesion)
AO
Non-AO
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
5
-20.0%

Interface Complexity

Tables 7 and 8 show the results for the interface complexity metrics for the AspectT and MobiGrid architectures, respectively. Regarding the AspectT system
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(Table 7), the metrics demonstrate the modularity benefits obtained in the AO
version compared to the non-AO one. There was a bigger difference in the number of interfaces specified for each version (35 vs. 21 = 43.2%) which favours
the AO version. This difference is mainly due to the additional interfaces of the
Kernel component, but it is also thanks to the values collected for other components. The increase in the number of interfaces metric for the mediator version
is also reflected in the number of operations. Table 7 shows that the number of
operations is 38.5% higher in the non-AO version. Again, it happens because
the Kernel component plays the mediator role and, as a consequence, it has
additional interfaces and operations to propagate information relative to every
concern to the other “colleague” components (Section 4.1).

Table 7. AspectT Architectures: Interface Complexity Metrics.
Component
Kernel
Interaction
Adaptation
Autonomy
Collaboration
Mobility
Learning
Total:
Diff:

#Interfaces
AO
Non-AO
4
16
3
5
2
4
3
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
21
35
-43.2%

#Operations
AO
Non-AO
68
115
10
13
5
29
31
49
37
47
20
19
6
16
177
288
-38.5%

The use of aspects had a strong positive influence in the interface complexity of the MobiGrid architectural components, as shown in Table 8. For the
non-AO architecture, the number of interfaces was more than 40% higher than
in the AO solution. Also, the number of operations was higher in the non-AO
solution (19.1%). The main reason for this result is the decrease on the number of required interfaces of the MobilityManagement aspect. In the non-AO
solution, the conventional component has four required interfaces to propagate
four mobility events relative to the initialization, migration, destruction and instantiation of agents. These events are observed by the IReferenceObserver
interface and propagated to the MobilityProtocol component. On the other
hand, in the AO solution, the aspectual component MobilityProtocol crosscuts the IReferenceObserver interface and directly observes the events when
MobilityPlatform notify them. Hence, the required interfaces to propagate
them are not necessary. Moreover, the inferiority of the non-AO version in the
number of interfaces is granted to the fact it needs additional pairs of subscription
interfaces involving the collaboration of the components MobilityManagement
and MobilityPlatform, and the components MobilityProtocol and MobiGrid
components.
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Table 8. MobiGrid Architectures: Interface Complexity Metrics.
#Interfaces
AO
Non-AO
MobilityPlatform
3
4
MobilityManagement 4
9
MobilityProtocol
6
8
MobiGrid
1
3
Total:
14
24
Diff:
-41.7%
Component

5

#Operations
AO
Non-AO
176
185
124
155
26
61
18
24
344
425
-19.1%

General Analysis and Related Work

This section provides a more general analysis with respect to modularity breakdowns observed in the results previously presented in Section 4. This section
also brings discussions on how such results and conclusions are connected to
observations made by related work.
5.1

Detecting Early Modularity Anomalies in MAS Architectures

The use of the architectural modularity metrics (Section 3.3) allowed us to observe some early design anomalies in the investigated MAS architectures. Our
observations are classified into three main categories: (i) bidirectional architectural coupling, (ii) architectural interface bloat, and (iii) hindering of architectural variability and adaptability.
Bidirectional Architectural Coupling. First, after a careful joint analysis of the
MobiGrid and AspectT architectures, we observed that both non-AO options –
i.e. the mediator-based and the publisher-subscriber designs – imposed some undesirable bidirectional couplings. In the mediator architecture, all the “colleague”
components need to inevitably have references to the “mediator” component and
vice-versa. Similarly, in mediator-based architectures, all the “subscriber” components need to know the “publisher” components and vice-versa. Even though
these architectural solutions overcome the problem of direct couplings between
colleagues and between subscribers, the AO architectural solutions for both MobiGrid and AspectT systems have reduced even more the overall architecture
couplings by making almost all the inter-component relationships unidirectional
(aspects affect the components). This phenomenon is observed mostly from the
fan-in and fan-out measures (Section 4.2). For example, the Kernel component
has the fan-out zero in the AO version of the AspectT architecture, while it is
6 in the mediator version (Table 5). Also, Adaptation, Autonomy and Learning
components have a fan-in zero.
Architectural Interface Bloat. The inter-component interaction constraints
defined by the mediator-based and publisher-subscriber architectures did not
scale respectively in the AspectT and MobiGrid systems, causing a complexity
increase in the component interfaces. Such constraints have influenced the definition of extra operations and additional interfaces for the sake of realizing certain
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crosscutting MAS concerns, such as mobility and learning issues. For example,
the evidence of interface bloat can be observed in several parts of both non-AO
architectures. As discussed in Section 4.3, the Kernel component in the AspectT
design (Table 7) and the MobiGrid component (Table 8) had clearly much “wider
boundaries” respectively due to their needs of mediating inter-component conversations and handling event subscriptions and notifications. In the particular
case of MobiGrid, the event propagation is a issue that crosscuts the modularity
of all the four architectural components.
Hindering of Architectural Variability and Adaptability. Variability and
adaptability were main driving requirements in the architecture design of both
multi-agent systems. For example, the design of the AspectT framework had
the stringent requirement of making it optional the usage of the components
Learning, Mobility, and Collaboration in order to allow for the flexible definition of heterogeneous agent architectures. In addition, the architecture design
also required support for: (i) the adaptability of the Kernel elements, such as
the provided services and agent plans, and (ii) the adaptability of agent roles
and protocols, which should be dynamically plugged and unplugged. In the MobiGrid architectures, mobility issues should be modularized in order to promote
easier variation and adaptation of the mobility platforms and protocols. However,
the non-modularization of architectural crosscutting concerns in the mediatorbased and publisher-subscriber architectures hindered the satisfaction of these
variability and adaptability goals. This problem can be observed in the SoC
measures (Section 4.1) where the results in Tables 3 and 4 show the tangling
and scattering of several concerns, such as mobility, learning, and collaboration.
As a result, the plugability and adaptation of elements realizing such concerns
become cumbersome. Moreover, we have observed a certain rigidness in the composition rules defined by conventional patterns to support alternative compositions between agent components in order to smoothly produce heterogeneous
agent architectures. This inflexibility is visible in both mediator and publishersubscriber architectural patterns through the join analysis of all the metrics. The
architectural composition rules of such patterns required the definition of higher
coupling, more complex interfaces (as discussed above), and inferior separation
of concerns.
The AO pattern also facilitated the variability of the mobility platform in the
MobiGrid system. Although the non-AO architecture in Figure 3 allows a flexible
integration between the MobiGrid and distinct mobility platforms, it does not
provide a clean separation of mobility issues. This purpose is not reached because
it involves the direct use of the platform underlying models, even though there
are no references to a specific platform in the MobiGrid component. In fact, the
MobiGrid component can indistinctly use mobility platforms such as Aglets and
JADE, but it is still connected to the MobilityProtocol component through
the IProtocolServices interface. This means that MobiGrid component makes
explicit calls to MobilityProtocol services. In addition, the MobilityProtocol
component externalizes the mobile agent lifecycle in a scheme based on the
publisher-subscriber architectural pattern (see Figure 3). Then the high coupling
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between MobiGrid and platform models still remains, and the mobility concern
is not totally separated from the MobiGrid application concern.

5.2

Related Work

The body of knowledge on the interplay of MAS and Software Architecture has
been mostly concentrated on suggesting and implementing new MAS architectures [24, 28, 2, 49, 10]. In particular, aspect-oriented software architectures [24,
25, 3, 43] are emerging as a promising way to develop modular MAS. However,
less attempts has been done in studying how these architectures may be characterized and evaluated [14, 44]. To the best of our knowledge, no work has
clearly indicated a framework on how to assess MAS architecture modularity
and performed systematic case studies on the basis of such modularity evaluation framework.
Davidsson and colleagues [14] have used an Analytic Hierarchy Process to
compare six MAS architectural styles for handling the task of dynamic and distributed resource allocation. Woods and Barbacci [50] have used the Architecture
Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [12] for evaluating quality attributes of the
agent-based system architectures. Similarly, Ivezic and colleagues [30] use an
ATAM-based methodology to assess different architecture alternatives for a supply chain management MAS. However, none of this previous work has focused
on supporting the assessment of modularity attributes in MAS architectures.
In a previous work, we have defined how to use an aspect-oriented design
pattern to flexibly build heterogeneous agent architectures [24] (Section 2.2).
We have also described guidelines to transit from the aspect-oriented definition
of agent architectures to AspectJ-like [33] implementations. In [17, 19], we have
defined the aspect-oriented agent framework, which we have qualitatively assessed in three different case studies. In [25] we have quantitatively compared
OO and AO implementations of the Portalware MAS [19]. However, our evaluation was focused at the implementation stage and has used to simple systems.
We have now exploited two multiple case studies in order to perceive how our
proposed aspect-oriented architectural rules (Table 1) are reusable and scalable
to different contexts, and on which circumstances they succeed or fail in order
to promote improved MAS architecture stability.
In this work, we have not focused on assessing existing reference architectures [12] for MAS such as the one proposed in [49], which may be seen as a
complementary abstraction to be exploited at architectural stage. Reference architectures can embody one or more architectural patterns. As a result, we have
centered on the assessment and comparison of architectural patterns, which may
be seen as one of the most basic building blocks in MAS architectural decompositions. Further work could explore the evaluation of existing MAS reference
architectures.
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6

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Modularity occupies a pivotal position in the design of good MAS architectures.
It is during architectural design that crucial modularity-related requirements
in MAS such as adaptability, flexibility, reusability, maintainability, testability, etc., must be addressed. Yet the task of considering the multi-dimensional
facets of modularity remains a deep challenge to MAS architects. As adaptability, reusability, and maintainability are typically driving requirements in MAS
designs, the architectural pattern that provides the most appropriate balance
between the modularity attributes should be selected. However, building modular MAS architects is a challenging task mainly because they need to reason
and make decisions with respect to a number of crosscutting architectural concerns. MAS architects need to deal with issues such as making an agent interact
appropriately, handling the agents’ adaptive behavior, structuring the agents’
autonomous behavior, designing the agent roles and protocols for inter-agent
collaboration purposes, and incorporating learning mechanisms into the agent’s
structure in a modular manner.
This paper is a first attempt to systematically evaluate the added value of
aspect-oriented software architectures for designing MAS. Without a clear evidence of its strengths and drawbacks, MAS architects are not guided on when
to use them. As previously discussed (Section 5.2), there is no systematic assessment on what extent such an emerging aspect-oriented MAS architectures scale
in different circumstances and applications. We should emphasize here that the
conclusions drawn from this first study are limited to the particular two case
studies and selected optional architectures. However, it provides a first understanding towards how to determine for the use of aspects early at the design
of adaptable and reusable MAS architectures in the presence of crosscutting
concerns. A number of additional studies in the future should be performed to
improve our body of knowledge regarding the interplay of aspects and MAS architectures. A next step in our assessments is to evaluate aspect-oriented MAS
architectures in the light of different architectural attributes other than modularity issues, such as performance and availability. It would allow us to have a
more broad understanding of when and when not using such an architectural
style for MAS.
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Abstract. Normally current agent methodologies and OO agent frameworks put little effort on defining the agent internal structure, as it is
not possible either to study or verify specific structural properties of the
agent. Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) are widely used to
represent the software architecture of a system. The explicit specification of agent software architecture promotes the study and verification
of its structural properties. In this context, this paper presents MaDL,
an ADL based on XML for the configuration of agent software architectures. MaDL identifies architectural concepts present both in agent
methodologies and in existing FIPA-compliant and task-oriented agents.
Since agents’ dialogues are governed by interaction protocols, normally
they crosscut and are intermingled with various agent inner components.
MaDL models those interaction properties that do not align well with
agent domain-specific components as aspects as is proposed in the Aspect Oriented technologies. This separation succeeds in providing a more
adaptable agent architecture appropriate for software reuse. Adapting
the agent architecture to new extra-functional requirements mainly entails locating and modifying the aspects involved.

1

Introduction

Advances in agent technology depend heavily on improving the process of developing software agents of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [1, 2]. As a result, several
agent-oriented methodologies [3] for developing MAS are available today. Most
agent-oriented methodologies encourage modelling specific abstract concepts of
agent-orientation such as goals, intentions and organizations [1, 3]. But little effort has been put on defining the agent structure as a collection of software
elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them [4]. Normally the agent architecture is described in terms of
deliberative or reactive architectural components, depending on the agent type,
as it is not possible to study and verify the completeness or other domain-specific
?
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structural properties of the agent. As a general rule, agent-oriented methodologies do not provide architectural languages to represent and study the high level
structure of the agents, i.e. neither to encompass agent components (re)use, nor
manage agent evolution at the architectural level.
In practice however, what agent developers use are the application frameworks (also known as agent toolkits [3]) provided together with agent platforms
[5–7]. The agent architecture of these frameworks normally consists of a collection of highly-coupled objects that typically incorporate agent models which
focus on one type of agent, and do not provide direct support for handling and
reusing other agent properties. As a matter of fact, every time an agent needs to
be upgraded, the developer is forced to inspect the implementation code, then to
change and re-compile it. In general, agent development frameworks place little
emphasis on agent reuse and evolution at the architectural level.
Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) were proposed to represent the
software architecture of a system, providing precise descriptions of the constituent computational components and their interactions (connections) [8]. We
propose MaDL (Malaca Description Language), an ADL for agents based on
XML (strictly speaking this could be considered a Domain Specific Language).
MaDL identifies architectural concepts present both in the design phase of agentoriented methodologies and at the implementation in an existing FIPA-compliant
development framework such as Jade. Since agent behaviour is normally driven
by the execution of interaction protocols [9], several internal agent components
have to manipulate input and output messages. This means that the interaction
protocols crosscut and are intermingled with various agent components. The
Aspect Oriented technologies [10] propose to model these crosscutting concerns
as first order entities, named aspects, separately from the agent domain-specific
components providing agent functionality, thereby improving agent modularisation, component (re)use and architectural evolution. MaDL provides constructs
for the explicit description of an agent’s architecture in terms of components
that define the specific agent behaviour; aspects that intercept agent interactions; and a set of weaving rules that add aspects to components oblivious to
aspects existence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main
concepts of MaDL, and uses it to describe and configure a Seller agent, used
as case study and illustrated at the beginning of the section. In section 3 some
related work is discussed. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper and outlines
future work.

2

The MaDL Description Language

The domain specific language MaDL (from the Malaca Description Language)
supports the description of software agent architectures. This language permits
us to define the agent functionality and agent communication separately. Agent
interaction is characterized by different crosscutting concerns identified both at
the design and the implementation phases. In the agent architecture these cross-
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cutting concerns are represented separately by independent units named aspects.
This separation facilitates reuse and changes with respect to the agent coordination. A distinctive feature of MaDL is that it provides support for the explicit
and separate description of agent interaction protocols. Inter-agent coordination,
which is a fundamental concern of the agents in order to carry out their tasks, is
described in terms of interaction protocols and is detailed at the design phase by
means of (UML) sequence diagrams in most methodologies [3]. Agent interaction
is specified at the implementation phase where communication properties related
to the agent platform in which the agents will run are detailed. According to
this, MaDL supports the explicit specification of platform-dependant interaction
agent features related to deploying and executing the agent on a specific agent
platform. These features make MaDL well-suited for specifying the architectural
design of FIPA-compliant and task-oriented agents at the design and the implementation phases. The MaDL language is XML-based and provides specific
XML constructs for defining the set of components and aspects that comprise
the internal architecture of an agent.
The Seller agent used as case study has been taken from a very simple MAS
for trading books online provided within the Jade distribution [5]. This agent will
be used throughout the paper to illustrate MaDL concepts. The Seller agent is
part of a MAS consisting of book seller agents and buyer agents. In simple terms,
the Seller agent handles a catalogue of books. When a Buyer agent wants to buy a
book, they interact with a Seller agent following an agreed coordination protocol.
During the conversation, the Seller consults the catalogue for book availability. If
the sale succeeds, the Seller agent updates the catalogue to register that the book
has being sold. All through the conversation agents interchange ACL messages.
Agents will run on a Jade agent platform, and both agents will use the Jade
agent platform to distribute such messages, agreeing on their representation in
a FIPA-compliant String format. The Java implementation for the Jade agent
platform of both the Buyer and the Seller agents is freely available within the
Jade distribution incorporated as the book-trading example.
2.1

The MaDL Language

The definition of agent architecture in MaDL is mainly structured in accordance to the proposed separation. Any architectural definition consists of component definition (enclosed within the element Functionality), and aspect definition (inside the element Interaction). Aspect definition includes both platformindependent and platform-dependant interaction concerns as well as aspect weaving rules.
Functionality Definition. Functionality description is composed of a set
of component definitions. Components represent loci of agent functionality defined in terms of agent actions. An agent action is a basic executable command
of agent behaviour, which will execute agent tasks. For this reason, agent actions are mapped to the components provided interface. The initial mapping
can be done in terms of the resources required by the actions or the semantic of
the action. For instance, the function of the Seller agent is to carry out actions
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on the book catalogue (consult, update). Only single component is required to
represent the book catalogue, and map agent actions to a component provided
interface, which includes services for consulting the catalogue (by book title)
and for its management (update the catalogue when a book is sold). Similar to
ADLs, we specify components by their public interface. All ADLs support specification of components interfaces, although they differ in the terminology and
kinds of information specified [8]. The main motivation for not using existing
ADLs component definition is that they only provide the syntactic specification
of the interface and do not provide semantic support. Supporting semantic is
needed to ensure consistent mappings of architectures from one level of abstraction to another. Consider the public interface of two similar catalogues differing
only in the goods they catalogue, books and films. Without providing a semantic connotation to the terms used in both catalogue interfaces, it is not possible
to make a distinction between them. In this context, ontologies are intended
to represent a common understanding of terms, that is, a semantic agreement,
which provides the means to make interfaces available with semantic information. Suppose that one ontology was defined for books and a different one for
films. Then we could use the appropriate one when specifying the interface of
each catalogue, establishing a ontology-based semantic difference between both
catalogues. In any case, since the language used to specify the interface is explicitly specified (attribute notation of the InterfaceDescription element) and the
interface is described separately, any other specification language could easily be
incorporated.
The definition of the component, named BookCatalogue, in the MaDL language is given in Fig. 1. An (ontology-based) name uniquely identifies the component inside the architecture (i.e. the component we are describing is identified
BookCatalogue inside the architecture). Notice that the component definition
only points to the corresponding interface specification. In this way, the designer is able to reuse component interface specifications (and obviously also the
component) across MaDL architectural descriptions. The component interface
specification is based on OWL-S, a XML-based language recommended by W3C
for specifying ontologies of the descriptions of services. It provides XML-based
constructs for deriving three different views of services [11]. Two of these views
provide platform-independent descriptions. Just the third description depends
on the specific implementation platform. For instance, the interface specifications of the catalogue implemented as a Java class and as a Web service (think
of using Amazon.com as book catalogue) would only differ in the named grounding description: The first one specifies how to bind the platform-independent
service descriptions to the methods and parameters offered by the Java class.
For the Web service, the grounding description ties the platform-independent
service description to the WSDL description of the Web service.
Apart from the specification of public interfaces, the description of components includes other relevant information concerning its deployment (deploymentInfo element) and implementation (implementation element). Its completion can be postponed until the developer finds or build the most suitable com-
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ponent. For the Java implementation this information would refer to the Java
class (as in Fig. 1). In the case where the developer would prefer to use the
Web-based catalogue, the implementation element would indicate the URI to
access the service.
Interaction Definition. Any agent property concerning its interaction and
how it is involved in processing input/output messages pertaining agent interaction, is separated and represented by the definition of an aspect. In general
terms any aspect (defined within an AspectDescription element) is characterized
inside the agent architecture by two attributes: firstly the agent communication
property it represents -or the role it fulfils- which is also an architectural name;
and secondly its scope, which characterizes the inter-agent messages the aspect
can process.The scope influences the aspect instantiation and how each instance
is identified in the agent architecture. The software architect can specify if there
must be a unique instance for that aspect (AGENT SCOPE), or there is an instance for each interaction protocol the agent supports (PROTOCOL SCOPE),
or for each conversation the agent holds (CONVERSATION SCOPE). The implementation information given as part of the aspect definition is closely related
to the use of MaDL to configure aspects in Malaca, a framework supporting
component and aspect-oriented agent architectures [12, 13].
The language compels the developer to provide the definition of three fundamental aspects of the agent communication: Coordination, Distribution, and
ACLRepresentation. Typically agents communicate by means of message interchange according predefined interaction protocols, which are designed in a platform independent manner. The Coordination aspect represents any interaction
protocol supported by the agent. The Distribution and the ACLRepresentation
aspects are derived from the practical realization of the FIPA communication
model in current agent platforms. Three fundamental aspects that resolve message communication between agents in a FIPA agent platform are the message
structure, message representation and message transport[14]. FIPA resolves the
last two issues defining standardized representations of the ACL, and delegating
message transport to the agent platform, which provides a Message Transport
Service (MTS) for the transfer of ACL messages between agents.
Fig. 1 shows the MaDL definition of these basic aspects for the Seller agent.
The interaction protocol between the Seller and the Buyer agent is characterized
in a coordination aspect definition. According to this definition each conversation
is represented by a different aspect instance. The coordination aspect description includes relevant information concerning the interaction protocol (within the
ProtocolDescription element). The features that characterize interaction protocols are: the explicit description of the interaction protocol (a pointer to it is
given by href attribute); the language used to specify the protocol (notation attribute); and the role the agent will play in the interaction (AgentRole attribute).
The ProtDL language, which is part of MaDL, supports the explicit description
of agent interaction protocols in XML. An interaction protocol description consists of: the description of interchanged messages and the detailed description of
each participating role. Each role is described by a finite state machine (FSM),
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<Functionality>
<ComponentDescription>
<OntologyID>BookCatalogue</OntologyID>
<InterfaceDescription href="BookCatalogueServices.xml" notation="OWL-S"/>
<DeploymentInfo notation="JavaClass"/>
<Implementation>trade.book.BookCatalogueComponent.class</Implementation>
</ComponentDescription>
</Functionality>
<Interaction>
<Coordination> <Role name="Coordination"/><AspectScope scope="CONVERSATION_SCOPE"/>
<Implementation uri="..."/><ProtocolDescription href="http://web/TradingBooksProtocol.xml"
notation="ProtDL" protocol="TradingBooksProtocol" AgentRole="Seller"/></Coordination>
<Distribution> <Role name="Distribution"/> <AspectScope scope="AGENT_SCOPE"/>
<RoleInstance name="JADE"/><Implementation uri="..."/></Distribution>
<ACLRepresentation> <Role name="RepresentationACL"/><AspectScope scope="AGENT_SCOPE"/>
<RoleInstance name="fipa.acl.rep.string.std"/><Implementation uri="..."/></ACLRepresentation>
<AspectWeaving>
<AspectCompositionRule> <InterceptionPoint>RECV_MSG</InterceptionPoint>
<ApplyAspect><Aspect role="RepresentationACL" role_instance="fipa.acl.rep.string.std"/></ApplyAspect>
<ApplyAspect><Aspect role="Coordination" role_instance="CONVERSATION_BASED"/></ApplyAspect>
</AspectCompositionRule>
<AspectCompositionRule><InterceptionPoint>SEND_MSG</InterceptionPoint>
<ApplyAspect><Aspect role="RepresentationACL" role_instance="fipa.acl.rep.string.std"/></ApplyAspect>
<ApplyAspect><Aspect role="Distribution" role_instance="JADE"/></ApplyAspect>
</AspectCompositionRule>
</AspectWeaving>
</Interaction>

Fig. 1. Definition and configuration of the component and aspects of the Seller agent
in MaDL.

which allows the behaviour of the agent to be described during the interaction.
Interactions among architectural components and rules that govern those interactions are described as part of the definition of interactions protocol. This
information is similar to traditional ADL connectors [8]. For a more detailed
description of ProtDL see [15]. Currently most of the implemented agents, such
as the Seller agent studied, adopt a rule-based behaviour that can be properly
modelled by a FSM. According to this, changing the interaction protocol only
requires modifying the protocol specification or changing the location the aspect
definition points to. The distribution aspect identifies which agent platform(s)
the agent will use for message distribution, dealing with sending and receiving
messages using existing MTSs. The role name given to this aspect is distribution
and the role instance name would depend on the specific agent platform it provides access to. As shown in Fig. 1 the agent being defined will use the Jade agent
platform (this information is understood from the attribute name of the RoleInstance element). The scope property of the aspect is set to AGENT SCOPE,
settling on its use for the whole agent communication. Finally, the fundamental
Seller agent communication definition is completed by a specification of which
format will be used to represent ACL messages given in the definition of the
ACLRepresentation aspect. As was the case for the Seller agent all the messages
would be represented in the FIPA String format. The implementation element
would point to a parser able to deal with this particular ACL format.
The agent interaction description finishes with the definition of the aspect
weaving under the AspectWeaving element. Aspect weaving consists of describ-
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ing how the aspects previously defined are applied to process input and output messages. From an architectural view, aspect weaving describes aspect relations. This information is given by two rules (each one defined within an AspectCompositionRule element) describing which aspects (identified by their role
and role instance names) will process input (first rule) and output (second rule)
messages. Weaving rules for the Seller agent are given in Fig. 1. The first rule
indicates which RepresentationACL aspect decodifies input messages and after
that, the coordination aspect controlling a conversation will handle the decoded
ACL message. Finally, The MaDL language allows specifying the initial state of
the agent and its initial resources (initial content of the Knowledge Base, e.g.
beliefs, goals, and conditions, the acquaintance database) and activities.

3

Related Work

Research in agent-oriented software engineering has concentrated on providing
methodologies and modelling languages, finding in that context the first efforts
in the definition of ADL for agents. These languages are proposed in the context of specific agent-oriented methodologies with the aim of supporting the
description of specific views such as the type of agents in the MAS and their
interfaces to other agent [16] or agent deployment in mobile agent platforms
[17]. However they do not cope with agent internal architectures. Currently, few
research efforts aim at truly defining a ADLs for MAS architectures.We can cite
only the language SKwyRL-ADL [18]. This ADL is based on the BDI agent
model and existing classical ADLs and is specially defined for the design of BDI
MAS. Regarding the agent architecture, this language provides for typical BDI
concepts, but no architectural design concepts are supported. Applying aspectorientation and dealing with agent concerns at the architectural design is only
considered by Agent-DSL [19]. This is a domain-specific language to model both
non-crosscutting and crosscutting agent features such as knowledge, interaction,
adaptation, autonomy and roles. This language presents important similarities
and also differences. Agent-DSL supports the definition of several agent concerns, such as learning and mobility, while MaDL, so far, aspectualizes only
communication concerns. Regarding the aspect model, in AgentDSL the weaving information is part of the aspects, while in MaDL, this information is defined
separately from aspects facilitating aspect reuse and architectural evolution.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

The MaDL language supports the description of agent architectures promoting
a better separation of agent communication concerns both at the design and the
implementation stages by means of component and aspects. This separation at
the agent architectural level limits the impact of agent evolution, improves the
potential for component and aspect reuse and then simplifies the agent architectural evolution. Designing and developing agent communication is resolved in
independent aspects, which can be modified and reused separately from agent
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functionality. Our experience has shown that the combined use of the language
MaDL, MDA and Malaca produces important benefits to MAS development,
bridging the gap between design and implementation phases in agent-oriented
methodologies [20].
Further extensions to MaDL include extending the language in order to support more agent concerns. This extension will also assist in uncovering some
other issues related to our proposal, helping us make it more robust and general.
Using XML as the basis of ADLs provides a modular extension mechanism and
makes tool support especially important. Currently we are developing some tools
for automating the definition of MaDL descriptions.
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